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Welcome

On behalf of the Association of Art Historians, the
University of Glasgow and Glasgow School of Art we
are delighted to welcome our keynote speakers, session
convenors, speakers, delegates and invited guests
attending the 36th aah Conference and Bookfair in
Glasgow. As well as marking the turn of a new decade
of research and embodying reflections on the state of
our discipline in what is inevitably a period of some
anxiety in the academic world, 2010 also marks the
return of the Conference to Glasgow after 34 years.
The city has changed a great deal since 1976, when the
2nd Conference was held here, but its rich medieval and
Victorian heritage remains and will feature in our major
public events, with the opening plenary lecture taking
place in Glasgow Cathedral and the two receptions in
the City Chambers and Kelvingrove Art Gallery and
Museum. The central hub of the conference is in the
prize-winning Wolfson Medical Building, one of a
series of fine new builds undertaken by the University
over the last few years.
The return to Glasgow is particularly appropriate at
a time when the Association is reflecting on its own
past in the aah History Project, in a year which marks
the 20th anniversary of Glasgow’s stint as European
City of Culture, and when Glasgow School of Art
has just celebrated the centenary of the completion
of Mackintosh’s great building. An active dialogue
between past and present is enshrined within the fabric
of this year’s programme, which is the first for many
years to revert to the original format of these meetings
in having no stated theme. We are pleased to note the
lively response to the terms of our original call for
sessions, evident in the breadth, variety and increased
number of sessions and papers which it has attracted,
and we are particularly happy to have included an
expanded number of sessions devoted to medieval and
Renaissance topics, a development which the AAH was
eager to support and which we hope will be maintained
in subsequent years. The conference organisers would
like to thank the Convenors for their imaginative and
thought-provoking proposals for sessions. It is both
instructive and heartening to compare our event with
the programme for the previous Glasgow conference
(reprinted below at p. 100). In 1976 there were 45
papers of 20 minutes apiece, grouped in 4 major
sections. In 2010 there are more than 300 40-minute
papers in 33 sessions. This is also the second year of
poster sessions and we believe the quality of this year’s
poster programme confirms the value of this new area
of conference activity.
The discipline of Art History is particularly strong at
HE level in Scotland. The University of Glasgow’s
Department of History of Art, founded in 1948,
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embodies a wide-ranging and vibrant research culture,
recognised in its top rating in the recent RAE. Since the
1970s, staff numbers have steadily expanded, standing
today at 16 full time members. In the same period
student numbers have vastly increased. In the 1970s
our first-year cohort numbered around 70 and the
Honours class averaged somewhere in the low 20s. In
2009–2010 our first year class sits at just under 200 and
the Honours cohort at 90. The Department also has 26
taught and 33 research postgraduates.
In many ways, the Department reflects both the
strength of art history as a discipline at the beginning
of the 21st century, but also the challenges it faces. As
part of the impending restructuring of the University’s
faculty and departmental organisation, the Department
will become a component of a new School of Culture
and Creative Arts. Its research activities will be
organised and promoted within a reformed and freestanding Institute for Art History which will provide
the framework for art historical research within the
University, with an emphasis upon interdisciplinary
and collaborative research projects, building on
existing collaborations with a range of institutional
partners at national and international level. Not the
least of its collaborations has always been with the City
of Glasgow itself, which continues to boast a strong
culture of contemporary art and artists, producing over
the last few years a number of Turner Prize nominees
and winners, including this year’s winner Richard
Wright. AAH10 reflects this in the support of Glasgow
City Council, and in our links with the biennial
Glasgow International Festival of Visual Art, whose
2010 theme of ‘Past, Present, Future’ could hardly be
more apt.
We owe a great deal to a great many people, but it is
surely fitting to begin our expression of thanks with
the AAH itself. We wish to thank, first of all, Professor
Evelyn Welch, who is stepping down as Chair of the
AAH, for her unstinting support and guidance during
the preparation of AAH10. We are grateful to the whole
of the Executive Committee, and especially to Claire
Davies and Matt Lodder, for their tireless assistance,
advice and willingness to share their expertise. We
also thank Jannet King, editor of the AAH Bulletin and
Dealla Goodings, previous AAH Administrator, for their
advice and support.
We must thank Sir Muir Russell and Professor
Anton Muscatelli, successive Vice-Chancellors of the
University of Glasgow, Professors Elizabeth Moignard
and Murray Pittock, successive Deans of the Faculty
of Arts, and Professor Nick Pearce, Head of the
Department of History of Art, for their support for

the conference. Professor Alison Yarrington, previous
Head of Department and 4th holder of the Richmond
Chair of Fine Art since its foundation in 1965, was
instrumental in bringing the Conference to Glasgow
and we owe her a debt of gratitude for this, as well as
for her work on the Steering Committee, along with
Dr Debra Higgs Strickland, Dr Tina Fiske, Mark
O’Neill (Culture & Sport Glasgow) and Dr Ken
Neil (Glasgow School of Art). We are grateful to all
Departmental colleagues who have given us support
and encouragement, but especially to Carol Doyle,
Tahitia McCabe, Marion Lawson and Kenny Ryburn
for their tireless practical and administrative help,
and to Thea Stevens for leading our student helpers.
Thanks are also due to Lucinda Hay and the staff of
GU’s Conference and Visitor Services. We are very
grateful to Professor Pamela Robertson and the staff
of the Hunterian Gallery, Robert Ferguson of Pollok
House, Pat Collins (Culture & Sport, Glasgow) and to
Professor Robert Gibbs, Professor Stephen Driscoll
and Ranald MacInnes for their willingness to lead visits
and share their expert knowledge of Glasgow’s rich
heritage with AAH delegates.
We also wish to thank Glasgow City Council for their
great generosity in hosting and sponsoring the opening
reception in the City Chambers, as well as for a number
of other areas of assistance. We must particularly thank
Julie Hutton, Fran Mullin and Julie McCulloch of the
Glasgow City Marketing Board and Ellen Dunlop
(Culture & Sport Glasgow). Glasgow Cathedral and
Historic Scotland have proved unfailingly helpful in
enabling our use of such a spectacular venue. On the
presentation side, we are grateful to the designer of
this handbook Robert Dallas Gray (Pause Button Edit)
and to Alida Sayer (GSA) for her logo, Claire Laidlaw
of the University’s Development and Alumni Office,
and to Campbell MacLeod and his colleagues from
Cameron Presentations. We are deeply grateful to all
our sponsors, advertisers and Bookfair participants,
especially given the vexed economic climate.
And finally the Convenor would like to pay particular
personal tribute to Ailsa Boyd and Dominic Paterson
for their commitment and devotion to this enterprise.
Only someone who knows what organising a large
conference is really like can fully appreciate the
sheer volume and intricacy of what is needed. It is
no exaggeration to say that without Dominic, and
especially Ailsa, there would have been no conference.

DR JOHN RICHARDS, Conference Convenor
DR AILSA BOYD, Conference and Bookfair Administrator
DR DOMINIC PATERSON, Chair of the Steering Committee
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Getting Around
Glasgow

Useful Contacts
Traveline Scotland
(24 Hour Travel Planning)
0871 200 22 33
http://www.travelinescotland.com
Strathclyde Partnership for Transport
(Bus, Rail, Subway, Ferry)
http://www.spt.co.uk
The subway station for the
University is Hillhead.

Rail Travel

L–R: Wolfson, Boyd Orr, Maths as seen from University Avenue

General
Information

Registration

Registration is in the Wolfson
Medical Building (C8). Sessions will
be held in the Boyd Orr Building
(D1), Mathematics Building (D4),
Western Infirmary Lecture Theatre
(b9) and University Gardens (D15).
See campus map (inside cover).

Lunch and Refreshments

Packed lunches will be provided for
delegates on Friday and Saturday
(please inform the Conference
Administration if you have specific
dietary needs). Tea and coffee will
be available during the morning
and afternoon breaks on Friday and
Saturday. Lunch and refreshments
will be served in the Wolfson
Building, where there is also a café,
open throughout the conference.
Other catering venues are available
on campus (see advert p. 85), or on
Byres Road and environs.
Glasgow is one of only two
universities in Scotland to achieve
Fairtrade status, and we also have
Vegetarian Society and Vegan
Society accreditation.

Luggage Storage

There will be a secure left luggage
facility at Registration for the
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duration of the conference. Bags are
left at delegates’ own risk. Please do
not leave bags unattended elsewhere.

internet

Free WIFI access will be provided
throughout the conference venue
but there will not be access to a
printer or photocopier. There are
many Internet cafes nearby for these
facilities.

Contacts

For conference booking and
delegate queries please contact the
AAH office on admin@aah.org.uk or
tel. +44 (0)20 74903211.
www.aah.org.uk/conference
Please note that the office will be
closed during the conference.
aah2010@arthist.arts.gla.ac.uk or tel.
+44 (0)141 330 4097
www.gla.ac.uk/aah2010
For more information about
Glasgow visit the official tourism
website, www.seeglasgow.com.

Glasgow’s main stations are Central
Station and Queen Street Station
which are served by St Enoch and
Buchanan Street subway stations
respectively. There are frequent
services to Edinburgh (50 mins) and
London (5 hrs).
National Rail enquiries
+44 (0)845 748 4950
www.nationalrail.co.uk
www.virgintrains.com
www.thetrainline.com

COACH TRAVEL

Buchanan Bus Station (Buchanan St
subway station) is the main terminus
for long-distance coaches.
www.spt.co.uk/bus/bbs/index.aspx
+44 (0)141 333 3708
www.nationalexpress.co.uk

AIR
Glasgow Airport
+44 (0)870 0400008
www.glasgowairport.com
Approx. 10 miles west of the
University. A taxi from the airport
to the University costs roughly £20.
An airport bus goes to Buchanan
Bus Station which is situated in the
centre of the city (£4.50 single).
A taxi journey from there to the
University will cost roughly £7.

Glasgow Prestwick
International Airport
+44 (0) 1292 511000
www.gpia.co.uk
Situated 22 miles south-west of the
University. There is a railway station
at the airport and an airport bus
service to the city centre. Journey
time takes around 45 minutes (train),
one hour (bus).

BY ROAD

Motorway links provide quick
access to major cities throughout
the UK. From Carlisle, Newcastle
and the south, exit M74 on to the
M73, joining the M8 at the Old
Monkland junction. M8 exits for the
University are J18 if travelling from
the south, Edinburgh and the north
and J19 if coming from Glasgow
Airport and the west. Other main
routes serving the University
include Great Western Road
(A82, north of campus), Clydeside
Expressway (A814, south) and
Byres Road (B808, west).

Car Parking Facilities

Unfortunately, parking is not
available on campus (permit holders
only). You can pay for parking at
the meters on University Avenue
or Byres Road, but this is extremely
limited and you are advised to travel
by public transport or taxi.

Taxis
Glasgow Taxis (black cabs)
+44 (0)141 429 7070
Network Private Hire
+44 (0)141 557 1110

University of Glasgow
Glasgow G12 8QQ,UK
http://www.gla.ac.uk
+44(0)141 330 2000
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Timetable

Plenary Speakers

Joseph Leo Koerner is the Victor S. Thomas Professor of History of Art
and Architecture and a Senior Fellow of the Society of Fellows at Harvard
University. Born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and raised there and in Vienna,
he studied at Yale University (BA), Cambridge University (MA), University
of Heidelberg, and University of California at Berkeley (MA and PhD). After
three years at the Society of Fellows, Harvard University, he joined the Harvard
faculty, where he was Professor of History of Art and Architecture until 1999.
After holding professorships at the University of Frankfurt and University
College London, in 2004 he moved to the Courtauld Institute of Art, where was
Professor in the History of Art until 2007.

Thursday 15 April 2010
Registration (Wolfson Building)
Bookfair (Wolfson Building)
Poster Session (Wolfson Building)
Visits (details at Registration desk)

12.00–17.00
12.00–17.00
12.00–17.00
12.00–17.00

Glasgow School of Art (3 x half hour tours)
Exhibitions at the Hunterian Museum
Pollok House and The Burrell Collection
Discussion Panel ‘Academic Publishing in the Digital Age’
chaired by Dr Paul Stirton (Bard Graduate Center, New
York), Hepburn Room, No. 7 University Gardens
16.00–17.00 Glasgow Cathedral (2 x tours: architecture/archaeology
or Necropolis)
13.30–15.30
14.00–16.30
14.00–17.00
15.00

17.30–18.30
19.00–20.00

Professor Koerner has written extensively on German art, including The Moment
of Self-Portraiture in German Renaissance Art, Caspar David Friedrich and the
Subject of Landscape and The Reformation of the Image. His research interests and
publication also extend to later periods, including the work of Paul Klee and
Henry Koerner. For the BBC, he wrote and presented the three-part series, The
Northern Renaissance and the feature-length special, Vienna — City of Dreams. On
Hieronymus Bosch and early Netherlandish painting, he is currently completing
two books: Hieronymus Bosch: Enemy Painting (Bross Lectures); and Parallel Lives:
Hieronymus Bosch and Pieter Bruegel.

Plenary Lecture 1, Prof. Joseph Koerner (Glasgow Cathedral)
sponsored by Laurence King Publishing
Civic Reception and AAH Prizes (City Chambers,
George Square) sponsored by Glasgow City Council

Jan Verwoert

Friday 16 April 2010
09.00–17.00 Registration
09.00–17.00 Bookfair
09.00–17.00 Poster Session
09.30–10.10 Academic Session Paper 1
10.10–10.50 Academic Session Paper 2
10.50–11.20 Tea and Coffee Break (and meet the editors of Art History)
11.20–12.00 Academic Session Paper 3
12.00–12.40 Academic Session Paper 4
12.40–14.00 Lunch & AAH AGM
14.00–14.40 Academic Session Paper 5
14.40–15.20 Academic Session Paper 6
15.20–15.50 Tea and Coffee Break
15.50–16.30 Academic Session Paper 7
16.30–17.10 Academic Session Paper 8
17.30–18.30 Plenary Lecture 2, Jan Verwoert (Western Infirmary
Lecture Theatre)
19.00–21.00 Reception (Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum) sponsored
by Wiley Blackwell
Saturday 17 April 2010
Registration
Bookfair
Poster Session
Academic Session Paper 1
Academic Session Paper 2
Tea and Coffee Break
Academic Session Paper 3
Academic Session Paper 4
Lunch & Special Interest Group Meetings
Academic Session Paper 5
Academic Session Paper 6
Tea and Coffee

09.00–13.00
09.00–16.00
09.00–16.00
09.30–10.10
10.10–10.50
10.50–11.20
11.20–12.00
12.00–12.40
12.40–14.00
14.00–14.40
14.40–15.20
15.20–16.00

Prof. Joseph Koerner

Jan Verwoert is a writer, critic and curator who is based in Berlin. Amongst
his many publications on contemporary art are an important book on Bas Jan
Ader for the MIT/Afterall One Work series, a Phaidon monograph on Wolfgang
Tillmans, and a key essay on conceptual art in Romantic Conceptualism. Verwoert
is a contributing editor to Frieze magazine and also writes regularly for artists’
catalogues. Recent curatorial projects included Yes, No & Other Options for Art
Sheffield 2008. He is a member of the advisory board of the Munich Kunstverein
and has been a guest professor at the Royal College of Art, London, as well
as tutor and leader of the Imagined Communities seminar at the Piet Zwart
Institute, Rotterdam. Verwoert led the ‘Why Are Conceptual Artists Painting
Again? Because They Think it is a Good Idea’ residency at The Banff Centre,
Canada, in 2009.

FOR THE DURATION OF THE
CONFERENCE, on production
of conference badge, delegates
may enjoy free entrance to The
Mackintosh House (Hunterian Art
Gallery) and admission to Pioneering
Painters: The Glasgow Boys 1880–1900
(Kelvingrove Art Gallery and
Museum) at the concessionary
price of £3.

CLOSE
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Special Interest
Groups

The AAH has five Members’ Groups, sub-committees within the AAH that
represent the interests of the following members. The Chair of each Members’
Group sits on the Executive Committee. Each group will be having a meeting at
AAH10, on Saturday 17 April 12.45–2pm.
To find out more about each group go to: http://www.aah.org.uk/page/2763

Student Members’ Group

ch-students@aah.org.uk
Chair: Lara Eggleton

Meeting at AAH10
Grischka Petri, ‘A Short Introducton to Copyright for Art Historians’
Room: Maths 204

Independent Member’s Group

ch-indeps@aah.org.uk
Chair: Dennis Wardleworth, Independent
Meeting at AAH10:
Sophie Bostock, ‘Finding Freelance Work: How the AAH Can Help’
Room: Maths 203

Teaching, Learning & Research (formerly Universities &
Colleges Members’) Group
ch-univs@aah.org.uk
Chair: Peter Stewart, The Courtauld Institute

Meeting at AAH10:
Discussion Forum: ‘REF and its impact’
Thursday 15th April 2.30pm
Room: 101, 8 University Gardens

Schools Members’ Group

ch-schools@aah.org.uk
Chair: Elizabeth Gould

Meeting at AAH10:
‘Developing the Profile of Art History in Schools’
Room: Maths 325

Museums & Galleries Members’ Group

ch-galls@aah.org.uk
Chair: Heather Birchall, Whitworth Gallery

Meeting at AAH10:
Dr Ellen McAdam, Acting Head of Glasgow Museums, ‘When Cultures Collide:
Academics and Research in Glasgow Museums’
Room: Maths 214

STAND

UP

FOR
THE

ARTS
The National Campaign for the Arts is the UK’s only independent
campaigning organisation representing all of the arts. We do not
receive any core subsidy; we are funded by our members to carry out
our vital advocacy work. Now more than ever, in advance of the
General Election, we need your support to make our voice heard. For
more information about what we do, to support our work or to become
a member, please visit our website.
National Campaign for the Arts, 1 Kingly St., London, W1B 5PA
T: 020 7287 3777 F: 020 7287 4777 E: nca@artscampaign.org.uk
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Session 1
Patricia Allmer
MIRIAD, Manchester Metropolitan University
John Sears
Manchester Metropolitan University

Atrocity Exhibitions: RE/Reading
RE/Search
This session considers the impact of the avant-garde journal
RE/Search, edited by V. Vale and published in San Francisco
since 1980, which has consistently explored the limits of
cultural practices in relation to theories and traditions of artistic
expression. Developing out of dada and surrealism and based
on the surrealist call to explore the ‘irrational shadow of official
culture’, RE/Search addresses contested and subversive aesthetic
practices and cultural interventions. Its range of thematic
and theoretical concerns (from Angry Women to Industrial
Culture) defines the parameters of contemporary conceptions
of the acceptable, the permissible and the desirable; its constant
willingness to challenge conventions has made it a major feature
of the theoretical landscape of contemporary art practice. RE/
Search has furthermore been instrumental in promoting and
analysing work by major contemporary artists and writers,
including William Burroughs, Genesis P. Orridge, Gee Vaucher,
Annie Sprinkle, Russ Meyer, Valie Export, and J. G. Ballard.
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Atrocity Exhibitions: RE/Reading RE/Search

Allen Fisher
Manchester Metropolitan University

Joanne Murray
Birkbeck, University of London

William S. Burroughs and Engaged
Damage

RE/Search and JG Ballard

A discussion of Burroughs’ early use
of damage to engender new texts
from existing texts and his practice
of writing-through damage to
facture new texts. His practice is
both visual and literary and benefits
from that combined situation. The
particular focus will be on the period
of his first trilogy, immediately after
The Naked Lunch, when ephemeral
texts by Burroughs began to appear
in a variety of small press magazines
and publications before they were
‘cleaned up’ as publications by
Olympia Press, Grove Press and
Calder and Boyars.
Matt Lodder
University of Reading

RE/Search have negotiated a series
of presentations of JG Ballard’s work
that not only sufficiently elucidate
many of the subtle nuances of
Ballard’s fiction, but also serve to
encourage new understandings of
the oeuvre. With an emphasis on
the 1990 RE/Search edition of The
Atrocity Exhibition, the significance
of Ballard’s marginal notes will be
explored, alongside RE/Search’s
visual presentation of the Ballardian
world. RE/Search’s method of
textual and visual juxtaposition
constitutes one of the most effective
presentations of Ballard’s work,
arguably encapsulating both
Ballard’s natural orientation towards
the visual, and the modality of many
of his text’s original avant-garde
publications.

The Myth of the Modern Primitive
Modern Primitives changed countless
lives, bringing what had been a
localised and niche set of body
modification practices, aesthetics
and philosophies out of San
Francisco to a global audience,
dominating scholarly and popular
discourse around body modification
subculture for more than a decade
afterwards. The voice of Fakir
Musafar dominates the book. This
paper will argue that modern
primitives as Fakir defines them
never really existed (and never
could have existed) in the terms he
suggests, and address an important
sub-strand within Modern Primitives
almost entirely ignored by critics
and commentators: contributors
who do not frame their practice in
‘primitive’ terms but as innovative,
forward-looking, creative and
artistic.

Lauren Wetmore
Ontario College of Art & Design

Mimetized Disasters: Exhibiting The
Atrocity Exhibition
While RE/Search Publication’s 1990
re-issue of J.G. Ballard’s The Atrocity
Exhibition de-coded the novel, it
also rendered the novel open to
re-coding. Following this, my paper
reconsiders the novel as a conceptual
exhibition by focusing on display
practices within the text in contrast
to exhibitions that cite Ballard’s work
as their inspiration. The purpose of
these considerations is to position
The Atrocity Exhibition in terms of
display history and theory, while
creating a consolidated record of
related display practice. My primary
intentions are to position the book
as an exhibition and to explore what
is actually being exhibited.
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Session 2
Emily Jane Anderson
University of Glasgow
Robert Gibbs
University of Glasgow

Images of Corporal Mortification
and Corruption, Martyrdom and
Mercy: 1250–1550
‘The psychological implications of the new religiosity with
which the devotional image was in accord are just as complex
as the social conditions from which the religious individual
developed his self-awareness. What took place in the 13th
century was one of the most comprehensive transformations
European society ever underwent. While the symptoms were
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Images of Corporal Mortification and Corruption, Martyrdom and Mercy: 1250–1550

GARY DICKSON
University of Edinburgh

Jim Harris
Courtauld Institute of Art

Jacek Kowzan
Akademia Podlaska, Siedlce

Ermioni Karachaliou
University of Manchester

Living Images of Mortification and
Mercy (Perugia 1260, 1464)

Holy Wounds or a Good Kicking?
Donatello, Vasari and the Varieties
of Violence

Human vs. Divine. Christ’s
tormented body in Rozmyślania
dominikańskie (Dominican
Meditations)

Western Influences on Eastern
Representations of Martyrdom

Perugia beheld the living images of
corporeal mortification in 1260 in
the processions of the disciplinati,
with their outcries of ‘peace and
mercy, mercy and peace’. Naked to
the waist, they lashed their upper
backs until blood flowed. Pictorial
testimony (c. 1262–70) to their
religious sensibility may be found
in the flagellant frescoes of San
Bevignate, the first in western art.
In 1464, plague-ridden Perugia
turned to its miraculous processional
banner, Benedetto Bonfigli’s
Madonna della Misericordia. Under
Mary’s cloak the people of Perugia
huddle, while members of a Bianchi
confraternity, living images of
penance, process.

often only visible in images at a later date, the impulses to
modify images reach back to the 13th century.’
Hans Belting (trans. M. Bartusis and R. Meyer), The Image and Its
Public in the Middle Ages: Form and Function of Early Paintings of the
Passion (New Rochelle, New York: 1990), 7.
This session will explore images which illustrate the mortification
of the flesh, bodily corruption, disfigurement, disease, decay,
physical degradation and death. Such images have been used to
convey messages of strength, the triumph of faith over fear and
pain, the incorruptibility of the spirit, salvation, celebration and
optimism. Images of suffering are often coupled with those of
compassion and protection. Issues surrounding the role of gender
within images of martyrdom and mercy will be investigated.
Papers will engage with related imagery from both religious and
secular contexts, and explore the relationship between text and
image.
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Thomas Tolley
University of Edinburgh

The Body of Christ in the
Villeneuve-lès-Avignon Pietà and
the Fall of Constantinople
The representation of Christ in the
Pietà from Villeneuve-lès-Avignon,
by Enguerrand Quarton, is a rare
example from late-medieval France
of the Saviour’s dead body being
depicted with wounds of flagellation.
This paper discusses precedents
for this motif, in particular the
Turin Shroud. Implications of this
relationship and other unusual
motifs, including the proximity
of the crown of thorns to the
crescent-topped buildings, act as
starting-points for interpreting
this Pietà as a response to the Fall
of Constantinople (1453). The
inscription quoting Lamentations is
understood to relate to Tenebrae, a
ritual that took on new significance
in response to Byzantium’s collapse.

The corpus of Donatello’s Bardi
Crucifix at Santa Croce in Florence,
dismissed by Vasari with the oddly
specific term contadino, has remained
problematic since; neither idealised,
like Brunelleschi’s Christ at Santa
Maria Novella and many later
crucifixes, nor possessed of the
extreme, violent disfigurement of
numerous trecento (and quattrocento)
examples. This paper will discuss
what Donatello’s Christ, on the other
hand, does possess: the suggestion of
another, commoner kind of violence,
less appropriate to the Passion,
which made this corpus, for Vasari,
an unworthy synecdoche for another
body of Christ — Florence and the
Florentine faithful gathered for the
sacrament.
Martin M. Schwarz
J. Paul Getty Museum

A Book of Blood. Studying Christ’s
Wounded Skin in Egerton MS 1821
Painted manuscript pages literally
‘dripping’ with blood serve as
foundation and prelude to a 15thcentury English Carthusian prayer
book. In this unique late medieval
devotional artefact the boundaries
between the medium of the book
and the body dissolve as Christ’s
Passion unfolds in front of the reader
in a dramatic close up of his battered
skin. I will set out to investigate
visual, textual, and material modes
and techniques that are used to
invoke the drama of corporal
mortification in a most immediate
way — to such an extent even that
the book offers itself as a substitute
for the wounded body.

Dominican Meditations
(Rozmyślania dominikańskie,
before 1530), a Polish illustrated
manuscript, comprises a graphic
cycle running in parallel to the
narration. The miniatures and
descriptive passages mainly rely
on naturalism and dolorism in
emphasizing the physical torments
during Christ’s Passion. Hence, the
text along with the illustrations sets
up two possible ways of analysis:
devotional and secular. In the paper,
I will consider possible attitudes
towards the images and descriptions
of Christ’s tormented body. I will
also try to answer the question of
whether Christ’s corporeal nature is
perceived here as Human or Divine.
Constantin Canavas
Hamburg University of Applied
Sciences

Illustrating the Martyrdom
of a Sufi
Martyrdom in Islamic societies
refers not only to battlefield martyrs
but also to persons killed for their
beliefs. A prototypical martyr of
the early Islam is the sufi al-Hallaj.
The pictorial representation of
his execution in Abbasid Baghdad
in 922 is correlated with both the
history of perception of political
and theological conflicts in Muslim
societies, as well as with the
conventions on representing human
beings.
The present study focuses on
Islamic iconography in the period
of the 13th–16th centuries, and
traces concepts of representing
the relationship among dominant
ideologies, spiritual challenges, and
public expressions of justice, relief or
compassion.

The idea of corporal mortification
was treated differently in terms
of the Catholic and the Orthodox
dogma. Orthodox religious images
did not seek to recreate the concrete
human nature or function as means
of intimidation, but sought to
penetrate the infinite. During the
13th century the artistic aura turned
towards realism and demonstration
of human emotion. This paper aims
to present the gradual reformation
of martyrdom images in the Greek
peninsula. It will include images
from conquered regions and it will
present the legacy that remained
even after the removal of the
Western forces when iconography
had already been transformed.
Galina Tirnanic
University of Chicago, Getty Research
Institute

Martyrdom and Punishment at
the Hippodrome
A 13th-century Byzantine fresco
of Saint Euphemia’s martyrdom at
the eponymous church in
Constantinople shows the early
Christian saint accosted by wild
beasts in the arena at Chalcedon.
The arena also references the shape
and function of Constantinople’s
Hippodrome, next to which the
church was located, and which
was at the time still remembered
as a stage for some of the most
violent punishments of condemned
criminals in the history of the
Byzantine Empire. I take this
image and the remaining thirteen
frescoes of the Passion cycle as a
point of departure to understand
the complexities of Byzantine
responses to punishments of martyrs
as opposed to visually similar
punishments of contemporary
criminals.
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Spiritual Batteries: Between
Reanimation and Death of the Relic

A Speechless Supplicant in the
Judgment of Solomon at Chartres:
Corporeal Signs of Maternal Love
and Terror

Images of Bodily Corruption,
Justice, Mercy and Salvation in
16th-century Venice

The ‘Body-Part’ reliquaries
common to Western Europe in
the 13th and 14th centuries engage
in a paradoxical relationship with
notions of mortification. On the one
hand they house relics, permanent
reminders of decay, mortality, and
the transience of human life. Yet
their form simultaneously extends
these finite remains, associating their
contents with notions of enduring
holiness and a physical afterlife of
worship. Through a series of case
studies this paper will examine
these contradictory ensembles,
suggesting the use of holy remains as
spiritual batteries that powered the
reanimated saint, functioning within
a culture of concealed yet potent
spirituality.
Georg Geml
Vienna University of Technology

Beheaded Through the Window:
The Johannesschüssel and the
Interaction of Religious Drama and
the Visual Arts
During the 13th century a new mode
and medium to depict the Passion
of St John the Baptist emerged
in Europe. In several frescoes and
reliefs John is pictured leaning
out of the window of his prison
cell in order to be decapitated —
instead of standing in a more or
less defined space. The so-called
Johannesschüssel (a sculptured,
disembodied head of the saint on a
dish) originated at the same time. As
will be shown both alterations may
be attributed to the same cause —
the Passion of St John the Baptist
developing as an important theme in
religious drama.

The 13th-century lintel depicting
the Judgment of Solomon on the
north façade of Chartres Cathedral
includes a remarkable image of a
supplicant in extreme psychological
pain. Indeed, the emphasis on
emotional distress, its corporeal
expression, and the king’s act of
interpretation differentiate this
work from others that centered on
royal authority. Facing a part of the
cathedral precinct associated with
clerical courts, these innovations
have led me to interpret the image
as an allegory of confession. I now
narrow my focus to the body of
the mother, drawing on studies of
the senses and medieval medical
literature about women’s pain.
Michael Carter
Courtauld Institute of Art

A Vestment of Abbot Robert
Thornton (1510–1533): Death
and Remembrance in an English
Cistercian Abbey at the End of the
Middle Ages
Exhibited in the Victoria and Albert
Museum, London, is a mourning
vestment decorated with the rebus of
Robert Thornton (1510–33), abbot
of the Cistercian abbey of Jervaulx
in Yorkshire. This paper will discuss
the vestment’s iconography. This
comes from the Last Judgement and
is a unique survival. It depicts the
dead rising from their graves, and
angels blowing trumpets or holding
scrolls. These are inscribed with
texts, some of which are taken from
the Cistercian liturgy. The vestment
also provides evidence of the artist
patronage of Cistercian abbots in
the late Middle Ages and the use of
such patronage to proclaim their
status.

By the end of the 13th century, the
mosaics of San Marco in Venice
were complete. The mosaics
combined the use of both text and
image to convey the History of
Human Salvation. The religious
values espoused by this imagery
served to reinforce secular law. By
the 16th century, two of the biblical
narratives, that of Christ and the
Adulteress and Susanna and the
Elders, acquired a specific relevance
for Venetians. This paper examines
the artistic development of these
themes, in relation to the social
and economic circumstances of
Venice, addressing issues of bodily
corruption, justice, mercy and
salvation.

Titles in this series offer readers easy access to the most up-to-date research across the whole range of Islamic art. It is a
forum for studies that, while closely focused, also open wide horizons.
Books in the series will, for example, focus in an accessible way on the art of a single century, dynasty or geographical area
(within a specific time-frame); on iconographic studies (i.e. the meaning of works of art); studies of a given medium in a
restricted time-frame; or those which analyse key works in their wider contexts. A balance will be maintained between
successive titles, so that various parts of the Islamic world and various media and approaches are represented.

Yvonne Owens
University College London

★ Houshang Pourshariati

Corruption, Mortality, and
Feminine Decay: Women as
Witches in the Art of Hans Baldung
Grien

Isfahan and its
Palaces

Dürer’s most famous apprentice,
Hans Baldung Grien (1484/86–
1545) of Strasbourg, portrayed the
blights of aging, disease, and death
as woman-borne pollutions and
evidence of witchcraft. Inflicted
upon innocents as the inevitable
results of female physiology and the
intrinsic, feminine, moral ‘defect,’
the blasting, basilisk-like gaze of the
‘Venomous Virgin’ or the ‘Evil Eye’
of the menstruous, amenorrheic, or
post-menopausal woman appeared
to mortify the fallen, masculine
consumer of the image. Baldung’s
images of the corrupt and corrupting
feminine body may be recognised
as having represented humanist
reflections of doctrinal beliefs
concerning corporeal, feminine evil,
in currency among both Catholic
and Protestant ideologues in early
16th-century Germany.

Islamic Chinoiserie
The Art of Mongol Iran

Award Winner 2009

YUKA KADOI

This beautifully illustrated history of Safavid Isfahan
(1501-1722) explores the architectural and urban
forms and networks of socio-cultural action
that reflected a distinctly early-modern and
Perso-Shi‘i practice of kingship. An immense building
campaign, initiated in 1590-91 at the millennial
threshold of the Islamic calendar (1000 A.H.),
transformed Isfahan from a provincial, medieval, and
largely Sunni city into an urban-centered representation
of the first Imami Shi'i empire in the history of Islam.

The Mongol invasion in the thirteenth century marked a
new phase in the development of Islamic art. TransEurasian exchanges of goods, people and ideas were
encouraged and with the fascination of portable objects
brought from China and Central Asia, a distinctive,
hitherto unknown style - Islamic chinoiserie - was born
in the art of Iran. Highly illustrated, Islamic Chinoiserie
offers a fascinating glimpse into the artistic interaction
between Iran and China under the Mongols. By using
rich visual materials from various media of decorative
and pictorial arts - textiles, ceramics, metalwork and
manuscript painting - the book illustrates the process of
adoption and adaptation of Chinese themes in the art of
Mongol-ruled Iran in a visually compelling way. The
observation of this unique artistic phenomenon serves
to promote the understanding of the artistic diversity of
Islamic art in the Middle Ages.

2008 • Hardback • 320 pages
24 colour and 60 b&w illustrations
www.euppublishing.com/book/978-0-7486-3375-3

2009 • Hardback • 320 pages
24 colour and 60 b&w illustrations
www.euppublishing.com/book/978-0-7486-3582-5

Statecraft, Shi`ism and the Architecture
of Conviviality in Early Modern Iran
SUSSAN BABAIE

SHEILA S. BLAIR
★ Winner of the Iranian Book Prize
in Islamic Studies 2007
★ Joint Winner of the British-Kuwait
Friendship Society Book Prize
‘This must be the best book ever written about
Islamic Calligraphy.’ – the British-Kuwait
Friendship Society Book Prize Judges Panel
Calligraphy became one of the main methods of artistic
expression from the seventh century to the present in
almost all regions from the far Maghrib, or Islamic West,
to the Indian sub-continent. Sheila Blair explains this art
form and shows how to identify, understand and
appreciate its varied styles and modes. The book offers a
standardised terminology and reference work for
identifying styles of Islamic calligraphy, and will help
Westerners appreciate why calligraphy is so important
in Islamic civilisation. This beautiful book is an ideal
reference for anyone with an interest in Islamic art.
2008 • Paperback • 720 pages
150 colour and 100 b&w illustrations
www.euppublishing.com/book/978-0-7486-3540-5

Islamic
Ornament

Islamic
Inscriptions

Islamic
Architecture

EVA BAER

SHEILA S. BLAIR

1998 • 256pp • 12 colour and 139
b&w illustrations
Hb 978 0 7486 0986 4

1998 • 256pp • 26 b&w and 53
colour illustrations
Hb 978 0 7486 0903 1

Form, Function and Meaning

The
Iconography
of Islamic Art

April 2000 • 656pp • 24 colour, 300 b&w
illustrations & 1,246 line drawings
Pb 978 0 7486 1379 3

EDITED BY BERNARD O’KANE

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
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Islamic Calligraphy

www.euppublishing.com

ROBERT HILLENBRAND

Studies in Honour of
Robert Hillenbrand

2007 • 352pp • 159 b&w illustrations
Pb 978 0 7486 3367 8
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Session 3
Charlotte Ashby
Birkbeck, University of London
Sabine Wieber
University of Glasgow

Rethinking National Romanticism
‘Until this powerful movement is recognized and demystified,
we will not fully understand the intellectual and cultural
climate of turn-of-the-century Europe.’
Michelle Facos, Nationalism and the Nordic Imagination: Swedish
Art of the 1890s, Berkley and Los Angeles, 1998, 2–3.
National Romanticism is a term that has been used most widely
to label the ‘national awakening’ movements of Northern, Central
and Eastern Europe. It has been useful in integrating these
regions into the canon of Western art history, but its continued

Rethinking National Romanticism
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Charlotte Ashby
Birkbeck, University of London

Stefan Muthesius
University of East Anglia

Jānis Krastiņš
Riga Technical University

Michelle Facos
Indiana University

National Romanticism and
European Modernisms: Reconciling
Different Narratives of Progress

Bavarianism

Latvian National Romanticism

‘Bavaria’ must count among the most
effective and best-loved national/
regional stereotypes. During
the 19th century Munich artists,
writers and tourism professionals
worked ceaselessly to create the
male and female ‘original’ ‘native’,
with all her habits, dress, drink, a
complete material culture and an
all-embracing imagery. Designers
devised a ‘native’ and gemütlich style
for any new domestic interior. And
yet the actual geographical and
political meanings were immensely
complex. Did the Bavarians
simply appropriate the ‘Alpine’
that also meant the ‘Swiss’ and
‘Tyrolean’ styles? As such nonpolitical, because Bavaria formed
part of Germany, Bavarianism was
nevertheless drawn into 20thcentury German fascism.

National Romanticism in Latvia
reflects the striving of Latvians
to create their own national
architecture. As one of the formal
trends of Art Nouveau, it has a
special role in the architecture
of Riga, the capital city of Latvia.
National Romanticism flourished
and dominated for quite a short
period — from 1905 till 1911 —
however, its legacy is very rich
and bright. At least in every third
or fourth Art Nouveau building
in Riga there can be seen traces of
National Romanticism characteristic
of dynamic massing, monumental
nobility and ethnographic motives,
applied in reserved manner of Art
Nouveau.

Nationalism and the Nordic
Imagination

This opening paper will introduce
the themes of the session articulated
above and reflect on what the
concepts of ‘modernisms’ and
‘conservative modernity’ can add
to our understanding of National
Romanticism and its place in
European culture at the fin de siècle.
Artists, designers and architects
of this period grappled with an
understanding of progress that
was not conceived simply as an
orientation towards the future,
towards the new and away from
the old. Instead, aspirations for the
future were couched in terms of the
forms of the past and visions of the
past were shaped by the requirement
of the present.

currency can now be seen to limit the scope of understanding of
the complexities of this period.
This session intends to provide an international platform for a
critical re-assessment of National Romanticism that challenges
some of the art historical assumptions and expectations called
up by this term. At the turn of the last century, artists and
designers crossed boundaries between disciplines and between
social, political and aesthetic concerns, making it difficult to
maintain ideological and formal categories and posing a real
challenge to the historian of this period. And yet, the works and
objects understood as National Romantic and their relationship
to the wider culture of the period offer an intriguing challenge
to the lingering influence of a Modernist emphasis on a linear,
progressive reading of history.
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Robyne Calvert-Miles
University of Glasgow

Charles Rennie Mackintosh and
Margaret Macdonald Mackintosh:
National Romantics?
Was Scotland, and in particular
Glasgow, a site for National
Romanticism in the fin de siècle? This
paper will examine the architecture
of Charles Rennie Mackintosh,
and the interiors he created in
collaboration with his wife Margaret
Macdonald Mackintosh, to consider
the ways in which their work
reflected Scottish identity. It will also
question the categories under which
these works have been classified —
Arts & Crafts, Symbolist, ‘Scottish’
Art Nouveau, and perhaps most
ambiguously, ‘Glasgow Style’ — in
order to asses whether they are
perhaps better classed as National
Romantics, providing a further case
for the critical re-assessment of this
category.

Thor Mednick
University of Copenhagen

Skagen: Art and National
Romanticism in 19th-century
Denmark
In the 1880s, Skagen, Denmark,
became a celebrated summer resort
and home to a successful artists’
colony. These facts, however, cannot
explain the National Romantic
fervour with which Skagen was
embraced in Denmark. 19th-century
Denmark was highly centralized,
and notions of ‘Danishness’ were
heavily inflected by their definition
in Copenhagen. This paper will
show how the colony’s art reinforced
this Copenhagen Danishness. This
paper will also introduce the notion
of ‘domestic colonialism’ to describe
the process by which the once
peripheral Skagen was reinvented by
the capital in a way that reinforced
a particular and persuasive brand of
Danishness.

Marta Filipova
Northumbria University/Newcastle
University

The Belated Romanticism of
Alfons Mucha
Alfons Mucha is recognized for
his Art Nouveau designs which,
however, constitute only a part of
his work. His patriotic feelings for
his homeland, Bohemia, led to the
creation of a number of works of art
that, though known, have not been
examined thoroughly. Mucha’s Slav
Epic, painted between 1910 and 1928,
became an expression of his vision
of the history of the Czech nation
and the Slavs and received mixed
reactions in Czechoslovakia. This
paper intends to reassess Mucha’s
Slav Epic in the context of interwar
political and cultural situation in
Central Europe.

The tendency to envision the history
of art as a sequence of period styles
has been disrupted in recent decades
by attention to artists and works that
do not conform to the established
canon. While National Romanticism
played an undeniably significant
role in the careers of many artists, in
most cases it constituted only part
of their identities. Taking Sweden as
an example, this paper will examine
works by three of Sweden’s leading
National Romantic painters —
Richard Bergh, Karl Nordström,
and Carl Larsson — and discuss
additional contexts in which their
paintings can be integrated into a
broader modernist narrative.
Sabine Wieber
University of Glasgow

Roundtable Discussion: Rethinking
National Romanticism
The concluding roundtable
discussion will summarise the key
conclusions reached during this
session and provide an opportunity
to chart some of the disciplinary
and theoretical repercussions of the
new methodologies proposed by the
panel’s papers.
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The Rules of Collective Art: Social Engagement and Collaboration in Contemporary Art
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Robin Baillie
National Galleries of Scotland
Ken Neil
Glasgow School of Art

The Rules of Collective Art: Social
Engagement and Collaboration in
Contemporary Art
The dramatic development of the field of socially engaged art over
recent decades demands that new critical methods are developed
to evaluate the status of art produced in this way.
At stake in socially engaged artistic processes is the ‘consecrated
value’ of the art object (modernist and postmodernist) and the
definition of the authorship of contemporary artworks produced

Anthony Downey
Sotheby’s Institute of Art, London

Kirsten Forkert
Goldsmiths, University of London

The Rules of Engagement: Towards
an Ethics of Collaboration

When the ‘Creative Economy’
Makes it Difficult to be Creative:
Contradictions between Cultural
and Social Policy

In recent critical analyses of
contemporary art practices, ethical
pronouncements have been
increasingly read as generalised
instances of ‘normativity’ that
encourage judgments on the validity
of artworks to be reduced to forms
of ethical and political moralism. In
the following paper, I will suggest
that the critical ring-fencing of
ethics in these discussions is effected
at the expense of a more radical
thesis: whereas ethics can indeed
provide a normative formation, it
can also provide, in the form of a
‘situated’ and event-based theory
of ethical subjectivity, models
for thinking about the politics of
collaborative and participative-based
practices.

through community collaboration. The work of Pierre Bourdieu,
for example, specifically his examination of 19th-century literary
modernism in The Rules of Art, 1996 (Les régles de l’art, 1992;
Eng. Rules of Art: Genesis and Structure of the Literary Field,
Stanford University Press, 1996), has led to challenges to
traditional modernist notions of the work of art, its intention and
its audience.
Ultimately these artworks and the processes out of which they are
made require a reappraisal of the concepts and methods available
to art historians in assessing their impact and artistic value.
The session will map out the shifting boundaries of classification,
meaning and value which arise from contemporary art production
in collaboration with communities. Papers given will cover
interdisciplinary aspects of the field, from philosophy and theory,
through cultural policy, to art practice, education and post-gallery
production. The session will chart new approaches to critical
evaluation in this area and will present a particular opportunity
to reappraise the pedagogical basis of art school training and
the implications of the economic and social realities of art-based
careers related to regeneration agendas.
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Sophie Hope
Birkbeck, University of London

Collective Critical Reflection:
Methods in Re-evaluating Cultural
Democracy and Its Relevance Now
This paper aims to relocate the
political and critical aspects of
‘socially engaged’ art through the
lost legacy of ‘cultural democracy’.
I propose that cultural democracy
as a way of practicing critical
knowledge and political agency
has been negated through the
increasing dependency on a culture
of commissioning art to effect
social change. Through a series of
practical experiments in ‘collective
critical reflection’ I have been
researching the contracts between
art, government, business and
communities in order to evaluate
what constitutes a critical art
practice that is employed to have a
positive effect on society.

This paper explores a particular
contradiction in policy. On the one
hand, policymakers have positioned
culture as key in job creation and
regeneration; creativity itself
is seen to be synonymous with
‘innovation’ and economic growth.
On the other hand, government
has simultaneously eroded the
support structures which (although
not directly connected to cultural
policy) play an important role
in enabling creative activities:
affordable housing, welfare and
accessible education. In examining
this contradiction, fields such as
geography and sociology can offer
some interesting methodologies. It
is also important to ask some hard
questions about whose interests
culture has come to serve.
Stefanie Tan
Glasgow School of Art

The Art of Independence
This paper is a reflection on
key governing characteristics of
microclimate creative collectives.
The research problematises
the nature of ‘Entertainment’,
‘Education’ and ‘Gift Economies’ to
understand microclimate creative
culture as a reaction against mass
consumption and analyses how their
playful adoption of disguise leads
to varying degrees of success or
failure. From community activism, a
punk poetry festival and a growing
revival of squatter artist collectives
it is in their playful disruption
and dismantling of perceived
superstructures that this paper tries
to show how the full benefits of
crowdsourced creativity are a desire
to resurrect a convivial society.

Alana Jelinek
Museum of Archaeology and
Anthropology,
University of Cambridge

Activism: Stretching the
Definition of Art
This paper is a critical reflection on
social engagement in contemporary
art. While I am sympathetic to
socially engaged art and also mindful
of the operations of artworld
processes of systematic inclusion
and exclusion (processes described
by the institutional definition of
art), some socially engaged practice,
I argue, is not, in fact, art at all. I
will compare different artist and
activist strategies that happen within
galleries. My conclusion is that not
everything that happens in an art
gallery is art though there might be a
good argument for showing it there
anyway.

Cliff Lauson
Hayward Gallery, London

Renegade Learning: Art Schools
Outside of the Academy
One the more significant artistic
strands to emerge in the recent
shift toward collective and
socially-engaged practices is one
of pedagogical orientation. A large
number of artists, collectives, and
curators are engaged in projects that
involve notions of education — for
both specialized art audiences and
for the general public — through
discussion groups, participatory
workshops, and free universities and
libraries. From Hanna Hurtzig’s
Mobile Academy to Anton Vidokle’s
Night School to the Telic Arts
Exchange’s The Public School, this
paper will consider a number of
recent case studies and evaluate their
varying pedagogical aims.

Royce Smith
College of Fine Arts, Wichita State
University

Attaining ‘Glocality’: Collaboration,
Globalization, and The
Contemporary Biennale
The 2009 Istanbul Biennial
emphasized that art and
contemporaneity are increasingly
coupled with Verfremdungseffekt
— Bertolt Brecht’s self-declared
‘alienation effect’. Accordingly, the
biennial celebrated collaboration
as a new counter-resistance to
the capitalistically motivated
production and consumption of
art. This strategy radicalizes the
traditional function of biennales
— forcing vague exhibition themes
and modernist traditions to
accommodate specific agendas and
to prompt increased accountability
and exchange between artists and
communities. By exploring four
newer biennials, this paper analyzes
how collaboration has impacted
artists’ practices and transformed
the ways in which biennial host
communities establish their stake in
an increasingly globalized art world.
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Heather Birchall
Whitworth Art Gallery, University of Manchester
Marika Leino
Christie’s Education

Objects, Art History and Display
This session will consider how past and present museum display
has been subject to the changing narratives, art historical and
other, that have shaped the meanings, as well as the fortunes of
objects, during their history. The shifting status of individual
works of art, or types of object, has presented museum curators
and academics with complex scenarios requiring levels of
interpretation both in public display and academic discourse.
From their potential commission/purchase and initial use and
display, objects have often been transplanted from their original
contexts, they may have been in and out of fashion, displayed
in public or private collections and sometimes discarded or
disposed of, creating a multifaceted picture which often requires
extensive unravelling. This session features papers considering
the art historical and museological challenges of presenting such
fluctuating object narratives to a wider public.

Objects, Art History and Display

Alex Woodall
Manchester Art Gallery
Hazel Jones
Manchester Metropolitan University

Lost and Found: The Mary Greg
Collection
Mary Greg’s collection of bygones
(1920–1949) consists of everyday
objects alongside correspondence
between Mary and the curator at
Manchester Art Gallery, William
Batho. However, its place is
contentious: some think it would
be better placed in a social history
museum or even disposed of.
Artist-lecturers from MMU, Sharon
Blakey and Hazel Jones, have been
exploring narratives within this
forgotten collection. Both fascinated
by, and collectors of objects, they
have been given access to Mary’s
collections in store to create new
responses. This hands-on session
explores ideas around challenging
traditional curatorial authority by
inviting others to use material in
open-ended ways.
Helen Wyld
The National Trust

Hardwick Hall and the Re-Invention
of History
Hardwick Hall is widely celebrated
as a house that has survived virtually
untouched since the 16th century,
however the present appearance of
the house is the result of a period
of playful and highly self-conscious
antiquarianism which prevailed in
the years around 1800. The changes
made at this time have not only
affected Hardwick: the profile of
the house means that they have
influenced our perception of the
Elizabethan period and its interiors
more generally. Focussing on the
Long Gallery, where a 19th-century
portrait hang obscures the unique
Gideon tapestries that have been
in situ since the 16th century, this
paper will consider the challenges
and responsibilities involved
in representing the multivalent
historical narratives of the house.
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Halona Norton-Westbrook
University of Manchester

The Curatorial Interpretation of the
Works of Jean-Baptiste Greuze in
the Wallace Collection: 1900–1920
This paper explores the early
curatorial interpretation and
presentation of the works of
18th-century French artist, JeanBaptiste Greuze, within the
Wallace Collection. While Greuze’s
sensual, idealized representations
of young women were familiar to
aristocratic collectors, the inclusion
of such works within the national
collection begged curatorial
justification and contextualization.
Faced with this challenge, the
institution’s first keepers, Sir Claude
Phillips and D.S. MacColl, each
adopted a distinctive art historical
methodology and curatorial strategy.
A consideration of the approaches
adopted by the keepers chronicles
the increasing sophistication of
art historical scholarship and the
professionalization of museum
curatorship in early-20th-century
London.
Alan Crookham
The National Gallery

Layard’s Legacy
In 1916 Sir Henry Layard’s
bequest (of 77 mostly Italian
Renaissance paintings which had
formerly been housed at his home
in Venice) arrived at the National
Gallery following lengthy political
negotiations with the Italian
authorities to secure the export
of the works. This paper will
investigate the various influences
on the interpretation, reception and
display of the paintings both prior to
their arrival at the National Gallery
and in the years that followed. In
particular, the fortunes of one
painting in Layard’s bequest, Gentile
Bellini’s The Sultan Mehmet II, will
be examined in more detail.

Debbie Challis
Petrie Museum of Egyptian
Archaeology, University College
London

Lifelike Portraits or Funerary
Goods? The Case of the Hawara
Mummy Panels
This paper considers the
fluctuating nature of the Hawara
Mummy Panels as art objects or
archaeological artefacts. Beginning
with the discovery of the ‘portrait’
panels by Flinders Petrie in the
late 1880s, this paper will finish by
considering what problems they
pose for interpretation and display in
museums today. I explore the display
of these ‘portraits’ at the Egyptian
Hall in 1889, then jump a hundred
years to when they were transferred
from the National Gallery to
the British Museum in the 1990s
and look at their use in recent
exhibitions. I finish with ideas for
forthcoming interpretations of them
by the Petrie Museum of Egyptian
Archaeology.

Helen E. Scott
University of St Andrews

5

Playing with Fire: Iconoclastic
Narratives in Museum Displays
It is increasingly accepted that
museum objects should be
interpreted in ways that reflect
their range of contextual narratives.
What happens, though, when
an object’s history is marred by
iconoclasm? Assaults on artworks
occur in galleries more often than
many people realise. Traditionally,
museums react to these incidents
by downplaying them, erasing all
physical and interpretive traces of
the damage. Yet an act of iconoclasm
always remains part of an artwork’s
provenance, and failing to represent
these stories undermines the
image of museums as transparent,
trustworthy educators. This
paper explores the advantages
and disadvantages of including
iconoclastic narratives within
exhibitions.

Per Widén
University of Gothenburg

Oden and the Charleses: A
Royalistic Monument and The
Problem of Display When It Is No
Longer Needed
In the late 1820s King Charles
XIV of Sweden commissioned a
group of sculptures from the artists
Byström and Fogelberg. The group
envisioned the four kings Charles X,
Charles XI, Charles XII, and Charles
XIII, together with the Norse god
Odin. It was a huge commission, but
turned out to be a failure.
How is it that the group has never
been shown together? How has the
perception of the artists influenced
the exposure of the sculptures?
How has the valuation of the kings
influenced the assessment of the
artistic qualities is some of the
questions that can be raised.
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Amanda Boetzkes
University of Alberta
Aron Vinegar
Ohio State University

Heidegger and the Work of
Art History
Although Martin Heidegger’s philosophy stands at the heart
of the modern critique of metaphysics, his work has, with few
notable exceptions, had little impact in art history. This is hardly
surprising since he considered the discipline to be relatively
untroubled by its two constituent terms ‘art’ and ‘history’, or
simply a subjectivist aesthetics barely concealed in the guise of
a quasi-scientific method. Furthermore, Heidegger saw modern
art as predominately ‘installation art’, that is to say, a form of
technological enframement. Yet ultimately, he was unwilling to
concede that art could no longer count for us in the deepest ways.
In our era when the question of technology is more pressing

Heidegger and the Work of Art History

Michael Gnehm
University of Zurich

Bronwen Wilson
University of British Columbia

Neil Cox
University of Essex

Lori Nel Johnson
University of New York at Buffalo

Vergegenwärtigung and
Geschichtlichkeit: Art History
and the Afterlife of Two
Phenomenological Concepts

Early Modern Portraiture and the
Faces of Things

Out in ‘the Open’ with Braque
and Saint-John Perse: L’ordre des
oiseaux, 1962

A Dwelling Place: Sensing the
Poetics of the Everyday in the Work
of Pierre Bonnard

Focusing on Georges Braque’s print
illustrating Saint-John Perse’s L’ordre
des oiseaux, this paper interprets
Braque’s late bird representations
via Rainer Maria Rilke’s celebration
of ‘The Open’ in the Eighth Duino
Elegy. It is well known that Martin
Heidegger was troubled by Rilke’s
vision of an empathy with the animal
universe, and, drawing upon the
work of Giorgio Agamben, Eric
Santner and Joan Stambaugh, and
mindful of the philosophical import
of Braque’s late work, the paper
aims to reflect upon the different
perspectives Braque and Heidegger
offer us upon animal life.

Drawing on Heidegger’s conviction
that the work of art is not a
completed aesthetic object, but
an ontological process in which
thinking emerges into the field
of Being, this paper will use his
notion of a ‘dwelling place’ to reexamine the relationship between
art and technology at the end of
the 19th century, an epoch in which
instrumental thinking schematised
all relations to the everyday. This
notion of a dwelling place is
particularly evident in the work of
Pierre Bonnard, whose merging of
art with design redefined Being in
terms of our material contact with
the poetics of the everyday.

In 1936, the art historian Kurt
Bauch, teaching seminars with
Heidegger in Freiburg, delivered a
paper on ‘The historical significance
of Martin Schongauer’ at the CIHA
in Basle. Bauch was discussing, and
exemplifying through woodcuts
and thus the ‘reproducibility’ of
art, the difference between art,
which generally had to ‘represent’
(darstellen), and history with its task
to ‘re‑present’ (vergegenwärtigen)
past events for a given present.
Historicity (Geschichtlichkeit)
becomes a complex of the historical
‘ties’ of art and its transhistorical
‘independence’. My paper will
discuss this complex focussing on
the inverse problem of how, today,
a methodology with its obvious
historical ties proves valid in its
uncanny reappearance.

than ever (and is always related to the question of art), when
ecological questions are becoming increasingly hard to ignore in
the discipline, when we seem to be immersed in an ‘experience’
economy, and when there is an increasing difficulty of imagining
art that is not subsumed within culture, a creative encounter
with Heidegger’s thought seems more important than ever. This
panel considers the future possibilities of art history through
a historiographical and theoretical rethinking of Heidegger’s
work. It includes papers that deal with a range of practices from
early modern art, to modernist painting, photography, and
contemporary new media.
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Matthew Bowman
University of Essex

Melancholic Distance, DeDistancing, and Spanning in ArtHistorical Writing
Art history has long been haunted
by the space of historical time
that ‘separates’ artworks from art
historians. Recently, Michael Ann
Holly has described this separation
as indicative of a melancholy
underpinning art-historical writing.
Arguably, her claims revise the
Panofskian notion of ‘historical
distance’ into ‘melancholic distance’.
However, melancholic distance
leaves the art historian with the
difficulty of comprehending how his
or her writing attaches to the artwork.
Using concepts of ‘de-distancing’ and
‘spanning’ drawn from Heidegger’s
philosophy, I shall attempt to develop
a more productive understanding of
the relationship between artwork and
art historian that critiques and is not
conditioned by melancholic distance
or by the positing of an unbridgeable
lacuna between artwork and
historian.

Objects are often instrumental
in portraits, intervening in our
encounter with the sitter; yet
accoutrements have often been
subordinated to their referential
function. Heidegger’s distinction
between the equipmental and
thingly character of objects is
brought forward in a cluster of late
16th-century images that pose as
both portraits and genre paintings,
where the sitter is not merely
being, but also doing something.
Heidegger’s call to ask ‘how things
manifest themselves?’ contributes
to a reassessment not only of objects,
but also the nature of the encounter
staged in portraits, the demands
made of us by objects and faces.
Hanneke Grootenboer
University of Oxford

Dwelling in Painting: On Space
and Thought in Heidegger and
Bachelard
This paper starts from the question
whether painting is a form of
thinking. If a painting can have a
subject matter and a meaning, is
it possible as well for it to have a
thought? After all, linear perspective
as a method of representing space
in painting has been frequently
considered a model of vision as well
as of thought. In this paper, I discuss
the relation between space, thought
and painting through a close reading
of Heidegger’s essay ‘Building
Dwelling Thinking’. I will examine
the relation of building and thinking
as fundamental for what Heidegger
calls dwelling through an analysis
of Dutch 17th-century landscape
and interior painting. My aim is to
demonstrate that pictorial space
may be ‘housing’ thoughts. Drawing
on Heidegger’s essay ‘What Is
Called Thinking’, Diderot’s famous
‘promenade’ in a painting by Vernet,
and Gaston Bachelard’s ideas on
space and poetic thought, I wish to
explain the relevance of Heidegger’s
notion of dwelling for the analysis of
early modern art.

Lily Mitchem
City University of New York

The Clearing and the Sphere:
Heidegger, Arendt and Space in Art
History
This paper traces the interrelation
between spatiality and the disclosure
of truth through art in works by
Martin Heidegger and Hannah
Arendt, and applies that analysis
to art historical treatments of
Pablo Picasso’s art. Analyzing their
conceptions of space, described as a
‘clearing’ in Heidegger’s writings and
imagined as a ‘sphere’ for Arendt,
presents an opportunity to recast
art´s relationship with memory,
action, public, and environment.
As spatial concerns grow more
prominent in art historical analysis,
and the dominance of linear
temporality is called into question
within the discipline, Arendt and
Heidegger can provide a theoretical
background for approaching art’s
connection to space.

Robert Jackson
Plymouth University

Heidegger, Harman, and
Algorithmic Allure
In what way can technological
artworks display vigorous
independence, irreducible to the
means of artistic production?
Martin Heidegger’s famous
Tool-Analysis and his writings on
the ‘thing’ attempted to theorise
praxis on account of Dasein’s
reliance on the hidden ‘executeability’ of withdrawn objects. The
contemporary philosopher Graham
Harman has consistently argued that
these ‘Tool-Beings’ do not appear
through human use, but through
any object’s use. These insights
have profound implications for how
we approach aesthetics, thus the
paper will attempt to map Harman’s
treatment of Heidegger’s ‘On the
Origin of the Work of Art’ onto
algorithmic artworks which exhibit
this very ‘execute-ability’.
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Heidegger and the Work of Art History

Nicola Foster
The Open University

6

Photography: The Materiality of the
Event of Art?
This paper will seek to explore the
way in which Heidegger’s account (at
times confused and contradictory) of
art has more recently been utilized
(both explicitly and implicitly) to
support art since the 1960s (albeit
retrospectively). I am interested in
the way in which Heidegger’s work
was interpreted and developed to
support a shift from the materiality
of the work of art to ‘performance’
as the ‘event’ of art. And yet, I
hope to show that materiality is
not dismissed by Heidegger, it is
through materiality that ‘truth’
as revealing takes place. It is
this tension between ‘event’ and
materiality that the paper will
seek to explore, with references to
contemporary art and new uses of
technology (especially photography).
The paper will seek to argue that
whilst the ‘event’ of art may well be
revealing (or in more contemporary
usage, innovative), it is the
materiality which connects this
moment to the social, political, and
ethical which offers a different form
of revealing, which for Heidegger is
not separate from the ‘event’.
Diarmuid Costello
University of Warwick

The Question Concerning
Photography
This paper explores some
remarkable, yet overlooked, affinities
between Heidegger’s theory of art,
in its relation to his writings on
technology, and Kendal Walton’s
work in the analytic philosophy
of photography. It argues that
photography, understood in terms of
Walton’s ‘mind-independence’ thesis,
is well-placed to meet Heidegger’s
criterion of authentic art: that it
provide a ‘decisive confrontation’
with technology from out of its
essence. If that is right, I intend to
argue that Heidegger and Walton’s
accounts are contentious precisely in
so far as they do agree — with regard
to role that artist and photographer
play in their respective accounts.
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Philip Tonner
University of Glasgow and Glasgow
Museums

E-Journal

Art, Materiality and the Meaning
of Being: Heidegger on the Work of
Art and the Significance of Things

Essential reading for everyone in the international academic
community concerned with visual arts, architecture and design

‘Art’, for Heidegger, is the essence
and origin of all works of art and
all works of art display a ‘thingly’
quality. This ‘thingly’ element in
the work of art compels us to say
that ‘the architectural work is in
stone … the painting in colour …
[and] … the linguistic work in
speech’. Yet, Heidegger asks, ‘what
is this self-evident thingly element
in the work of art?’ My paper will
explore this question and I will
show how such ‘things’ enshrine the
‘meaning of being’ constitutive of a
particular culture, detailing why this
is important from an art-historical
perspective.
Ileana Parvu
University of Geneva

The Internal Void: Heidegger and
the Thing
The jug plays a special role in
Martin Heidegger’s 1950 lecture
about the thing. It acts as a link
between the sky and the earth
and gathers people around it. In
his reading of Heidegger, Jacques
Lacan got interested in a particular
aspect of the jug: its emptiness. My
contribution proposes to relate
Heidegger’s and Lacan’s thoughts
with works of the 1980s and 1990s
such as those of Peter Fischli/David
Weiss and Gabriel Orozco. In their
work, things that play with the
supposition of an inner void appear.
They set in place a double problem:
the articulation between materiality
and space and the relationship
between interior and exterior.

Art in Translation
Editors

Iain Boyd Whyte, University of Edinburgh, UK
Zoë Strother, Columbia University, USA
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Exhibitions as Research: Theory,
Practice, Problems
Ideally, exhibitions always present audiences with new research.
When exhibitions are outcomes of individual academic research
projects, however, the research undergoes a process of translation.
Under the guidance of curators and other museum and art
gallery staff, art historians discover how to turn their work into a
phenomenological and conceptual experience that communicates
not only with their academic peers but also with public audiences,
not only through the act of writing about objects and ideas, but
also through encountering them and placing them in space and
time. As a collaborative situation, the process of exhibitionmaking can, for some academics, become a form of research
in itself.
In this session, the term ‘research’ is inclusive, incorporating
conventional art historical research, research conducted by artists
and curators, and other research practices. Forms of research
may range from traditional scholarship which informs large-scale
survey or blockbuster exhibitions, to more focused academic
exhibitions, and artist-led research. This session will consider
how research is translated in exhibitions of art with a focus on the
modern and contemporary periods.
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Exhibitions as Research: Theory, Practice, Problems

Fiona McGovern
Freie Universität Berlin

Rebecca Gordon
University of Glasgow

Elizabeth Rankin
University of Auckland

Revealing the Repressed: Mike
Kelley’s Exhibition Project ‘The
Uncanny’

Communicating Research:
Christine Borland’s Research
Practice in Relation to the
Exhibition ‘Communication Suite’

(Mis)representing Post-colonial
Concepts

As part of Sonsbeek ’93 Mike Kelley
proposed to curate a show titled
‘The Uncanny’. In staging the
exhibition he arranged ‘uncanny’
objects in a heterogeneous and
humorous way, and evoked strong
physical and psychological effects
in the viewer. Hence the exhibition
not only deals with the uncanny
but actually becomes uncanny
itself, oscillating between a curated
show and an artwork. With this
show he not only referred to recent
discussions on abject art in the US
but also pointed to a neglected
field within art history research and
aesthetics and effectively supplied
the discursive framework for his art.
Lisa Schmidt
Freud Museum London/Dusseldorf

Researching History: Contemporary
Art at the Freud Museum in London
Since the early 1990s, it has become
increasingly popular to exhibit
contemporary art in historic
environments. What are the
specific entry points, restrictions,
challenges and outcomes of
showing contemporary art in a
historic building or collection? The
interaction of the art works and the
space will be investigated against
the backdrop of contemporary art
projects at the Freud Museum. The
London home of Sigmund Freud
and his family after they escaped the
Nazi annexation of Austria in 1938
is a highly charged space. The role
of research in showing art in such a
context will be at the centre of this
paper.

The contemporary artist Christine
Borland adopts a systematic, yet
ultimately subjective, methodology
to reactivate the individual within
the practice and ethics of the history
of medicine. She communicates her
observations through beautifully
conceived and executed sculptural
installations. The translation of
Borland’s research practice into
exhibition will be explored in
relation to ‘Communication Suite’,
an exhibition curated by Borland
in July 2008. Displayed in, and
inspired by, the Communication
Suite at the University of Glasgow’s
Medical School, the work of ten
artists was presented, placing
Borland’s curatorial preoccupations
and her own research aims within
a diverse and enlightening context.
Video clips from an interview that I
conducted with Borland in March
2009 will support this exploration.
Anita Herle
University of Cambridge Museum of
Archaeology and Anthropology

Assembling Bodies: Art, Science
and Imagination: Exploring the
Research Potential of Assemblage
and Juxtaposition
Assembling Bodies challenges fixed
and preconceived notions of the
body by exploring some of the
different ways that bodies are
imagined and understood in the arts,
social and bio-medical sciences. The
creation of this innovative exhibition,
requiring close engagement with
a wealth of divergent materials,
disciplines and practitioners has
been an illuminating and openended research project. The displays
demonstrate that technologies
through which humans make
bodies visible have a tangible,
transformative effect on the body,
both conceptually and materially.
The process of exploration and
experimentation carries on in the
ideas, networks and artistic practices
that are stimulated by the displays.

Presenting new facts in exhibitions
is straightforward, but conveying
new interpretations (particularly
if cross-cultural) is daunting. For
example, conveying post-colonial
perspectives through irony at Into the
Heart of Africa (Toronto) and Miscast
(Cape Town) proved problematic. In
order to exhibit my own research
on South African art, I persuaded
galleries to display unknown
sculptors and historical carvings
previously considered inappropriate;
but more subtle intentions, such as
the fundamentally different ways in
which black and white artists worked
under apartheid was communicated
only through catalogue essays.
Similarly, attempts to integrate Maori
works into art exhibitions at the
National Museum of New Zealand
have not been entirely successful.
Are there strategies by which new
research can be communicated
without didactic tools?
Doreen Mende
ZKM/Karlsruhe University of Arts and
Design; Goldsmiths, University of
London

Academy Expanded and Expanded
Exhibiting
While the academy is an
environment that does not require,
or even necessitate, a ‘finished’
product, an exhibition needs to
show something to the public. My
lecture will be based on the project
Displayer, a series of publications by
the programme ‘Exhibition Design
and Curatorial Practice’ at the
University of Arts and Design/ZKM
Karlsruhe. I will elaborate on the
intersection between academy and
exhibition which provides a point
of entry for reflecting on exhibiting
as a conflictual arena in which
non-linear temporalities as well as
heterogeneous publics take place.
Doreen Mende is supported by GoetheInstitut Glasgow
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Mapping the Practice and
Profession of Sculpture:
The Influence of Context and
Collaboration in Sculptural Practice
from the 18th Century to the
Present
This session incorporates papers which, collectively, explore the
impact of context and collaboration on the practice and profession

Mapping the Practice and Profession of Sculpture: The Influence of Context and Collaboration in Sculptural Practice from the 18th Century to the Present

Marjan Sterckx
University College, Hasselt

Women Sculptors and their Male
Collaborators: Common Practice?
The practice of sculptors calling
on collaborators to help transform
their ideas into works in durable
materials has a long tradition. By
signing the eventual sculpture, the
sculptor becomes the only ‘real’
author, while most of those helpers
remain anonymous. When, from the
late 18th century onwards, successful
women sculptors also started to use
(mainly male) assistants, the practice
was called into question. Even though
they tried to protect or defend
themselves in different ways against
such accusations, many a sculptress
was reproached for unjustly claiming
the authorship of her works. An
anonymous satire published in 1838
will be considered as a case study.

of sculpture in a wide ranging assembly of individuals, groups
and geographical locations. During the period in question,
sculptural activity was transformed by urban expansion, the
parallel development of teaching institutions, museums and
exhibition culture. The emergence of Modernism and the
impact of the wars invariably influenced not only the conceptual
framework for the medium of sculpture but the relationships
borne from these events. Did the diversity of sculptors’ practice
influence or challenge other cultural forms, such as literature
or the conventional critical hierarchies of subject, medium and
form? What is the impact on current understanding of cultural
geographies in relation to the metropolis and the regions? The
sculptural medium is a uniquely collaborative process, involving
studio assistants, carvers, foundries, architects and other specialist
craftspeople, how has this working process challenged accepted
ideas of authorship and status?
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Amy Mechowski
Victoria and Albert Museum

Waxing and Waning: The Casella
Sisters and the Revival of
Renaissance Style Wax Portraits
In this paper I will examine the
collaborative working practice of the
Casella sisters, Nelia (1884–1930)
and Ella (1884–1913), and the
role of their renaissance style
wax portraits in establishing their
professional status. In the revival of
this portrait style they demonstrated
their expert handling of the material
and laid claim to a well-established
tradition, thus legitimising their
position in the art community.
Together with their diverse artistic
production (as wax sculptors,
miniaturists, illustrators and poets),
this fashioned them as ‘renaissance
women’ in their own right, enabling
them to stake claims for themselves
as professional practitioners rather
than genteel hobbyists.

Melanie VandenbrouckPrzybylski
Victoria and Albert Museum

Gareth Fisher
Duncan of Jordanstone College,
University of Dundee

From La Petite École to the Ionides
Residence in Hove: Alphonse
Legros and French Sculpture in
England in the Second Half of the
19th Century

The Plaster of Paris

Constantine Alexander Ionides
(1833–1900) is best-known for his
bequest of paintings and works
on papers to the nation. Between
1864 and 1899 he also collected
oriental works of art, gems, medals
and sculptures. Alphonse Legros
(1837–1911) became acquainted
with Ionides in the early 1860s, and
the businessman soon became his
foremost patron in England. As the
two men developed a close friendship,
the artist had a significant role in his
patron’s collecting taste. Exploring
this connection, I will investigate the
relationship between Constantine
Alexander Ionides and French
artists in the practice, reception and
collecting of French sculpture in
Victorian Britain.
Owen Brown
University of Glasgow

Mapping the Practice, Profession
and Influence of Sir William
Goscombe John: London, Paris,
Capel Bangor
Taking into consideration some
of the unexpected findings of
the Glasgow project ‘Mapping
the Practice and Profession of
Sculpture’, this paper will examine
William Goscombe John’s extensive
patronage, movement and creation
across his home principality and
beyond, from a burgening Welsh
capital to villages located in remote
landscapes. It will examine his
involvement with principal Welsh
Art societies and exhibitions
including his association with
Wales’ most unique institutional
event, the convivial gathering of
the National Eisteddfod. The paper
will also explore his benafaction
of, occasionally, quite unusual and
peripheral artists as well as his desire
to establish a reputable collection at
the National Museum of Wales.

Can a single material influence
and help define the history of
contemporary sculpture and
subsequently impact on the
cultural output of the 20th and 21st
centuries?

Danielle Child
University of Leeds

Late Capitalism and the ‘Expanded
Field’: Fabricators, Facilitators and
Contracted Labour

Plaster is not a new material, but its
understated and unprecious nature
sets it apart from the traditional
stone, bronze, wood and terracotta
so often associated with the subject
through history. Although plaster
has been part of that history its place
is more humble as an intermediary
between clay original and cast
bronze. These are instances from
across centuries where plaster has
been used strategically for very good
reason.

Sculptural practice has always
been one of collaboration; due to
its often cumbersome medium,
assistants and foundries have
historically been called upon to
assist in the production of a work.
This paper considers art fabricators,
materialising in 1970s America,
with regards to the wider changes
which Capitalism undergoes. This
takes into account the deskilling
thesis in non-art production — the
separation of hand and mind in the
dominant modes of production
— alongside the implications of
Fordism in 1950s America. Finally,
I turn to address the late arrival of
the Mike Smith Studio, London, in
relation to its American counterparts.

Dennis Wardleworth
Independent

Joanna Soden
Royal Scottish Academy

Jacob Epstein and the
Glaswegians: What Happened in
the Strand in 1937

Sculptors and the Hydro Board

The dismemberment of Epstein’s
statues on the BMA building,
now Zimbabwe House, in the
Strand in 1937, is widely regarded
as a consequence of the lonely,
despised, but heroic genius being
defeated by Philistines and the Art
Establishment. This is the story
told in Epstein’s autobiography,
and supported by many later art
historians and biographers. However
a careful reading of archive material
and contemporary newspaper
accounts suggests that this view is
misleading. What emerges instead
is a story of a concerted attempt by
a number of people, most of them
Glaswegians, to save the statues
from destruction.

In 1943 an Act of Parliament
established the North of Scotland
Hydro-Electric Board and initiated
a programme of massive engineering
and building projects. Consultant
Architect, James Shearer, argued
for the inclusion of decoration in its
schemes. Hew Lorimer and Thomas
Whalen were commissioned to
produce relief sculptures that,
through Celtic-inspired imagery,
would ground these industrial
buildings into their Highland
environment.
This paper will explore the
principles behind Shearer’s vision
and his relationship with Lorimer
and Whalen. It will examine their
resulting work in relation to the
cultural contexts of the sites and
their natural surroundings.
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Art in the Public Sphere, Public
Spheres in Art: Middle Ages and
Renaissance
Art has helped to define spaces for communication in the public
sphere since the middle ages, and its own basic concepts have
been shaped by these processes. Correspondingly, genres and
themes, methods and tasks have had constantly to be adapted to
changing habits of communication in the political communities
of European cities. Our aim is to address art in the public sphere

Art in the Public Sphere, Public Spheres in Art: Middle Ages and Renaissance

Wolfgang Brückle
University of Essex

Ben Zweig
Boston University

Jules Lubbock
University of Essex

Laura Jacobus
Birkbeck, University of London

Discourses of Public Space in
Medieval France: Visual Statements
and Written Accounts from Paris

Social Control and the Public Image
in Late-Medieval Sweden: The Case
of the Vapenhus

The Pictorial Character of Ambrogio
Lorenzetti’s Sala della Pace:
Facture versus Iconography

Vice, Virgins and VIPs in the Roman
Arena at Padua, c. 1090–1600

This paper deals with an account
of medieval Paris written by an
Aristotelian philosopher in the
early 14th century. It aims to show
how this highly original description
of public life in a community
is supported by a theoretical
framework that was of direct
practical relevance both to the visual
enhancement of Paris and to the
creation of public space. The source
helps us to reconstruct an ambitious
civic discourse that came into play
when chapels were founded, palaces
decorated and royal monuments
began to appear within the capital of
the last Capetian and the first Valois
kings.

The vapenhus is a small vaulted
entrance common to 15th-century
Swedish parish churches. Many
vapenhuses contain richly painted
programs with devotional images
such as the Mass of Saint Gregory,
moral images such as the Wheel
of Life, and images particular to
Swedish oral tradition such as the
Sko-Ella. These diverse images
worked together and sent coded
messages to parishioners about
inclusion, exclusion, and proper
ritual performance in medieval
Swedish society. The vapenhus acted
as a specific site within the parish
church that visualized and promoted
social cohesion to a local audience.

Since the earliest record of
these frescoes, probably written
c. 1350, a decade after their
completion, commentary has been
overwhelmingly dominated by the
elucidation of their subject matter
and ideology. Instead, following
the precedent of writers from
Ghiberti to Baxandall, I shall talk
about the diversity of Ambrogio’s
compositions, his handling of paint
and perspectival devices as well as
his use of colour and visual metaphor.
I shall try to show that these visual
qualities had a significant bearing
upon what the original audiences
might have seen in the frescoes.

Rainer Donandt
Hamburg University

Vera Henkelmann
Schleswig-Holsteinische
Landesmuseen
Schloss Gottorf

from c. 1300 to c. 1600 with a focus on visual discourse and
aesthetic experience. Papers in this session discuss the impact of
political discourse on the community’s self-fashioning; stylistic
norms and social distinction through art; the creation and
negotiation of spaces for art and for visual communication; as
well as visual communication shaped and restricted by public
regulation, and intellectual frameworks in which works of art
were beheld, discussed, and made accessible to different audiences.
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Brunelleschi and the Refashioning
of Public Space in Florence
In a changing political and artistic
climate, Filippo Brunelleschi
sought to emphazise the public
character of his Florentine
architecture. Leaving aside the
question of possible meanings
that his repertoire of forms may
bear (‘humanist’ or ‘nationalist’), I
argue that in the spatial outlay of
his churches Brunelleschi created a
setting that evoked the new habit of
restraint and community spirit that
citizens were expected to cultivate
in public affairs. The stylistic unity
of his buildings made their shared
public pretensions recognizable and
ultimately served to establish a new
sense of commensurability between
public and private in the built
environment.

Chandeliers of Our Lady:
Instruments of Civic
Self-Fashioning and SelfAffirmation
A late medieval type of chandelier
with a central figure of the Virgin
Mary usually accompanied by other
figures, chandeliers of Our Lady
(or ‘Marienleuchter’) were often
donated by groups of rich citizens or
civic dignitaries, and by corporations.
Lit in the parish church’s nave
at the donor-group´s feast days
and at the church´s high days,
the Marienleuchter served as an
instrument of civic self-fashioning,
self-affirmation and social
distinction in late medieval churches,
helping to shape it as public sphere.
The use of Marienleuchter in
council chambers confirms that they
were part of communication in the
urban political community.

Jamie Mulherron
Edinburgh University

Tapestry and the Public Galerie
François I
The iconography of the Galerie
François I at Fontainebleau remains
contentious, yet the basic meaning
of the gallery as a public space of
kingship has never been doubted.
This paper will argue that the core
meaning of the gallery as a whole
is carried by the six tapestries, now
in Vienna, which have generally
been considered an afterthought to
the gallery itself. It was the gallery
which broke tradition by fixing
meaning to space; the tapestries not
only mobilised the new Renaissance
‘public’ space, they did so in the
traditional public medium of French
kingship.

The Roman amphitheatre of Padua
was substantially remodelled during
the medieval and early modern
periods, most evidently by the
addition of the famous Scrovegni
palace and chapel, but also by
later clearances, renovations and
embellishments of other buildings.
It hosted an annual procession and
sacra rappresentazione, and was
on the itinerary of visiting foreign
dignitaries. The paper tracks the
remodelling of the Arena and
presents new evidence for the drama
that took place in it over some
three hundred years. It seeks to
understand the space as a stage-set
for the performance of Paduan civic
identity.
Maddalena Spagnolo
Kunsthistorisches Institut Florenz

Beyond the Façade: Wit and
Criticism on Palace Façade
Decorations in 16th-century
Florence
This paper focuses on a group
of palace façade decorations (c.
1520–70) which were criticised
by ephemeral sonnets in vituperio.
Written on the day of the official
unveiling of a façade, the poems are
first-hand accounts of its immediate
response. As a prominent place
where patrons, artists and possibly
letterati (such as iconographical
advisers) expressed their own
ambitions, 16th-century palaces
façades could generate intense
competition and harsh criticism.
The paper shows how the practice of
mocking public works of art spread
in Florence as the result of the
tradition of infamia and of debate
about artistic issues.
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Session 10
Jill Burke
University of Edinburgh
Genevieve Warwick
University of Glasgow

10

The Artist at Work in Early Modern
Italy (c. 1450–1700): Methods,
Materials, Models, Mimesis
This session will examine the figure of the artist at work through
a plurality of perspectives to probe issues of artistic labour in
Renaissance and Baroque Italy. The period threw up competing
models through which to constitute the artist’s working
environment: as workshop, studio, academy for teaching, and
cultural space for the production of artist-patron relations.
Artistic practice was contingent on changing techniques and
technologies, methods and materials, yoked to theories of
imitation and invention. This intersection between working tools
such as mirrors and lenses and an early modern theorisation of
art as mimesis, may be traced through preparatory works as the
residue of practice. The changing deployment and rendering of
the artist’s model bears witness to this history. Portraits of artists
also embody these developments in their changing occlusion
or display of the artist’s studio, models, and working tools. The
session addresses the following themes:
·· Institutions: The Workshop, the Studio, the Academy
·· Materials and Methods
·· Techniques and Technologies: Tradition and Innovation
·· Preparatory Methods: drawings, sketches, bozzetti, modelli.
·· The Artist’s Model
·· Artists’ Portraits
·· Imitation: Theories and Practices.
·· Invention: Art and Science.
Travel for speakers for this session was funded by the
Leverhulme Trust
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Tracy Cooper
Temple University

Intersecting the Artist’s Studio in
Early Modern Venice
The artist’s house in early modern
Venice can be understood as a space
for social negotiation. Successful
artists can be found to live in a
range of situations with differing
conditions regarding the relation of
workplace and home — suggesting
concerns regarding elevation of
the family and profession while
participating in a Venetian ethos of
mediocritas. This paper will look at
the function of the artist’s house as
a casa aperta, by which we may track
a concern with civility proper to
urban elites of the period, mediated
through the delineation of artistic
practices and the dynamics of the
family.
Bjorn Skaarup
European University Institute, Florence

Applied Science in the Renaissance
Academies of Art
The affiliation of art and science
has often been emphasised as a
central component of the Italian
Renaissance. Yet the institutionalised
association of artists and scientists
in the early Italian art academies has
been largely ignored or overlooked
by art historians and historians of
science alike. This presentation
focuses on the applied sciences
emerging within these novel
institutions, and on the role of the
academicians appointed to introduce
students of art to didactic programs
and methods traditionally restricted
to university curricula.
Francesca Marini
Università degli Studi, Florence

Artists’ modus operandi as
Connoisseurs: The Florentine Case
Between the End of the 16th and
17th Centuries
This paper seeks to examine
the theoretical roots of artists’
connoisseurship practice, within the
specific training promoted by the
Accademia del Disegno in Florence,
broadening the reconstruction of

17th-century views on authenticity
and its consequent economic
evaluation through the examination
of new source material on the main
circumstances of Florentine artists’
modus operandi as connoisseurs,
lastly evaluating their contribution
to the developments of Florentine
collections, such as the Medicean
one. Archival documents, where
authorship was stated as ‘originale’, ‘di
mano di’, ‘copia’, ‘copia ritocca’ place
artists at the forefront in evaluating
first formally and then economically
artworks from the end of the 16th and
through the 17th century.
J. Joris Von Gastel
Leiden University

Bernini at Work? Franchezza,
Connoisseurship, and the
Sculptor’s Touch
In my contribution I will discuss
Filippo Baldinucci’s use of the term
franchezza to qualify the sculptural
practice of Gian Lorenzo Bernini.
Implying a directness of execution
more easily associated with painting,
we may ask how it applies to
sculpture. In formulating an answer,
I will trace the term franchezza to
its introduction in critical discourse
through connoisseurship, arguing
that it is particularly this practice
to which the sculptor responded.
Finally, I will look further into
the concept of franchezza and the
manner in which it may relate to
artistic procedure by introducing
some insights from modern day
experimental psychology.
Alessandra Buccheri
University of Oxford

Artists at Work Between Art and
Theatre: Cloud Representations and
Cloud Machinery
This paper aims to show the
importance of theatre in the
development of the work of
Renaissance and Baroque artists.
The focus of the paper is on
representation of cloud structures,
most often used in heavenly scenes.
After an overview of the tradition
of cloud machinery — a stage
device invented in the Middle Ages

and developed throughout the
Renaissance and Baroque periods,
special attention is given to the stage
designs of Bernardo Buontalenti
and Giulio Parigi, as well as to their
influence on the fresco paintings of
the two Florentine artists Ludovico
Cigoli and Giovanni da San
Giovanni.
Joanna Norman
Victoria & Albert Museum

Technology in Theory and Practice
in Baroque Theatre Design
This paper, arising out of research
for the recent V&A Baroque
exhibition, will explore the nature
of artists’ work in the realm of the
theatre and ephemeral festivities in
Early Modern Italy. It will examine
how technological developments
influenced Italian artists in their
work for theatre and festivities as
well as in other contexts. It will look
at the interplay between theory and
practice in artists’ experimentation
with new technologies, using the
case study of the Galli Bibiena
family and their invention of the
scena per angolo as an example of one
dynasty’s development of workshop
practice to create a monopoly in
their field.
Fabiana Cazzola
University of Basel

Aspects of Temporality in
Self-Portraits ‘at work’ in Early
Modern Italy
The paper illuminates the
possibilities of visualising
temporality. The following
questions were investigated: in what
manner does the self-portraits ‘at
work’ visualises time and how do
these pictures engender a sense
of temporality? Self-Portraits by
painting depict simultaneously
something past and something
future. A main theme to be explored
is the absent presence of the
emerging works; what the selfreflexive nature of art emphasises
at a particular moment. Time and
movement are components of the
illustrated gesture of the figure of
the painter ‘at work’. These suggest

the physical manner of procedure in
the painting process.
Ben Thomas
University of Kent

Etching and Originality in Early
Modern Italy
The printmaking technique of
etching provided artists with a
means of disseminating their designs
unmediated by any collaboration
with a ‘reproductive’ printmaker.
Etching, therefore, communicated
the artist’s intentions and style more
faithfully, embodying rather than
representing ‘disegno’. Painters
like Castiglione and Testa chose to
celebrate inspiration through this
medium. However, etching was also
used to teach the basics of drawing
through copying. This paper will
review issues related to etching such
as originality and imitation, prints
as ‘translations’, and etching as an
extension of drawing, which are also
key to understanding the artist at
work.
Gabriele Sprigath
University of Munich

The Parallel Between Painter and
Poet in Cennino Cennini’s Libro
dell’Arte (c. 1400)
In the rarely read first chapter of the
Libro dell’arte Cennini subordinates
painting to ‘scienzia’ practiced by
‘operazione di mano’ and ‘fantasia’.
He puts the painter in parallel with
the poet: as both use ‘fantasia’ he
sees painting crowned by poetry.
Cennini’s parallel of painter and poet
is not based in Aristotle’s Poetics,
but in the tradition of Horace’s Ars
Poetica equating writing and painting,
and of Boccaccio’s valorization of
peotry as ‘science’.
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Gerardo de Simone
Pisa University

Fra Angelico in Florence and Rome:
Organisation and Peculiarities of a
Dominican Friar’s ‘Workshop’

10

Are we allowed to speak of a
‘workshop’ in the case of Fra
Angelico? How did his friar’s
condition modify the usual masterpupils relationship? Among his
assistants we find Battista di
Biagio Sanguigni, Zanobi Strozzi,
Benozzo Gozzoli. Do Fra Angelico’s
entrepreneurial skills in working
with remarkable efficiency for
lay and religious patrons have a
distinctive Dominican connotation?
Might we consider Benozzo’s role
as a ‘consocio’ in Rome and Orvieto
comparable to the ‘socius’ assigned
by the Dominican Constitutions to
each friar sent out to preach in the
world? The paper will try to give an
answer to these puzzling questions.
Richard Talbot
University of Newcastle

Perspective and Spatial Play
The very 15th-century paintings that
embody the new-found ‘rational’
knowledge of linear perspective also
exhibit unique spatial/compositional
qualities that cannot be readily
accounted for. This paper suggests
that the key to unravelling this
problem lays in the fact that we
habitually think of the trappings
of linear perspective, particularly
its geometry, solely as a means to
an end. We overlook the fact that
flat geometric diagrams, including
patterns and those diagrams used
in perspective constructions,
can themselves be suggestive of
depth, can suggest imagery and
can be inherently ambiguous, and
can therefore, be visually and
conceptually exciting for the artist.
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Craig Staff
University of Northampton
Paul Cureton
Manchester Metropolitan University

Central Orbits and Corporeal
Realities: Drawing and the
Renaissance Workshop
Adopting Manetti’s anecdote
recounting how Brunelleschi
inveigled a Florentine woodworker
as a critical frame, the aim of
this paper is to examine how
the Renaissance’s deep-rooted
fascination with the corporeal
became evidenced within the
theorisation and practice of
drawing. Ian Harvie’s claim that
the Renaissance body-image was
an ‘intact and liberated star-man’
will be examined in relation to
the somewhat contrary set of
discussions within treatises on
drawing encompassing, inter alia,
‘swollen feet’, ‘distended bodies’
and ‘abnormal faces’. Through a
consideration of the roles conferred
onto drawing within Renaissance
workshop practices, the extent at
which a proportionate, harmonious
and ultimately untrammeled
account of the body and the world it
inhabited will be examined.
Jill Burke
University of Edinburgh

Neoplatonism, Sodomy and
Time in Florentine Renaissance
Life Drawing
Considering drawings by the
Botticelli and Filippino Lippi
workshops, I argue that the
1470s–80s saw the birth of new
practices of life drawing that
influenced artistic training over
the next half-millennium. I link
this with broader intellectual
currents in Florence, particularly
Marsilio Ficino’s commentaries
on Plato; these drawings should
be conceptually framed within
a rhetoric of male/male desire. I
suggest that the role of the models
(often assumed to be workshop
boys) has been misunderstood,
and consider how these drawings
mediate often complex relationships
between individual identity and ideal
beauty; erotic and divine desire;
timelessness and the ‘freeze frame’.

Anne Bloemacher
University of Münster

Raphael at Work in Marcantonio
Raimondi’s Engraving
In Marcantonio Raimondi’s
engraved portrait of Raphael in his
studio, invention as an intellectual
activity and as the defining part of
Raphael’s artistic work is emphasized.
The high importance of ‘invention’
is reflected by the use of the empty
tablet in Raimondi’s engravings. The
empty tablet and the portrait might
reflect a discourse on ‘reproductive’
printmaking and on the division
of labour in Raphael’s workshop
which is not bequeathed in written
documents. That prints might
reflect workshop activities will be
underlined by the interpretation
of Agostino Venezianos ‘Academy
of Baccio Bandinelli’, that must
be understood as a persiflage of
Bandinelli’s workshop practice and
his self-concept as an artist.
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Visual Culture of the Medieval Middle East: Islamic Art History Now?

Moya Carey
Victoria & Albert Museum
Margaret S. Graves
University of Edinburgh

Scholarship and Subjectivity
Stephennie Mulder
University of Texas at Austin

Visual Culture of the
Medieval Middle East: Islamic Art
History Now?
11

In the ten years that have passed since the last dedicated panel
on medieval Islamic art was presented at an annual conference
of the AAH, there have been massive shifts in the international
perception of Islam and Islamic culture. Concurrently, our field
has expanded, museum displays have been overhauled, the
international market for Middle Eastern material has boomed,
and the visual culture of the Islamic world has begun to move
towards the centre stage of art history.
The discipline of Islamic art history has been going through
dramatic changes for several decades, both in its methods and
its fields of enquiry. The very use of the terms ‘Islamic’ and ‘art’
to describe the parameters of the field have been exposed as
persistently problematic, misleadingly equating visual culture
with religion whilst promoting a western hierarchy of artistic
production that cannot accurately reflect the cultural activity of
the enormous geographical area under discussion. To study the
visual culture of the medieval Islamic world at present involves
straddling findings and approaches from a multitude of disciplines.
While this makes our practice both exhilarating and exhausting,
we must consider whether these are the best approaches to the
material. In showcasing current research being conducted on the
visual culture of the medieval Islamic world, this session aims to
survey the present state of the discipline, whilst also opening up
the field to self-analysis.

This panel has been generously
supported by the Iran Heritage

Seeing the Light: Polyvalent
Iconographies at Three Medieval
Syrian Shrines
To what degree is the function and
reception of iconography universal?
This paper focuses on the ‘mihrab
image,’ a common decorative motif
in Islamic art. Traditionally, such
images are interpreted as symbolic
representations of the light of God.
However, three medieval Syrian
examples of the ‘mihrab image’
demonstrate how this symbol may
have had shifting, ambiguous and
polyvalent meanings, for such signs
could be read as carrying meaning
for members of both Islam’s primary
sects, Sunni and Shi’a. Within
Islamic art, aesthetic signs can be the
simultaneous carrier of meanings
both specific and universal.
Moya Carey
Victoria & Albert Museum

Border Zones: Scholarship into the
Inlaid Metalwork of 12th-century
Khurasan
In 12th-century Iran, Khurasani
metalwork demonstrated a
startlingly wide range, with
bold sculptural forays as well as
sophisticated themes of surface
decoration played out in layered
horizontal friezes. A small number
of scholars have discussed this
dynamic production period in
articles and survey texts, but mainly
in the context of private collections
which are published as increasingly
well-illustrated catalogues with
accompanying essays. Such
publications have an historic
precedence in what is called Islamic
art history, an academic discipline
which sometimes exposes its roots
in private connoisseurship. This
paper analyses how the metalwork of
Khurasan has been approached, and
how its study has been influenced by
issues of access and commodification.

Text and Image in the Manuscript
Tradition

Iconographies of the Natural and
Supernatural

Martina Müller-Wiener
University of Bonn

Melanie Gibson
SOAS, University of London

Jennifer Scarce
Duncan of Jordanstone College,
University of Dundee

‘The Soul Never Thinks Without an
Image’: Text/Image Relationships
in 13th-century Illustrated
Manuscripts

A Ceramic Menagerie: Animal
Sculpture from the Medieval
Islamic World

Colour in the Glazed Tilework
of Iran during the 11th to 15th
Centuries

The art of sculpture has never been
considered an intrinsically Islamic
mode of artistic expression and yet
a large group of ceramic figurines
dating from the 12th to 13th
centuries have survived. This fashion
coincided or indeed emerged
from the new artistic style of this
period which is characterised by
an extraordinary interest in figural
representation. The main pottery
production centres of Kashan in
Iran and Raqqa in Syria responded
vigorously to this new demand and
began to make ceramic sculpture in
a wide array of shapes: animals such
as the lion, bull, camel, elephant
and monkey, birds and mythical
creatures.

Polychrome tilework was a major
form of architectural decoration
in Iran from the late 11th century
onwards. Borders, friezes and
panels in the techniques of mosaic,
overglaze and underglaze painting
decorated public buildings such
as mosques and shrines. Glazes in
brilliant colours such as turquoise,
blue, white and black well
suited designs based on abstract
geometric forms, the bold shapes
of Arabic calligraphy and stylised
foliate motifs. Colour in Iranian
architecture will be discussed using
examples such as the shrine complex
at Natanz of the early 14th century
and the so-called Blue Mosque at
Tabriz of the mid-15th century.

Miriam Ali-de-Unzaga

Dorothée Kreuzer
University of Bonn

A comparative analysis of 13thcentury illustrated manuscripts
shows that the illustrations of
literary and scientific texts share
a common pictorial language.
Traditional scholarship on Islamic
miniature painting explains this
phenomenon in terms of stylistic
affiliations and derivations. The
proposed paper will approach the
issue from a modified point of view.
Based on the analysis of the wording
and the role of captions, explanatory
or descriptive marginalia and
commentaries integrated into the
images various aspects of the text/
image relationship will be outlined.
It is argued that strategies of
visualisation applied to illustrated
manuscripts of literary texts and
those of scientific texts share a
common conceptual framework.
Alain George
University of Edinburgh

The Illustrations of the Maqamat
and the Shadow Play
The Maqamat of al-Hariri were
among the most popular subjects
of book illustration in the 13th
century, as narrative painting
flourished in the Arab world. These
stories relate the adventures of Abu
Zayd, a hero of doubtful morality
but remarkable eloquence, in a
succession of episodes set in the
Islamic world of his time. This paper
will explore a fascinating dimension
of these images which has thus far
largely eluded modern scholarship:
their relation to the equally popular
art of the shadow play. This new
dimension of Maqamat illustrations
will bring a fresh perspective on their
function and on the reasons behind
their appreciation by contemporary
audiences.

Mirabilia, Bestiaries and Islamic
Textiles (11th and 12th Centuries)
‘Islamic textiles’ were at the hub
of ‘Islamic art’ from the 1890s up
to the 1930s. This era produced
works mostly descriptive and
technical, which resulted in
saturation and boredom on this
subject. Despite the importance
of new discoveries, the study of
Islamic textiles is now a neglected
subfield. This paper challenges this
perception, and argues that textiles
should be a fundamental part of
the discipline, by illustrating how
studies using iconographic analysis
and anthropological perspectives
on textiles can shed light not only
on the art but also on the society
that produced, used, and valued the
pieces in question.

Ink and Colours in Iran

Looking for Geese on the Silk Road:
Nasta'liq and the Poiesis of Writing
The traditional account which
has Ali Tabrizi succeed with the
invention of nasta’liq after he
heeded the oneiric advice from
Imam Ali to look at geese, comes
to contain more than a charming
anecdote when read together with
another goose story. At the other
end of the Silk Road, the ancestor
figure of sophisticated writing in
China, Wang Xizhi, had geese linked
to his purported invention, too.
Barring contingency and naturalism,
on what grounds do geese connect
with graphical evolution, once
calligraphy and iconography are
recognized as binary opposites of
alphabetic typography?

Foundation and the University of
Edinburgh.
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Session 12
Sarah Smith
Glasgow School of Art
Sarah Neely
University of Stirling
Maeve Connolly
Dun Laoghaire Institute of Art, Design and Technology

The Discursive Space of
Artists’ Films
More than ever, artists working with the moving image are

12

directly enlisting the attributes of conventional narrative cinema,
both in terms of production and exhibition. Such borrowings
include direct sampling and imitation, but also exceed an
engagement with pre-existing films to develop original scenarios
that employ a range of features formerly the preserve of the
cinematic. Professional actors, causal narration and mise-en-scène

The Discursive Space of Artists’ Films

Kate Antosik-Parsons
University College Dublin

Susan Jarosi
University of Louisville

Kassandra Nakas
University of Arts, Berlin

Lucy Reynolds
University of East London

Policing Gender: Cinematic
Strategies and Masculinity in the
Work of Willie Doherty

Recycled Cinema: Raphael
Ortiz’s Found-Footage Films and
Computer-Laser-Videos

Blending light. Filmic Discourse
and Non-filmic Narration in the
Work of Ana Torfs

Hollywood fictions: Adversary or
Case Study?

The artistic practice of Willie
Doherty incorporates photography,
video and film. A native of Derry,
Northern Ireland, his work is often
read as a response to the Troubles.
Appropriating different cinematic
strategies, Doherty’s work situates
itself between contemporary art and
cinema. Absent from the body of
criticism on his work is a discussion
of gender. This paper examines
specific cinematic strategies
employed by Doherty as a means to
interrogate the role of masculinity
in his work. Drawing upon an
interdisciplinary framework, this
paper contributes to dialogues on
constructions of masculinities while
addressing the discursive space
between art and cinema.

This paper examines the foundfootage films and videos of Raphael
Ortiz as a case study through which
to elaborate a broader argument
about the significance of recycled
cinema. It pursues the implications
of recycling both as material practice
and metaphorical trope that results
in disruptions of formal conventions
of filmic narrative, space, and
sequencing as well as critically
shapes a set of ideological, artistic,
and social concerns. Recycling
exposes networks of use and
re-use, and challenges notions of
value, waste, abjection, redemption,
and change; it encourages the
interrogation of boundaries and
continuities between high/low art,
mass culture/avant-garde, past/
present, and destruction/creation.

The paper will focus on the 35-mmfilm Zyklus von Kleinigkeiten (Cycle of
Trifles, b/w, 1998, 86') and the slide
installation Displacement (2009) by
Belgian artist Ana Torfs. Conceived
as a ‘remake’ of Roberto Rossellini’s
Journey to Italy (1954), Displacement
unfolds a deconstructed narrative
and a psycho-geographic mapping
of a nameless island in the Baltic Sea.
Zyklus von Kleinigkeiten, in contrast,
transfers the so-called ‘conversation
books’ by Ludwig van Beethoven
onto the wide screen. Filmic means
of storytelling are reflected against
the background of historical forms
of visual narration, such as baroque
painting and the tableau vivant.

are increasingly common in artists’ films. In addition, galleryspecific screening formats such as multi-screen, looping and
installation practice now frequently combine with ‘black box’ and
large-scale projection, reminiscent of the cinematic spectacle.
Despite the pervasiveness of moving image art, the study of artists’
films (especially those that draw on cinema) sits awkwardly within
the academy. Traditionally the remit of art history, this work’s
affinity with experimental film and interrogation of dominant
cinema has led to an increasing interest from film studies scholars.
This session aims to demonstrate that a fusion of film theory and
art criticism provides a productive interdisciplinary framework
appropriate to the study of this work. The session convenors have
also curated a Glasgow International screening event featuring
artists’ films, in order to enhance critical exploration of this area
of contemporary visual art practice.
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Suzy Freake
University of Nottingham

‘Out of the Corner of my Eye …’:
Cine-literate Peripheral Vision in
the Video Works of Jane & Louise
Wilson
Despite frequent gesturing to
cinematic influences (Tarkovsky,
Kubrick and Cocteau being the
most common), the multi-screen
installations of Jane & Louise
Wilson remain surprisingly undertheorised with regards to filmic
conventions. Paying attention to
both the Wilsons’ cine-literacy and
screen theory, this paper seeks to
rectify this imbalance, illustrating
how their use of generic and specific
cinematic vocabulary has produced a
nuanced exploration of filmic space,
and how their multiplication of the
screen (e.g. as in Stasi City, 1997
or Erewhon, 2004) demonstrates
an engagement with, and perhaps
undermining of, the limits of the
cinematic apparatus.

Maria Walsh
Chelsea College of Art & Design

Haptic Visuality in Jane and Louise
Wilson and Salla Tykkä
I propose ‘haptic visuality’ in artists’
film as a counter-space of reception.
Jane and Louise Wilson’s work has
been read in terms of the spectacle
of panoptic visuality. Instead, I
maintain that the stereoscopic
juxtapositioning of images in their
early multi-screen installations
engenders an embodied affective
experiencing of space, which
operates both in conjunction and
disjunction with spectacle and
power. Likewise, Tykkä’s film
Lasso has been read in terms of the
empowerment of the female gaze,
which counterintuitively repeats
the mastery associated with the
panopticon. I shall argue that Lasso
lends itself to a haptic visuality that
takes the viewer beyond binaries of
form/content, vision/tactile, male/
female.

Volker Pantenburg
Free University of Berlin

Migrational Aesthetics: Film
Experience, Cinema, Museum
The dissolution of the limits that
Cinema has faced since the 1970s
is usually described as two distinct
phenomena. On the one hand, there
is the shift from public forms of
presentation at the movie theatre
to domestic spaces, where films are
no longer experienced as strips of
celluloid but as DVDs or in YouTubebits and pieces. On the other hand,
‘Expanded Cinema’ is taken as a
first major movement that inspired
the ongoing boom of installation
art since the 1990s. I would like to
propose a different perspective on
both developments that accentuates
their common features.

Hollywood fiction has been a crucial
point of reference for experimental
filmmakers, signifying both a point
of opposition and, conversely, a
rich archive of history and memory.
With reference to the writings of
Peter Gidal, the aesthetics of Jack
Smith and found footage citations of
Mattias Muller and Martin Arnold,
this paper explores the post-war
avant-garde filmmaker’s troubled
relationship to the narrative modes
of Hollywood cinema, examining
the historical contexts behind their
distrust of its modes and codes,
before considering the shift towards
a more engaged exploration of its
potential as the entry point through
which imaginary and psychological
spaces can be accessed.
Mo White
Loughborough University

Mulvey, Between the Lines and the
Frames
The paper will look at Laura
Mulvey’s ‘Visual Pleasure and
Narrative Cinema’ (1975), which
has been taken up by the academy
as a key text. At the time of writing
the article, Mulvey was an avantgarde filmmaker — something for
which scant regard has been shown
when considering the article. I will
examine how the article emerged
from a context of visual practice,
exploring this and its location
amongst filmmakers and groups that
were contemporary with it. Further,
I will ask what this has offered
contemporary artists/filmmakers
and argue for its continued effect on
contemporary artists’ film.
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Session 13
Maura Coughlin
Bryant University
Jaimey Hamilton
University of Hawaii, Manoa

Materiality and Waste
Offering a range of visual culture studies approaches, this
panel deals with the mundane, concrete, local, and discarded
materials of modern and contemporary life. Because we are
often so concerned with describing the abstract processes of
internationalization and globalization that characterize this long
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epoch, we forget the importance of understanding the local
specificity of material objects and concrete experiences in our
daily lives.
This suite of papers, first of all, asks us to see how the definition

Materiality and Waste

Lane Relyea
Northwestern University

On the Changed Status of Debris in
Contemporary Art
As that which doesn't fit, is
unnamable, trash is the by-product
of systems, classifying, order. But
does trash disappear when systems
themselves fall into ruin? A string
of large-scale contemporary art
surveys tout debris-caked bricolage
as today's zeitgeist. Here the
trashcan and storage bin — attics,
closets, basements, thriftstores —
appear as sites not of exclusion but
of flexibility and conversion, places
where things change identity, value
and function, where emptied-out
signifiers are filled anew. Does
interest in this more fluid scene
bespeak its new dominance today, as
witnessed by the rise of Google and
eBay, the trashcan and storage bin
writ large?

of the ‘material’ has changed over the course of the last century.
Then, informed by Henri Lefebvre, Michel de Certeau, Tim
Dant, and other philosophers of the everyday, our speakers offer
materialist methodologies that help us to articulate how the
banality of such things as dust, litter, fiberboard, and collections
curated from discarded matter can powerfully shape the politics
and poetics of an historical moment. The very concreteness of
physical stuff can offer fascinating, multivalent metaphors and
allegories on our industrial existence. By focusing on artistic
appropriation and representation of commonly overlooked waste,
filth, trash, obsolescent and disposable commodities, our speakers
suggest ways in which we may more critically engage with
modern ‘consuming’ subjectivities.
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William S. Smith
Institute of Fine Arts, New York
University

To Breathe Dust: Marcel Duchamp
and the Aesthetics of Hygiene
As Man Ray’s well-known
photograph Dust Breeding reveals,
Marcel Duchamp allowed a thick
layer of dust to accumulate on the
surface of his Large Glass. The
presence of this base material has
been understood as an indexical
record of entropic processes.
Less well studied, however, is the
meticulous cleaning that the glass
underwent. This paper will situate
the dust that Duchamp carefully
‘bred’ in relation to themes of
hygiene in his work. As a function of
its materiality, dust held the capacity
to make reference to broader
cultural discourses of urban life,
labor and domesticity in the early
20th century.

Rosemary Shirley
Goldsmiths, University of London and
University of Sussex

Keep Britain Tidy: Litter, Anxiety
and the Non-Metropolitan
Everyday
This research attempts to relocate
the topology of the everyday from
its habitually urban focus, out into
the British Countryside. It focuses
on how the subject of litter can
be used to activate three areas of
investigation: the rural, the everyday,
and the modern. Looking at work
by artist Stephen Willats from the
Mass Observation Archive, through
de Certeau’s notion of trace and
material, the paper develops the idea
of litter as things (and people) being
in the wrong place, and explores
the feelings of anxiety, outrage,
subversion and resistance that litter
can provoke.
Gregory H. Williams
Boston University

A Glossier Shade of Brown: Imi
Knoebel’s Raum 19
Imi Knoebel’s 1968 sculptural
installation Raum 19 addressed
themes of stored energy and
potential physical transformation
that his teacher Joseph Beuys
propagated at the Art Academy in
Düsseldorf. This paper explores
the notion that Knoebel’s use
of untreated fiberboard also
responded, if indirectly, to Beuys’s
invented Braunkreuz, a brown paint
that evoked organic materiality
and carried complex symbolic
associations. Knoebel’s dismissal of
the earthy in favor of the industrial
can be understood in terms of an
intergenerational artistic exchange
that reflected broader historical
changes taking place in 1960s West
Germany.

Elizabeth Legge
University of Toronto

Walter Benjamin’s Angel of History
in the IKEA ‘As Is’ Room
If industrially produced objects, and
anthropological and archaeological
troves have been used to comment
upon art, this paper investigates the
presumptions of critique attached
to such moves, through two unusual
projects: Heidi Overhill’s ‘Museum
of Me (MoMe),’ an inventory
of everything in her house, and
Leanne Shapton’s auction catalogue,
Important artifacts and personal
property from the collection of
Lenore Doolan and Harold Morris.
Both adapt the meta positions of
conceptual art with incisive wit,
veering in tone from Bridget Jones
to Mary Kelley via Michael Landy
— to offer new ways for considering
bourgeois consumption at the time
of its ‘epic fail’.
Nina Lager Vestberg
Norwegian University of Science and
Technology

Processing Waste: Disposing of
Photography in Contemporary Art
At a moment when digitality has
disentangled the photographic
image from its traditional material
support, work by the artist
Catherine Yass foregrounds the
material and chemical components
of the photographic production
process. This paper will show how
her work provides playful answers to
old questions of what a photograph
might be, and of how it may signify,
and at the same time may be seen
as a concrete attempt at resolving
a constant dilemma of modern
everyday life: how to make use, or
sense, of the remains and leftovers
that are the endless byproducts of
cultural being.
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Session 14
Joanne Crawford
University of Leeds

Art, Philosophy and Revolution in
Mid-20th-century Art
Much work still has to be done to provide adequate theoretical
frameworks within which to place the vast array of art produced
in Europe immediately after the 2nd World War. Often, such
art is dismissed by art historians as derivative of American art
of the same period. Consequently, artists from this period are
often shoe-horned into a Modernist model for the understanding
and interpretation of their work, especially given Rosenberg’s
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mobilisation of quasi-existentialist ideas in 1950s American art
criticism. Such interpretations don’t do justice to the rich body of
work produced during this time, as European artists were working
under a very different set of social and cultural conditions to
those producing art and art criticism across the Atlantic. This
session attempts to provide new frameworks for engaging with
European art from this period, whilst mobilising the rich and
complex philosophical enquiry into the nature of art, to consider
both the artists and philosophers trying to understand the role
of art at a time of great social, political and economic upheaval
in Europe. The notion of the revolutionary in art is of particular
interest to this session; as much of the writing of both artists and
philosophers displays a real attempt to bring together the notion
of a revolutionary consciousness and political agency of, and for,
art and the realm of the imaginary to facilitate real social change
for both artist and audience, especially in relation to art’s material
affectivity.
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Art, Philosophy and Revolution in Mid-20th-century Art

Ed Krčma
University College Cork

Sarah James
University of Oxford

Wols, Smallness and Creaturely Life

Paper Revolutions: Late Modernism
in East Germany?

Wols’s first solo exhibition, which
opened in Paris in 1945, consisted
entirely of drawings. These tiny
raw worlds, set down ‘on little
scraps of paper,’ were compared by
Sartre to ‘pullulating viruses under
a microscope.’ My paper offers a
phenomenological analysis of these
drawings, taking their remarkable
smallness as a starting point. An
emphasis on physical scale connects
them to Wols’s photographs, and
aligns him with other European
artists such as Paul Klee, Antonin
Artaud and Henri Michaux. Eric
Santner’s theorisation of ‘creaturely
life’ will be useful in exploring
these relationships, and in thinking
through the problems of making art
in a devastated post-war France.
Andrew Warstat
Blackpool and The Fylde College
(An Associate College of Lancaster
University)

Violence, Aesthetics and Ugly
Revolution
This paper considers the work of
Asger Jorn in relation to Theodor
Adorno’s account of ugliness
and ‘aesthetic comportment’. For
Adorno, the tension between the
beautiful and the ugly is the tension
between freedom and servitude. The
ugly is not, however, simply a formal
category. Rather, it indicates the
limits of any aesthetic programme
formulated around harmony and
balance. The ugly work of art has the
capacity to unsettle the rationalised,
‘hermetically sealed’ individual
subject by reinstating the unruliness
of materiality. This ugliness ‘appears’
in Jorn’s détourned work. Via the
simultaneously feeble and angry
marks dripped and smeared on the
manufactured image, the repressed
and ugly materiality of the present
is given a presence which produces
‘revolutionary’ tensions. The work
of art’s aesthetic comportment
therefore shows us, in Adorno’s
words, ‘The repressed who sides
with […] revolution’.

This paper will explore the reception
of a tabooed modernism in East
Germany in the 1950s and 1960s
in relation to the paper works of
two radical and neglected unofficial
artists: Carlfriedrich Claus and
Hermann Glöckner. Glöckner’s
domestification of constructivism,
and the status of its revolutionary
nature in his profoundly private
works, and Claus’s often languagebased practice — preoccupied with
philosophical and philological
problems — will provide the focus of
an examination of the place of utopia
in their art, and the wider visual
culture of the GDR. Ernst Bloch’s
epic mediation on utopian thought,
'The Principle of Hope', will enable
a consideration of their work in
terms of the emergence of a complex
postwar humanism and political
subjectivity.
Nicola Hille
University of Tübingen

Republic of Germany and it meant
an important step for a frank,
open and unrestricted culture of
discussion (Diskussionskultur) on
art and politics in western Post-War
Germany.
Aaron Rosen
University of Oxford

Chagall’s Revolution: Re-framing
Postwar Jewish Culture
In 1937, Marc Chagall began a
large canvas tentatively titled The
Revolution, intended as an epic
treatment of communism in Russia.
Over the next fifteen years, Chagall
reworked this piece into a triptych
entitled Resistance, Resurrection, and
Liberation (1937–52). In this paper,
I will use the transformations of
The Revolution as a case study to
analyze Chagall’s evolving political,
cultural, and artistic commitments
in the aftermath of World War II. A
key aim will be to assess the impact
of Chagall’s recourse to Christian
iconography in these works, and
the vision of postwar Jewish culture
which this signals.

West-German Debates on Modern
Art in the Mid-20th century: The
So-called Darmstadt Dialogue and
its Impact on the Development of
Abstract Art

Left Bank Bacon? Phenomenology
and the Figurative Avant Garde

In summer 1950 the artist Willi
Baumeister and the art historian
Hans Sedlmayr participated in a
discussion of ‘The Human Image
in Our Time’. While Baumeister
defended abstract art, Sedlmayr
took a clear stance against it. His
view of modernism was marked with
resentments against abstraction,
still imbedded in Nazi terminology.
Within the early post-war years, the
Darmstadt dialogue was a milestone
towards a frank and open culture of
discussion. Moreover, it became a
decisive breakthrough for abstract
art. In my paper I will analyze the
course of the Darmstadt dialogue,
the antagonistic positions of the
participants, the final reception
of the dialogue and the wide
spread impact on art. This talk
enabled a decisive breakthrough
for abstract art in the Federal

‘I didn’t know many artists’, quipped
Bacon, but new evidence disproves
this. His 1943 transition into
figurative painting arose from
contemporary connections with
a highly intellectual group whose
commitment to representation was
rooted in phenomenological and
ethnographic writing. Giacometti
and Bacon were linked through
painters such as Peter Rose
Pulham and Isabel Lambert. Their
bilingual correspondence reveals
early intellectual and personal
engagements with Leiris, Bataille,
Ayer, Wahl, Merleau-Ponty, de
Beauvoir, Sartre. This association,
in London and Paris, explains why
Bataillian imagery enters Bacon’s
repertoire 14 years after Documents
and suggests so far unexplored visual
dialogues with Les Temps Modernes
circle.

Carol Jacobi
Oxford Brookes University
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Session 15
Veronica Davies
Open University/University of East London
Janet Tyson
Independent

Poster Session Presentations
Far from displays of simple declarations on single sheets of
paper, Poster Sessions encompass a wide range of visually rich,
generally non-linear explorations of research topics — often
in a variety of media. They also tend not to focus on any
particular theme, but to address a variety of topics. This year’s
session, the second for AAH, reflects this typical diversity of
interest and practical approaches, with presentations by art
historians and artists, professionals and students.
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Poster Session Presentations

Anne Dulau Beveridge
Hunterian Art Gallery, University of
Glasgow

William Hunter’s Volumes of Prints
The print collection of William
Hunter, founder of the University of
Glasgow’s Hunterian Museum & Art
Gallery, is an extremely rare survival
of an 18th-century collection. It
includes 10 volumes, many in their
original bindings. The current
research project, funded by the
Scottish Government’s Recognition
scheme and based in the Hunterian
Art Gallery, is investigating issues
such as the subjects they represent
and what they tell us about Hunter's
interests; the means by which such
a collection would have physically
been assembled, stored and accessed;
and their rarity. The poster session
will outline the scope of the project
and progress to date.
Peter Black
Hunterian Art Gallery, University of
Glasgow

Rembrandt’s Sketch for the
Entombment
Among the distinguished group
of old master paintings in the
Hunterian is one of Rembrandt’s
most powerful oil sketches, probably
painted in Amsterdam c. 1631–6,
and relating to the prestigious
Passion series (1636–9) for Prince
Frederik Hendrik. Preliminary
conclusions concerning the
imagery of the Entombment will
be presented as texts and images,
providing a tentative list of works
for a future exhibition, and outlining
research questions to be addressed
by technical research. Among the
most important questions are: Was
the work exemplary or preparatory?
What is the function of the panel?
When was the panel painted? What
materials were used?
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Anitra Blayton
Tarrant County College, Fort Worth

Amy Bryzgel
University of Aberdeen

Nightstand

Afrika, the Russian Dog and Marilyn
Monroe: Cultivating Identity in
Post-Soviet Russia

The ideas in my works stem from
personal experiences. The nature of
the work, however, is formed by my
desire to explore social and cultural
parallels in which individuals might
see themselves in one another.
Nightstand is an opportunity to
explore ways in which bedside
artifacts reflect hidden meanings
and social situations. This project
constitutes an early stage of research
for an installation piece that will
engage viewers in a process of
further awareness-building. It mixes
display of an actual nightstand
and its contents — with still-life
photographs that re-contextualize
these items for social presentation
and interaction.
Sophie Bostock
Independent

Domenico Tiepolo’s Divertimento
per li Regazzi: A Case Study in
Late-Life Creativity
Eschewing a Renaissance tradition
in which some artists demonstrated
increasing spirituality in their late
work — often by including selfportraits in Pietà and deposition
themes — the elderly Domenico
Tiepolo (1727–1804) retired
from public life and dedicated
himself to the relentless practice
of disegno. This valedictory series
‘Entertainment for the Children’ is
arguably Domenico’s most lively
and interesting creation. In my
opinion, the series forms part
of a phenomenon identified by
Edward Said in his posthumously
published volume On Late Style
(2006), in which certain artists’ final
works crown a lifetime of creative
endeavour.

My poster presents three different
approaches by contemporary
Russian artists to the question
of Post-Soviet identity through
performance. From Sergei Bugaev
(Afrika’s) two-week stay in a
mental institution, to Oleg Kulik’s
performances as the ‘Russian Dog,’
or Vladimir Mamyshev-Monroe’s
use of costume and disguise as a
Marilyn Monroe impersonator, all of
these artists employ performance to
negotiate the changes around them,
namely the collapse of the Soviet
Empire. The artists present diverse
solutions to the question of a PostSoviet identity, all utilising altered
identities to navigate the landscape
of the new Russian Federation.
Lawrence Buttigieg
Loughborough University

Representing the Female Nude:
Self-Reflexivity and Otherness
My work as an artist painting
the female nude involves a selfconscious process of refashioning,
which is shaped by the knowledge
that representing otherness is also
a means of addressing individuality
via a metonymic extension of the
self. As I strive to capture the essence
of female otherness by painting the
model’s body, I am also aware that
complete attainability is unrealisable.
Paradoxically, it is this awareness
which constitutes a spur to continue
painting the same sitter and to create
a specular relationship in which
our gaze can become a locus of
intersection or a mediator between
selfhood and otherness.

Veronica Davies
Open University/University of East
London

Exhibiting the Visual Language
of Ideas for Rebuilding and
Renovating Britain After World
War II
This poster presentation will explore
the visual element of exhibitions
held in Britain during the 1940s, and
how this may have served to instil
in the British public an awareness of
the visual language which modern
designers and architects sought
to implement in postwar schemes
for rebuilding and renovation. It
will draw on archival material and
contemporary publications to trace
developments from the wartime
use of exhibitions to boost morale
and disseminate public information
and propaganda, to the postwar
encouragement of modern art and
design as part of a forward-looking,
‘contemporary’ sensibility intended
to affect all levels of British society.
Mark Hobbs
University of Glasgow

The Politics of Urban Planning in
Weimarian Berlin
The urban development
programme undertaken by Berlin’s
Social-Democratic government
between 1924 and 1933 sought
a dispersal (Auflockerung) of the
city’s predominantly working-class
population, from the denselypopulated inner-city tenements,
into modern housing estates in the
suburbs. While historians have
noted the mixed success of this
scheme, particularly the expensive
nature of the new homes, which lay
beyond the pockets of the proletariat
amid deteriorating economic
circumstances, the full impact of
the Social Democrats’ programme
of urban redevelopment has not
been fully explored. This poster
focuses on the Social Democrats’
transformation of Berlin’s northern
suburbs, and the political frictions it
provoked.
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Margaret MacDonald
University of Glasgow

An On-Line Catalogue Raisonné:
The Etchings of James McNeill
Whistler
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The Whistler Etching Project, based
in Glasgow University, goes on-line
in October 2010. The subjects
of Whistler’s 500 etchings, dating
from 1854–1903, include ships and
shops, portraits (artists, musicians,
merchants, models), the Naval
Review and Petticoat Lane. The
catalogue incorporates new titles,
dates, discussions of technique,
printing, marketing and exhibitions,
the art market and historical
context. The demonstration will
focus on three case studies — a
portrait (‘Gretchen’), shop-front and
Nocturne — showing the range of
information and searches available,
and exploring questions of identity,
and meaning.
Maria Portmann
Université de Miséricorde, Fribourg

Juan de Arfe y Villafane’s Libro
segundo
In this poster session I’m presenting
my dissertation: Juan de Arfe y
Villafañe’s Libro segundo. Application
and influence of anatomical
concepts from the Italian and
German Renaissance in Spain
during the 16th and 17th century.
The first part of my presentation
is going to be an overview of
the anatomical aspect regarding
scientific texts on paintings from the
16th and 17th centuries. The second
part of my presentation will focus
on the commented translation from
Spanish to French of one of the first
artistic and scientific book about
anatomy written by Juan de Arfe y
Villafañe.

Pamela Robertson
Hunterian Gallery, University of
Glasgow

Mackintosh Architecture: Context,
Making and Meaning
Charles Rennie Mackintosh is today
recognised internationally as an
architect of world-wide importance.
Yet, despite the extensive literature
of the past 50 years, his core activity
as an architect is conspicuously
under-researched. A major AHRCfunded research project led by the
University of Glasgow begins in
early 2010 and seeks to define:

Pioneering Painters

The

Glasgow

Boys

·· the evolution and language of
Mackintosh’s architecture, its
originality and context
·· the identity and contribution of
clients, colleagues and contractors,
to present a picture beyond the
‘single-creator genius’
·· critical reception
·· history of subsequent change

1880–1900

The poster will outline the scope of
the project and progress to date.
Janet Tyson
Independent

Rug-making, Sense-Making and
Making Sense of Afghan ‘War Rugs’
Limited academic research credibly
has traced the development of
so-called ‘war rugs’ produced by
weavers from Afghanistan. However,
neither academics nor those with
commercially-motivated interests
convincingly has identified reasons
why Afghan weavers began to make
rugs incorporating militaristic
motifs — other than initially having
been motivated by the Soviet
invasion in December, 1979. Have
war rugs served as personal protests
against violence? Are they for
Western collectors? If they featured
traditional motifs, such questions
would be irrelevant but, because they
incorporate recognizably Western,
military motifs, their validity is
challenged. This project uses
sense-making theory to address that
challenge.

A major exhibition of Scotland’s greatest artists

9 April–27 September 2010

Admission £5 (£3) and under-16s free
www.glasgowmuseums.com
Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum
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Poster Session Presentations

Session 16
Frances Fowle
University of Edinburgh
Heather Pulliam
University of Edinburgh
Murdo Macdonald
University of Dundee
Lesley Lindsay
University of Dundee

Rethinking Celtic Revivals
Since Jeanne Sheehy’s The Rediscovery of Ireland’s Past: The Celtic
Revival 1830–1930 (1980), few scholars have explored the
multifarious identities of the Celtic Revival in terms of the visual
or the material. This session extends the geographical boundaries
and revisits the notion of Celtic Revival as manifest in Ireland,
Scotland and the United States of America during the 19th and
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20th centuries. Papers consider to what extent the Celtic Revival

Rethinking Celtic Revivals

Lesley Lindsay
University of Dundee

Matthew Jarron
University of Dundee Museum Services

Tara Kelly
Trinity College Dublin

Niamh NicGhabhann
Trinity College Dublin

James Drummond’s Sculptured
Monuments in Iona and the
Western Highlands: in Search of a
School of Design

Stewart Carmichael and Aspects of
the Celtic Revival in Dundee

Metalwork Facsimiles and the
Formation of a Canon of Irish Art

Around 1900 the city of Dundee
was at the centre of the Scottish
Celtic Revival movement, with a
sizeable Gaelic-speaking community
and active organisations such as
the Dundee Highland Society, the
Dundee Gaelic Musical Association
and the Dundee Celtic Club. Best
known for bringing together two
of the movement’s leading figures,
Patrick Geddes and John Duncan,
Dundee also hosted a close-knit
group of Celtic-inspired artists. One
of the most significant of these was
Stewart Carmichael, who continued
to depict Celtic and Gaelic subjects
long after the movement as a whole
had dwindled. This paper examines
Carmichael’s work in the context
of the Dundee artistic, cultural and
political scene.

This paper will examine the
impact of metalwork facsimiles
manufactured by Dublin goldsmiths
between 1840–1920 upon the
formation of a canon of Irish art.
The elevated status of particular
artefacts within this canon was
established with increasing clarity
in the 19th century through art
historical and archaeological texts.
It was, however, the commercial
production and promotion of
metalwork facsimiles that reinforced
the status of the originals and
resulted in an expanded audience for
Irish art at home and abroad. The
presentation of metalwork facsimiles
at major trade exhibitions and their
acquisition by museums in Europe
and America will be considered.

‘A Complex Metaphor’: Developing
a National Canon of Architectural
Form in 19th-century Ireland?

James Drummond (1816–1877) first
began to explore the tombstones
of the old Highland chiefs and
ecclesiastics during his rambles in
the West Highlands in 1865. In 1881,
several years after his death, the
Society of Antiquaries of Scotland
published his drawings of these
stones. This paper will explore
both Drummond's interest in these
sculptures and also the way in which
his drawings provide an interesting
perspective from which to explore
the earlier visual culture of the
West Highlands. The context and
approach adopted within this study
is provided by the project Window to
the West: Towards a Redefinition of the
Visual within Gaelic Scotland.

was a reaction to extant objects from the early medieval period
as well as when and how these objects would have been seen. We
address these issues through an examination of key works and
prominent individuals associated with the Celtic Revival. We
also bring the debate up to date by considering the responses
of modern and contemporary artists, as illustrated by a current
AHRC-funded project, Window to the West, which explores art and
the Scottish Gàidhealtachd.
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Frances Fowle and Heather
Pulliam
University of Edinburgh

How Celtic was the Celtic Revival?
Revisiting The Druids by E.A.
Hornel and George Henry
In 1890 Henry and Hornel exhibited
their extraordinary joint project, The
Druids: Bringing in the Mistletoe. The
painting caused a sensation, due
to its thick impasto and startlingly
modern use of colour. Recently art
historians have attempted to account
for the painting’s brilliant colour
and varied iconography, identifying
‘Celtic’ sources such as illuminated
manuscripts, contemporary
archaeological finds and prehistoric cup-and-ring markings.
But how convincingly ‘Celtic’ are
these sources? Does the work of
Henry and Hornel simply reflect
a generalised and romanticised
conception of the ‘primitive’ past
or a conscious articulation of the
distinct and varied cultures of early
medieval and prehistoric Scotland?

Murdo Macdonald
University of Dundee

A New Celtic Revival? Researching
Art and the Highlands Today
The recognition of visual traditions
is fundamental to the well being
of any culture. However the visual
aspect of Scottish Gaelic culture,
considered as such, has received
relatively little attention, even
though examples of it such as
The Book of Kells or the work of
William McTaggart are recognized
as significant. I will discuss here the
work of an AHRC funded project,
Window to the West: Towards a
Redefinition of the Visual within Gaelic
Scotland, that has as its purpose
the exploration of the art and
wider visual culture of the Scottish
Gàidhealtachd.

By the end of the 19th century in
Ireland, the ‘canon’ of Celtic Revival
imagery included the round tower,
Hiberno-Romanesque architectural
ornament and intricate interlace
patterns. This iconic imagery
played a central role in defining
the identity of the new state in
the 1920s. This ‘canon’, however,
represents only one facet of the
antiquities being discovered and
studied throughout the late 18th
and early 19th centuries in Ireland.
This paper explores the discourses
through which this canon was
forged, and the implications it has
had for the preservation of a diverse
Irish heritage in the 20th and 21st
centuries.

Jan Stokes
Independent

Dorothy Verkerk
University of Carolina, Chapel Hill

Margaret Stokes (1832–1900) and
Early Christian Art in Ireland:
Forgotten Influences of the Irish
Celtic Revival

Imagining Iona: The Celtic Revival
in America

This paper explores the cultural
influence of a little known work,
Early Christian Art in Ireland, written
in 1887 by Margaret Stokes, a
19th-century Irish artist, writer and
contributor to the development of
Irish Archaeology. Stokes’ studies
of Christian iconography in Irish
art were significant sources of
inspiration providing contextual
and visual material for writers and
artists during the Celtic and Literary
Revivals, a rich seam that endured
until the 1930s. Re-evaluating
the significance of this book and
rethinking Stokes’ work in the
context of its cultural influences,
considers the emergence of a
distinctive Irish art history.
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The Celtic Revival is often framed
as a kind of romantic nostalgia or a
nationalist movement; however, this
paper proposes to complicate the
broad brush approach by examining
how an individual, Florence Martin
Vance, responded to and participated
in the Celtic Revival. Iona was
a popular tourist destination for
late nineteenth- and early 20thcentury Americans. Like medieval
pilgrims, the tourists returned to
their homeland and erected funerary
markers that could only have been
created as a response to their tour
of the island. Martin Vance’s letters
and travel diary document her
anticipation and experience of Iona,
resulting in her own commission
in the U.S. that was a profoundly
personal expression of ethnic and
religious identity.
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Session 17
Paul Fox
University of Reading
Gil Pasternak
University College London & Chelsea College of Art and Design

Supplementary Conflicts:
Domesticities and Life Histories
in Wartime
Histories of warfare and insurrection have evolved constantly
reflecting, in part, reactions to the shifting nature of war caused by
factors including technological innovation, ideological motivation
and institutional development. This session will explore personal
visual responses to conflict, defined as the activities of armed
groupings prepared to use lethal force to achieve political aims.
It will consider the role played by visual culture in developing
supplementary historical topoi that accompany, and may challenge,
both popular and official accounts. We will explore personal visual
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responses to conflict produced in, or in relation to, the domestic
sphere and everyday life, defined as visual representations of
subjects played out in the social and political spheres.
Personal visual responses to conflict bear upon subject and
identity formation. This session hopes to offer useful insights
into the relationship between the historical constituted as
narrative, on one hand, and the autobiographical as fantasy
(rather than as fiction) on the other. This is not to say that the
autobiographical provides greater insight into human experience
than other modes of historical inquiry. Rather, this session will
hold that autobiographical responses to conflict comprise just one
productive source that provides access to the dynamic between
the experience of ordinary people and subsequent wider accounts
of the same event, in relation to which the personal may emerge
as either complementary or subversive. Either way, the dynamic
destabilises any tendency to accede unreflexively to dominant
accounts of past conflicts. The session will explore the role

Supplementary Conflicts: Domesticities and Life Histories in Wartime

Stina Barchan
Independent

Ian Horton
University of the Arts, London

Antigoni Memou
University of East London

Peter Stilton
University of Bristol

Dada in the Suburb: Hannah Höch
and the Second World War

Wilhelm Sandberg’s ‘Experimenta
Typographica’: Domestic Origins
and Post-war Impact

A Conflict of Representations:
Photography and the Internet in
the Zapatista Struggle

Colin Self’s ‘Archaeology of Anxiety’

At the end of the war Wilhelm
Sandberg, the Dutch designer and
future Director of the Stedelijk
Museum in Amsterdam, designed
several graphically innovative book
works known as ‘Experimenta
Typographica’. Produced in
domestic environments across the
Netherlands whilst in hiding after
organising a Resistance raid on the
Dutch National Records Office in
1944, they have been interpreted
as an originary moment within
his practice. This paper argues
that the domestic circumstances
of production must be taken into
account in assessing the impact of
the work on his design and curatorial
activities.

This paper examines photographs
of the indigenous people’s revolt
against the Mexican government
in the state of Chiapas (Mexico)
posted on the Zapatistas’ website.
Photography played a crucial
role in Zapatistas’ extensive and
innovative use of information
and communication technologies,
shedding light on the historically
and geographically marginalised
communities of Mexico. This
paper examines how photography
contributed to the visibility of
the Zapatista revolt, sustained
international interest and captured
the imagination of their supporters
worldwide, and discusses the
capacity of the Internet to create
a subversive historical narrative of
contemporary conflict.

Considering the term innere
Emigration, the paper will discuss at
the ways in which the German artist
Hannah Höch challenged the visual
ideals of Nazism throughout the
Second World War. Experiencing
the War from her house outside
Berlin, Höch converted her home
into an archive of dadaist activities.
It will be argued that Höch not
merely stored remains from the past,
but transformed her private space
into a dadaist work, intrinsically
informed not only by the domestic
and suburban setting of the house,
but also by the War itself along
with Nazi violence, oppression, and
censorship.
Chris Cornish
Slade School of Fine Art

‘The Killbox’: Experiencing
Architecture and Landscape in
Digital Warfare
This paper and presentation of
art work focuses on the mediation,
simulation, fabrication and
constructed experiences of warfare,
killing and death in the digital
environment of art and computer
games. My exploration of wargame environments has resulted
in the production of photographic
and video documentation of
contemporary familiar environments
appearing as war zones, stirring
up perceived collisions between
experiences of immediate spaces
and those of remote human and
geographical landscapes of conflict.
This paper explores the perceived
politics of the new environments and
the political role they play in both
envisioning as well as describing the
representational regimes of wartime.

Sharon Jordan
Independent

Painting in Arcadia: Ernst L.
Kirchner and Male Friendship,
1914–1917
One of the most defining aspects
of German Expressionist Ernst
L. Kirchner’s biography is his
devastating experience during the
First World War. This paper sheds
new light on this crucial period
by examining images depicting
the artist’s fleeting friendship
with Botho Graef, a Classical
archaeologist and art historian. An
analysis of the iconography of these
artworks reveals the foundation
of the men’s friendship in the
philosophies of Friedrich Nietzsche
and shows Graef’s devotion to the
ancient Greek example. Kirchner
illustrates the untold importance
of their union in several portraits
related directly to his profound
period of crisis in 1915.

Alexandra Moschovi
University of Sunderland

The Authentic Snap? D.I.Y.
Reporting in the Age of ‘We Media’
In recent years, a sizeable and rapidly
growing number of citizens have
been using the micropublishing
opportunities of Web 2.0 to
provide updates and ‘authentic’
records of the news-in-the-making.
This paper will examine how
photographs of riots and conflict
taken by citizen journalists may be
circulated and recontextualised
online as ‘eye-witness’ documents
affording alternative, allegedly
more ‘democratic’, reporting to
mainstream news coverage. Issues
of authenticity and credibility,
subjectivity and sentimentality,
crudeness and amateurization as well
as aesthetic considerations affecting
the construction of meaning and
ideology will be central to this
analysis.

Studying at the Slade in the
1960s, Colin Self developed a
significantly idiosyncratic form
of Pop Art. Despite retaining a
familiar concern with contemporary
mass-culture and its effects, Self’s
work rejected Pop’s often neutral
façade for darkly satirical analyses
of a world consumed with the
fear of nuclear war. For Self, the
deferred violence of the Cold War
was continually enacted through
the latent psychological affect of
mass-commodities. This paper
explores Self’s early work from the
perspective of personal testimonies
of conflict, and considers the
role of fantasy, autobiography,
and subjective experience in the
elucidation of historical narratives.
Jeannine Tang
Courtauld Institute of Art

Citizens Against Chauvinism:
Martha Rosler’s Feminist Polemics
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For Martha Rosler, feminism’s
rallying cry ‘the personal is political’
and its reception in feminist
art, was a conditional enterprise
affiliated with movements for social
justice. Regarding her text piece
The Restoration of High Culture
in Chile (1972–1977) and video
Domination and the Everyday (1978),
Rosler’s staging of autobiography,
domesticity and the first-person
narrative casts the personal as an
index of citizenship, the American
gallery-going viewer made complicit
with the United States’ interventions
of force into Chile. Through the
personal’s proximity, I argue that
Rosler doubly critiques chauvinism
in its economic and gendered
aspects, in a model of feminist
intersubjectivity.

personal responses to conflict play in the mediation of history and
ideology, private and public narrations of history, and individual
and collective identities.
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Session 18
Eva Frojmovic
University of Leeds
Catherine Karkov
University of Leeds

Medieval Art/Postcolonial
Questions
The application of contemporary theories to pre-modern art
history is often greeted with anxieties about anachronism. This
session sets out to create a conversation between medieval art
and postcolonial theories. The contributors to this session will
address questions both of race in the middle ages, and of colonial
entanglements on the part of medievalist scholars of the 19th-21st
centuries. Theoretical questions the papers and ensuing panel
discussion will endeavour to address will include:
·· How can concepts current in postcolonial studies in disciplines
such as history and comparative literature (diaspora and

Medieval Art/Postcolonial Questions

Nadia R. Altschul
Johns Hopkins University

Michael Michael
Christie’s Education, London

Eva Frojmovic
University of Leeds

Saracens and Race in Roman de
la Rose Iconography: The Case of
Dangier in MS Douce 195

Re-Orienting the Westminster
Retable

Arts of Extimité

Scholars of race have traditionally
established that premodernity
lacked a conception of race until the
colonization of the Americas. This
presentation on Saracens and race
in Roman de la Rose iconography
focuses in the character of Dangier,
described textually as large, hideous,
black, with bristly hair, and red
eyes. I will discuss the racialized
portrayals found in Bodleian Library
MS Douce 195, illuminated by
Robinet Testard for the house of
Charles d’Orléans and Louise de
Savoie between 1488 and 1494. I
will argue that the Middle Ages had
recourse to racial difference before
the conquest of the Americas, and
that the orientalization of depictions
in manuscripts like Douce195 —
mostly studied through costume
— is also found in portrayals of skin
pigmentation.

migration, minor artistic cultures, translation, accented art
making, displacement, intercultural vs transcultural, hybridity,
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presence/absence) help medievalist art historians to re-envision
their objects of study?
·· How might postcolonial concepts be used to interrogate the
canon(s) of medieval art?
·· To what extent can such theories help bridge the
methodological gap between medievalists and modernists?
·· How might postcolonial questions help to engage a new
generation of students who are alert to the global reach of art?
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Rebekah Pratt
Arizona State University

Postcolonialism and Chivalric
Identity in the Frescoes of
Runkelstein Castle
Decorated with images of caged
exotic and domestic animals, the
vibrant 14th-century frescoes of
Runkelstein Castle in Bolzano, Italy
demonstrate how the construction
of chivalric identity was partially
established by its relationship to
both a physical, geographical East
(comprising the Middle East, Africa
and Asia) and the imagined places
of popular medieval romances.
The wall paintings link the patron,
Niklaus Vintler, with an important
part of chivalric culture, the
conquering and control of the
East both in reality and fantasy.
Postcolonial theories illuminate both
the purposes for commissioning
such images and their reception by
medieval aristocratic audiences.

The Westminster Retable made the
high altar of Westminster Abbey
is re-interpreted. Attempts to
extract individual motifs through
a typological sequencing have had
the perverse effect of editing out the
non-Christian elements and making
them into alien interlopers. What
appears to us to be the appropriation
of motives associated with the 'East'
or Islam in our own culture, can
be interpreted as an unprejudiced
inclusiveness in medieval culture.
New modes of expression owe
their inspiration to what we view
as a medieval 'orientalist taste', but
should be defined differently.
Roberto Pesenti
Courtauld Institute

My paper is a response to The Arts
of Intimacy: Christians, Jews, and
Muslims in the making of Castilian
culture, by Dodds, Menocal and
Krasner Balbale, in an attempt to
understand the self-consciously
hybrid Mudejar-gothic aesthetic
in the visual culture of the Jewish
minority in Aragon/Catalonia
and Roussillon/Mallorca from the
late 13th and through the 14th
century? Here, I will confront
‘intimacy’ (see above) with extimité
(J.J. Cohen). Mudejarismo worked
to mark out Jewish holy book as
‘ancient’ and ‘authentic’ in the
context of Christian appropriation;
paradoxically, this aesthetic strategy
was closely related to Christian
appropriations of the Mudejar
heritage.

Retelling the Story of Medieval
Architecture in Sardinia
The story of Sardinian medieval
architecture has traditionally
focused on marginality and influence.
Building projects have been
characterized as ancillary to centres
of power and artistic production
on the Continent. However, the
emergence and interplay of multiple
cultural references in the island’s
architectural landscape suggests
a more contrasted narrative. The
use of concepts drawn from
postcolonial studies can help to
retell the story from the viewpoint
of the periphery, which will show
how the development of Sardinian
architecture responded to the
heritage and needs of a local society
performing a sustained balancing act
amidst exogenous political, religious
and economic forces.
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Session 19
Francis Halsall
National College of Art and Design, Dublin
Declan Long
National College of Art and Design, Dublin
Mick Wilson
National College of Art and Design, Dublin

The Modernist Turn: Counter/
Other/Alter/Meta Modernisms in
Art History and Practice
Unquestionably there is a broad renegotiation of the modernist
project within contemporary art history as well as curatorial
discourse, art practice and criticism. Examples of this include
the leitmotif of Documenta XII ‘Is Modernity our antiquity?’
and Altermodern at Tate in 2009. If there is a fundamental
relationship between the emergence of modernism and the

The Modernist Turn: Counter/Other/Alter/Meta Modernisms in Art History and Practice

Andrew McNamara
Queensland University of
Technology, Brisbane

Rethinking the 1960s, rethinking
modernism: on Ian Burn’s late
reflections
Between 1991 and 1993, before his
untimely death, Ian Burn revisited
the legacy of minimal-conceptual
art. He dismissed appropriation art
and revisited the modernist legacy
in the name of a more complex
analysis of ‘seeing-reading.’ In the
process, Burn overturned critical
attitudes that he is best associated
with — political economy analyses
of the international art market — or
lamenting deskilling as the outcome
of modernism. All this would imply
an endgame; that a terminus or fatal
dead end had been reached. Not
so, say his last writings; they offer a
complex rethinking of the modernist
legacy as a consequence of rereading art of the 1960s.

academic discipline of art history — as the art historian Heinrich
Wölfflin suggested when he claimed that, ‘Art History and Art run
in parallel,’ — then what are the implications for contemporary
art history of a ‘modernist turn’? Does it, for example, suggest the
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consolidation of art historical methods in the face of the critiques
leveled at it from positions such as ‘the new art history’ visual
culture studies and world art studies? This panel investigates
such questions by exploring the relationships between current
art historical enquiries, re-interpretations of modernism and its
renewed saliency within contemporary art discourse. Participants
explore the relevance of modernism today by looking at a variety
of current issues in contemporary art history and practice.
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Sanjukta Sunderason
University College London

Anxious Modernisms: Revisiting
artistic avant-garde in India,
c. 1940s
The 1940s in India saw the
emergence of a Left-wing radical
aesthetic that sought to take
art ‘to the people’, to make art
‘full-bodied and virile’. Artistic
avant-garde was equated with
social emancipation, generating a
new category of ‘progressive’ art.
This paper probes the ideological
grids that produced the category
‘progressive’, probing its agenda,
idioms and politics that constituted
anxieties of artistic modernism
in India in this closing decade of
British colonialism. The paper also
studies habitations and negotiations
of this radical subjectivity of the
Forties in the modernist promise
of the new Indian nation-state after
independence in 1947.

Ya’ara Gil-Glazer
University of Haifa, Israel

Morgan Thomas
University of Canterbury

Raphaël Pirenne
Université Catholique de Louvain

‘So, What Kind of History Do You
Want?’: Complex Separations from
Newhall’s
Meta-history of Photography

Modern Love: Thierry de Duve’s
Look

Pushing Back the Limits: Specificity
and Interspecificity in Clement
Greenberg’s Modernism

Since the late 1970s there have been
recurrent calls for a new history of
photography. Geoffrey Batchen
effectively summarized in the
foreword of the May/June 2002 issue
of Afterimage these calls, generally
expressing a wish for separation
from the historiographic model
formulated by Beaumont Newhall in
his classic The History of Photography
from 1839 to the Present. Since the
mid 1980s till today, a number of
major histories of photography that
aimed to provide an alternative
to Newhall’s book have been
published. These volumes fulfill, in
different ways, Batchen’s desire for
a history that ‘breaks free from an
evolutionary narrative,’ that ‘traces
the journey of an image, as well as its
origin’, or ‘sees beyond Europe and
the United States … .’ But do these
new books really provide us with a
‘new kind of history’?
Clare O'Dowd
University of Manchester

Mike Nelson’s A Psychic Vacuum:
Installation Art and Reflexive
Modernity
In 2007, British artist Mike Nelson
created A Psychic Vacuum, a series
of spaces inside an abandoned New
York market hall, each suggesting
absent fictional occupants from
different social groups or belief
systems. Nelson’s work can be seen
as reflecting upon what sociologist
Ulrich Beck describes as ‘reflexive’
modernity, whereby alternative
strategies are needed to develop the
sense of community and authenticity
that is no longer achieved through
ties to place or family. Through the
creation of fictional communities,
Nelson’s work highlights the idea
that ‘belonging’ is now a matter
of individual choice in the face of
massive external pressures.

A striking feature of the exhibition
Voici, or Look (2000–1) — subtitled
‘100 Years of Contemporary Art’ —
was the doubling-over of the terms
‘modern’ and ‘contemporary’. Look’s
curator, Thierry de Duve, placed
works by artists such as Manet,
Duchamp, and Koons side by side,
grouping them according to their
perceived modes of address: I, You,
We. To approach the questions Look
continues to raise for art now, this
paper focuses on three concerns
running through the exhibition:
love as the rhyme or knot measuring
the proximity of modern and
contemporary art; modernism vis-àvis religion; and the function of the
spectator/public.
Toby Juliff
University of Leeds/Leeds College
of Art

The Dangers of ‘not-Modernism’
‘Driven by an overdeveloped sense
of the necessity of the succession,
the account of this crisis and
of the relations in question has
been widely conventionalized.
It has also acquired a marked
teleological aspect.’
Art and Language (2006)

When Donald Judd published his
article ‘Specific Objects’ (1965),
the use of the term ‘specific’ has a
precise goal, pointing to objects not
belonging to the field of painting
and/or sculpture. At the same time,
Judd criticized the whole strategy
of specificity that the Greenbergian
modernism had tried to define. This
tension between modernism and
postmodernism on the issue of the
medium specificity has been already
studied (de Duve, Melville). But if we
reread the canonical text of Clement
Greenberg, ‘Modernist Painting’
(1960), this issue would appear more
problematic and complex than at a
first reading. To summarize it briefly,
when he wrote that when the limits
of modernism were recognized, they
could be ‘pushed back indefinitely’,
can we not make the assumption that
Greenberg’s modernism was worked,
implicitly but powerfully, by a theory
of heterogeneity that could not
support themselves? What we would
to precise and study here in the light
of different texts of Greenberg.

This paper reads the danger, as Art
and Language will articulate it, of
appearing as ‘not-Modernism’. The
revisions of Modernism — not least
October and Art & Language — form
readings of a ‘Modernism in crisis’;
a contingency plan for the failure of
an idea. A reading of the trajectory of
Modernism and its ‘mediations’ with
contemporary practice(s) reveal an
interest in accession and succession
that, it can be argued, leads to a
premature ‘not-Modernism’. This
paper is a reading of that danger.
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New titles from Reaktion Books
Veronica Tello
University of Melbourne

After Géricault: Dierk Schmidt
and ‘History Painting’ in the 21st
Century
This paper examines ‘history
painting’ in the 21st century,
as it occurs in the work of the
contemporary German artist
Dierk Schmidt. The purpose of
this paper will be to elucidate
the possibilities of a version of
‘history painting’ in contemporary
art, through a consideration of
Schmidt’s 2001 triptych: Xenophobe
— shipwreck scene, dedicated to the
353 drowned asylum seekers who died
on the Indian Ocean, on the morning
of October 19, 2001, Untitled
(Louvre) and Freedom (2001/2002).
The triptych was a response to the
Australian event known as SIEVX,
in which 353 boatpeople drowned
on October 19 2001.
Marianna Wahlsten
independent

Outsider Art

The Sensory World of
Italian Renaissance Art

From the Margins to the
Marketplace
David Maclagan

François Quiviger

hardback £22 192 pp
47 illustrations, 45 in colour

hardback £17.95 208 pp
95 illustrations, 37 in colour

Art, Word and Image

The Art of the Yellow Springs

2,000 Years of Visual/Textual
Interaction
John Dixon Hunt, David Lomas
and Michael Corris

Understanding Chinese Tombs
Wu Hung
hardback £35 272 pp
230 illustrations, 83 in colour

hardback £35 416 pp
320 illustrations, 250 in colour

Water and Art

Sensuous Surfaces

David Clarke

The Decorative Object in
Early Modern China
Jonathan Hay

paperback £22.50 296 pp
103 illustrations, 23 in colour

hardback £35 272 pp
280 illustrations, 250 in colour

www.reaktionbooks.co.uk

Baudelairean Legacy — its
Transdiscursive Stage
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This paper will consider the
Baudelairean legacy in the
contemporary context and
investigate in what ways modernist
concerns are conveyed in works
by artists such as Sarah Lucas,
Thomas Hirschhorn, Peter Doig
and Grönlund & Nisunen. From
different perspectives these artists
explore the ephemeral nature of
experience, posing questions about
time and space, and gesturing
towards the diegetic space as a
site of identification and meaning
construction. Derrida’s notion of
the trace, implying an absence of
a presence, links their narrative
strategies, relating these back to
earlier modernist discourses as well
as Baudelaire’s thoughts on the
essence of modern life.
Owen Hatherly (writer)
and others

Closing Roundtable Discussion
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Session 20
Erma Hermens
University of Glasgow

Many Hands Make Light Work:
The Division, Status and
Valuation of Artistic Labour in
16th- and 17th-century Northern
European Art
The 17th-century master of a certain status often supervised a
large studio with assistants and apprentices, assigning them a
variety of tasks ranging from preparing paints to participating
in the studio’s production. Research into the identification of
the ‘hand of the master’ has received ample attention in art
historical studies. However, this session’s focus will be on the
many collaborative processes and division, exchange, sharing and
valuation of artistic labour, within the artist’s studio, between
studios but also between disciplines and individual artists of
lesser importance than Rembrandt and Rubens, which so far
remain largely unlit but can provide fascinating insights into
contemporary practice. Specialisation and autonomy within the
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studio organisation, sharing and exchanging prints, drawings
and models, tools and materials, the use of ‘free-lance’ assistants,
as well as the painters’ roles in producing designs for works in
other media, such as decorative arts, deserve more attention.
The tasks artists of a variety of backgrounds and skills take on in
these processes pose interesting questions about the status and
valuation of invention versus execution. The system of division
of artistic labour as expressed through contracts, authorisation,
and payments provides insights into the hierarchy within artistic
practice and the status of each individual contributor, which go
beyond the master-apprentice-assistant relationship.
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Many Hands Make Light Work: The Division, Status and Valuation of Artistic Labour in 16th- and 17th-century Northern European Art

Jeannie J Labno
University of Essex

Margriet van Eikema Hommes
University of Amsterdam

Artistic Practice in Renaissance
Poland: a Truly International Affair

Honthorst Fecit (?): Gerard van
Honthorst and his Workshop in the
Oranjezaal Huis ten Bosch

Artistic practice during the ‘Golden
Age’ in Poland (c. 1500–1650)
presents an interesting comparative
case study. Italian artists first came
to Poland in c. 1500. As Italian
Renaissance art became fashionable
and spread, more workshops
were established. However, the
Renaissance in Poland was not
solely an Italian affair — there were
Hungarians, Germans, Lithuanians
and Poles all working side by side.
Consequently the artistic milieu
at the time was fairly dynamic and
multicultural. This raises the issue of
‘reception’ as an interactive process
of cultural exchange. This paper will
consider collaborative processes,
division of media, status of artists,
artistic reception and resistance in
Renaissance Poland.
Linda Hinners
Stockholm University,
Nationalmuseum of Stockholm

Nicodemus Tessin the Younger
(1654–1728) and the French
Workshop at the Palace of
Stockholm. Professional Roles,
Career, Working Methods and
Organization
French artists and artisans active
around 1700 at the building project
of the Royal Palace of Stockholm,
were called upon from Paris by
the architect Nicodemus Tessin
the younger (1654–1728). These
sculptors, painters, casters, goldsmiths, gilders are better described
as artisans (‘ouvriers’) rather than
‘artists’ in the modern sense of the
word. Organization issues, the actual
work -to a large extent sculpture in
stucco — executed by these artists
and craftsmen, who played an
important role in Tessin’s plans for
a Swedish state art patronage, and
their status within a professional and
societal context, will be discussed.

This paper examines the seven
paintings provided by Gerard van
Honthorst (1592–1656) for the
Oranjezaal, the central hall of the
today’s Dutch Royal residence
Huis ten Bosch (1648–1652). In
the latest monograph on Van
Honthorst, it was pointed out that
this painter must have had a large
workshop in which many assistants
helped with the production of his
portraits. However, exactly how
this production was organized, and
how the work was divided is so far
unknown. Technical examination
of Van Honthorst’s paintings in
the Oranjezaal provided an ideal
opportunity to gain further insights
into the production process in
the workshop of one of the most
industrious and, in his time, most
successful of 17th-century Dutch
painters.
Nathan Flis
St. Catherine’s College, University of
Oxford

The Circle of Francis Barlow and the
Production of Images of the Natural
World in 17th-century Europe
In response to a wider fascination
with the natural world, there
emerged in 1650s London a
circle of artists representing birds
and animals in print, painting,
and tapestry. At the centre was
Francis Barlow (c. 1626–1704),
whose closest collaborators were
Wenceslaus Hollar (1607–77) and
Richard Gaywood (fl. c. 1650–70),
each contributing uniquely to
the group’s productions. This
paper suggests that the London
group’s collaborative methods
were probably instigated by earlier,
yet similar collaborative projects
involving creatures as subject matter
in Antwerp, but that ultimately,
the London group established a
distinctive and influential way of
picturing the natural world in its
own right.

Helen Draper
Institute of Historical Research and
Courtauld Institute of Art

Mary Beale and her ‘Paynting Room’
in Restoration London
Mary Beale (1633–1699) was a
professional painter in London in
the second half of the 17th century.
This is an account of Beale's sociable,
family-based studio, its myriad links
with other artists and suppliers
of materials, and its place in the
Restoration portrait-producing
business. The Beale studio provides
a valuable counterpoint to the
discussion of the more familiar
hierarchical, largely male, studios.
This paper discusses the complex,
interconnecting networks and
mechanisms that oiled the wheels
of patronage and touch on the
particular problems, and solutions,
encountered by a creative woman
moving between the public and
private spheres, in print and paint.
Peter Black
Hunterian Art Gallery, University of
Glasgow

Christa Gattringer
University of Glasgow

Painted ‘Signatures’ —
Reconsidering Reappearing Motives
in the Workshop of Frans Snyders
(bapt. 1579—1657)
Continuous reuse and remodelling
of successful motives is a typical
practice in 17th-century Antwerp
artists’ studios. They support the
beholder in recognizing the master’s
workshop, almost like ‘painted
signatures’.
This paper looks at some of the
archetypal motives reappearing
throughout the oeuvre of Frans
Snyders but also in that of his
frequent collaborator Paul de
Vos (1591/2 or 1595–1678), who
inherited some of Snyder's
workshop materials. It does so
by taking a closer look, aided by
technical research, at some of these
motives present in his paintings,
such as Still Life with Dead Game in
the Hunterian Art Gallery, Glasgow.

Archetype or Template?
Rubens’s Head Studies and the
Representation of Character
The prolific output of Rubens’s
workshop in the years 1609–1621
required that tronies (head studies)
be used by his assistants as templates
for heads of the master’s design.
This paper considers the conflicting
demands of quality and quantity,
asking if there is a qualitative
variation among workshop paintings
that quote the master’s heads.
Rubens was learned as well as astute,
and modelled his tronies on images
famous for their expressive power
especially certain key works by
Dürer, Raphael and Leonardo. The
tronies can be considered as studies
of character for its own sake, aiming
to represent both body and soul.
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Session 21
Helen Hills
University of York

The Relic and the City
In recent years relics have been considered in relation to political
power, dynastic authority, gendered devotion, and venerational
practices, but above all as passive objects, valuable items for
powerful individuals and institutions to possess, rather than as
active affective objects productive of change.
Relics can be seen to divide and link death and life, heaven and
earth, heavenly Jerusalem and earthly city, and to participate in
both simultaneously. They gesture back to the saint’s death and
forward to the resurrection of all humans at the Last Judgement.
This anomalous and ambiguous relationship to both time and
space endows relics with significant potential. This session
investigates that potential with regard to the city. How might we
most productively think the relic-city relation? How might we
usefully map relics? How did/do relics work to produce particular
forms and practices within urban spaces and in relation to specific
urban institutions and groups?
If we think of extensive space as that which can be measured, and
of intensive space as that which defies linear measurement, but
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as potentially productive of spiritual, political, and social change,
how might we think of relics in relation to intensive space? How
do relics disrupt extensive space and with what consequences for
cities?
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The Relic and the City

Michael Cole
University of Pennsylvania & Williams
College

Relics and the Politics of Space in
Grand Ducal Florence
In 1589, Florentines witnessed the
translation of the body of Saint
Antonino Pierozzi from a humble
resting spot in San Marco to a
splendid new chapel designed by
Giambologna. Though the brothers
Averardo and Antonio Salviati
took responsibility for the newly
commissioned space, scholars have
rightly seen the architectural project
and the ceremonies that inaugurated
it as an extension of ducal patronage;
the most lively debate in the
literature has focused on the politics
of the undertaking. This paper
will cast new light on the issue by
framing the chapel in relation to
other public art that the Medici
Dukes were having their sculptorarchitects add around the city. The
chapel, though indoors, belongs to a
new urbanism.
Cynthia Hahn
Hunter College and the Graduate
Center CUNY

Spatial Control of the Vision of
Relics
It has been argued that relics
subject to an increasing ‘visibility’
through the Middle Ages. In
particular, after the Crusader looting
of Constantinople in 1204, the
arrival of more commonly ‘exposed’
Byzantine relics opened the
floodgates and relics were displayed
behind crystals and glass. But, how
much could viewers really see?
Rather than clear vision, reliquaries
created a controlled viewing
environment and a ‘promise’ of sight
rather than its reality. Environments
were manipulated to position the
viewer, to control access, to increase
desire, and to intensify experience.
Scale and space were shaped in order
that the minuscule might ‘loom
large’.

Andrew Hopkins
L’Aquila University

Susan J. May
Birmingham City University

Ashley West
Temple University

Sacralizing Ex-Novo Space: the
Madonna Nikopeia at Santa Maria
della Salute

The Relic of Saint Andrew, Pius II
and the Founding of Pienza

Documenting Sanctity:
An Early Reliquary Book from
the Tyrol, c. 1507

It was the Serenissima's most
significant Icon, the Madonna
Nikopeia, that activated sacredness
at the new site of Santa Maria della
Salute in Venice from 1631. Taken in
procession from her dedicated altar
in the Ducal Chapel Saint Mark's
— a site that might be defined as
intensive space — out across the
piazza, over the votive bridge, and
placed onto a temporary altar,
the Nikopeia, imbued the as yet
incomplete and unconsecrated site
with spirituality. Only occasionally
enjoying excursions beyond the
palatine chapel as her power could
rarely be invoked, the Nikopeia
established the intensive sacred
space of the Salute. Sacralizing exnovo space: the Madonna Nikopeia
at Santa Maria della Salute
Anne Lutun
University of Pennsylvania

Veneration of Relics and
Redefinition of City Identity: The
Case of Early Modern Milan
In 1576, Archbishop Carlo
Borromeo saved Milan from the
plague by leading a procession
with the relic of the Holy Nail,
and his intervention transformed
the Lombard capital into a Holy
City: such is the dual message that
the iconography surrounding the
epidemic explicitly conveys. This
paper argues that by harnessing
relics’ protective power, and by
seeking to redefine Milan’s identity
through their peripatetic display,
Borromeo was drawing on both
ancient and recent precedents; his
città rituale both blended successfully
pre-existing religious and civic
traditions and introduced a new
model for the relationship between
the relic and the city.

The architecture of the small
agricultural settlement of
Corsignano was fundamentally
altered by Pius II when he claimed
the village of his birth as his personal
memorial, renaming it Pienza.
Elevated to a bishopric, the crucial
vivifying act for the diminutive
city was however the donation of a
relic of Saint Andrew in a portable
Byzantine silver gilt reliquary.
The paper follows the inaugural
procession through the streets on
the dedication day of the cathedral,
culminating in the spectacle in the
piazza of the autumn equinoctial
shadow, considers also the relic’s
cultic significance for Pius and the
local rural populace.

Around 1507 Florian Waldauf von
Waldenstein commissioned Hans
Burgkmair (1473–1531) to design
over 150 woodcuts for a book
on the history and contents of a
relic collection in Hall-in-Tirol,
near Innsbruck. The book can be
understood as a visual expression of
the ‘intensive spaces’ carved out by
the new collection, an attempt to
record in black and white text and
images the otherwise immeasurable
aspects of the collection’s enormity
and claims to sanctity. At stake is
the power of the relics themselves
to resonate through time and
across space and the ability — or
limitations — of an artist to
represent that in visual terms.

Alice Sanger
University of Manchester and Tate

City/Countryside and Medici
Women’s Devotion to Relics
Relics can potentially be moved
around, divided many times over
and displayed in diverse settings.
Yet some relics are fixed to certain
locations and must be visited for
their potency to be communicated.
In the later 16th and early 17th
centuries, Medici grand duchesses
made numerous journeys around
Tuscany to visit sacred sites.
Focusing on the question of city/
rural type interventions with regard
to relic visiting, this paper examines
the part played by relics and shrines
in producing particular devotional
strategies. How did practices
and approaches vary — between
locations and patrons? What were
their implications devotionally,
socially and dynastically?
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Session 22
David Hopkins
University of Glasgow
Debbie Lewer
University of Glasgow

Dada and Surrealism in Play
This session seeks to explore the relationship between Dada,
Surrealism and their legacies and notions of the infantile, the
child-like and the adolescent. As is well-known both Dada and
Surrealism generated objects that were toy-like and strategies
that were game-like, but comparatively little analytic work has
been done on the these aspects of the movements. This session
explores rhymes and rituals, toys and children’s games, puppets
and dolls. At the same time it examines artistic strategies that are
playful, humorous, roguish, regressive, badly-behaved, disruptive

Dada and Surrealism in Play

Debbie Lewer
University of Glasgow

Oliver Watts
University of Sydney

Dada, Carnival and Folly

To Create Sovereignty: Tristan Tzara
and the Barrès Trial

Focusing on Dada and aspects of
the wider avant-garde in Weimar
Germany, this paper debates some
of the existing readings of Dada’s
‘carnivalesque’ and folly. It looks
beyond the often-cited work of
Bakhtin on carnival to other political
and theoretical accounts — from
1920s Germany to today. These
include, for example, more negative
or regionally specific readings of
carnival. I investigate how medieval
and modern aspects of German
carnival culture — from parodic
inversion and folly to parodies of
power, excess, language games and
so forth — are mediated in particular
works. I also take into account
‘Lenten’ concepts of abstinence and
asceticism.

and so forth. The role of toy-like objects and play in a critical
politics of dissent is an area of special interest. The papers mainly
concentrate on Dada and Surrealism, but trace paths out of these
traditions into the present.
All in all, the session aims to come up with a different conception
of its topic than the clichéd study of the influence of ‘child art’
or the veneration of the spontaneity of childhood. We are more
interested in how and why artists and theorists in the DadaSurrealist vein sought to return to child-like states and conditions
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or to re-animate the paraphernalia of childhood, in ways which
were often perverse or recalcitrant, and not necessarily nostalgic.
Dada, Surrealism and their legacies are increasingly made to
appear as morally worthy and ‘grown-up’. We hope, however, to
put Dada, Surrealism and their legacies back into play.
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Sabine T. Kriebel
University College, Cork

Left-wing Humour, or, Heartfield’s
Holy Hate
‘Holy hate,’ according to Georg
Lukács, is the driving force behind
penetrating social satire, its Marxist
‘holiness’ rooted in a political ethics
of equity that prevents parodic
forms from becoming trite or vulgar.
This paper interrogates the politics
of subversive laughter in John
Heartfield’s AIZ photomontages,
demonstrating that while his
motivations might be holy in Lukács’
lexicon, his pictorial tactics are
mischievously regressive, grotesque
and often in bad taste. Embedded
in contemporaneous theories of
critical humour, this paper proposes
to take Heartfield’s transgressive
play seriously as a radical political
tactic, shedding light on an oftenoverlooked aspect of interwar
Marxism.

In 1921, Maurice Barrès was (mock)
tried by the Dadaists (in effigio).
An important outcome from this
performance was an argument
between Tristan Tzara (as witness)
and André Breton. Breton felt
Dada had become too distant from
social problems; Tzara’s position
insisted on uncoupled play and
absurdism. Tzara’s ‘play’ is shown
to be a hysterical response, which
although satirically questioning, in
the end calls the father figure/parent
to reappear more strongly. By aping
the law Tzara uncovers that all
law, playful or otherwise, is merely
a travesty founded on nothing
(sovereign transcendence).
Bradley Bailey
Saint Louis University

Duchamp’s ‘Playthings’: Toys, Dolls,
and Dada
This study will demonstrate the
significance of toys, dolls, and other
childhood playthings in Marcel
Duchamp’s work, either through
the direct depiction of them or as
an inspiration for some of his most
famous objects and assemblages,
including the readymades, the
Large Glass, and the Boîte-en-valise.
The analysis will also include a
more recently discovered item
by Duchamp, the Baby-in-a-Bottle
Pull Toy of c. 1963, which hearkens
back to one of the more enigmatic
and controversial works from his
early career, the wooden bilboquet
he signed in anticipation of the
readymades in 1910.

Charles Palermo
The College of William and Mary,
Williamsburg

Miró’s Toys
Joan Miró’s surrealist practice of
the 1920s has always been taken to
depend on psychic automatism. I
argue against a traditional notion
of automatism-as-spontaneity by
proposing that Miró’s automatism
lies in his ability to displace his
work onto actions in a fictional
world, so that he could work as if
he were witnessing events in that
world rather than the deliberate
actions of art-making. Central to
this displacement are surrogates in
the picture who can be imagined to
perform those actions that replace
Miró’s. Often, these surrogates were
toys.
Susan Laxton
Princeton University

Formplay: The Politics of Puns
The Surrealists’ commitment to
radical indeterminacy, evidenced
in the gamelike text-generating
systems they developed, was
particularly strong among the
‘Rue Blomet’ surrealists, among
them Michel Leiris. My talk traces
certain periods of ‘aberration’ in
the work of 2 artists — Joan Miró
and Alberto Giacometti — to their
association with Leiris and, through
him, to their respective receptions
of Raymond Roussel’s language
games, establishing a ludic throughline from Marcel Duchamp’s own
Roussel-based punning to the
circle of Bataille’s influence, where
they manifest the ludic-artistic as
a dynamic and contingent form
set against the leveling effects of a
functionalist cultural economy.

Catriona Mcara
University of Glasgow

Of Broken Toys as Anti-tales:
Fairytale Fetishism in Surrealism?
This paper offers a re-reading of
the ubiquitous ‘Surrealist object’
through the fairytale. I discuss
the relationship between toys and
narrative by focusing specifically on
such fairytale objects or ‘abjects’ as
Cinderella’s slipper and Rapunzel’s
hair. In the work of Dorothea
Tanning and Meret Oppenheim,
fur and shoes are recurrent motifs.
These are also classic examples
of Freudian fetishes. However,
following Laura Mulvey (1996), a
feminist intervention throws the
male-orientated logic of fetishism
into question. Here I question fetish
as metaphor. The broken toy is
metonymic for the ‘anti-tale’ (Calvin,
2009).
Rachael Grew
University of Glasgow

Forbidden Games: Children and
Erotic Play in the Art of Leonor Fini
When asked whether the children
in her paintings played endlessly,
Leonor Fini replied: ‘Of course, they
play. Under their games there is
always an erotic substratum’. This
paper will explore the aesthetic
of games in Fini’s art through her
depictions of adolescent girls at play.
In Fini’s hands, play is no longer
a celebration of the child-like; it
is the embodiment of eroticism
and transgression, of instinct and
risk-taking. Fini’s strategy behind
illustrating the erotic dimension of
children’s games is part of a larger
impulse in her work to repudiate
limiting categories, creating a more
ambiguous reading of the feminine.
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Dada and Surrealism in Play

James Boaden
University of York

Grischka Petri
University of Bonn

David Hopkins
University of Glasgow

Preserving Play: Joseph Cornell and
Stan Brakhage’s Centuries of June

‘Through Puberty to Success’:
Kippenberger’s Adolescent Art
Strategies

‘The Soul of the Toy’: Notes on Toys
in Recent Art

In 1955 Joseph Cornell and
Stan Brakhage collaborated on a
short film, conceived as a way of
preserving an old house in Cornell’s
neighbourhood that was to be torn
down. The artists equate the passing
of the building with the fleetingness
of childhood, by filming children
playing in the rubble. The children’s
often aggressive games offer,
however, an ambiguous reflection
on art making as preservation. This
paper will use the psychoanalyst
Melanie Klein’s work to examine the
role of destruction and aggression
within play in this neglected film.
Susannah Gilbert
University of Essex/Tate Research

Mail Art Misbehaving: Play,
Provocation and Resistance
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Juvenile humour and misbehaviour
were celebrated amongst mail artists
as provocations of the established
order and this paper will address
play and political responsibility
in mail art. Ironic graphic works,
illegitimate postage stamps, rubber
stamps and records of outlandish
performances circulated in the
postal network serving to ridicule
the edifice of repressive power.
This paper will explore the role of
humour and misbehaviour in mail
art in relation to the politics of
resistance. By looking at the work of
the artist Paulo Bruscky at the time
of military dictatorship in Brazil,
the idea of ‘playing with reality’ will
be explored in terms of expressing
dissent.

The work of Martin Kippenberger
(1953–1997) has been characterised
by his own slogan ‘Through
puberty to success’. The artist has
also been singled out as a ‘worthy
heir of Dadaism’. Kippenberger’s
own statements are contradictory,
circling around the playing out
of adolescence and the enfant
terrible. Puberty, a phase of
sometimes conflicting modes of
behaviour between childhood and
adulthood, can serve as a model
for understanding Kippenberger’s
role-playing aesthetics, involving
issues like the autonomy of the
artist, parody, and provocation.
Kippenberger did not simply act as
a ‘superchild’ (as he put it) but rather
as ‘superadolescent’.
Neil Matheson
University of Westminster

Family Tales: Paul McCarthy’s
Cultural Gothic
The work of the American artist Paul
McCarthy frequently finds its focus
in attacks upon the family — and
particularly the figure of the father
— in a series of disturbing, intensely
corporeal performances (Tokyo
Santa, Bossy Burger) involving masks,
bodily fluids, toys and regressive play.
Drawing on the writings of Žižek,
Lefebvre and others, this paper
analyses McCarthy’s deployment
of strategies of play rooted in
Dada and Surrealism in exploring
the repressed sexual violence that
underlies the nuclear family. How
should we interpret McCarthy’s
ambivalent play and what does it
tell us of the continued relevance of
Surrealism’s ideological critique?

In his essay ‘A Philosophy of Toys’
(1853), Charles Baudelaire speaks
of the child’s desire to get at the
‘soul’ of its toy. He writes: ‘The child
twists and turns his toy, scratches
it, shakes it … throws it on the
ground. Its marvellous life comes
to a stop. The child … makes a
supreme effort … at last it opens
it up, he is the stronger. But where
is the soul?’ This paper examines a
small group of American and British
artists of the 1980s and 90s in whose
work damaged, soiled or eviscerated
toys have a marked currency. How
do their works stand in relation to
Jeff Koons’s pristine consumerist
icons? Is the critical terminology of
‘abjection’ sufficient to talk of what
is at stake in such works? Could
we return instead to the terms
established by Baudelaire?

The Glasgow Centre for Medieval and
Renaissance Studies is a progressive
interdisciplinary research centre which
offers postgraduate research training, a
taught MLitt degree, and access to a wide
regional network of scholarly activities.
Situated in central Scotland amidst
a wealth of medieval and renaissance
buildings, sculpture and archaeological
sites, our students beneﬁt from instruction
provided by specialists from a broad range
of disciplines, including History of Art,
English Language, English Literature,
Scottish Literature, Celtic, Archaeology,
History, French, and Theology.
Language tuition is available in most modern and medieval languages (including
Old English, Old Icelandic, Middle Welsh and Occitan). Training in medieval and early
modern palaeography, manuscript studies and visual culture is facilitated by world-class local
resources, including the Glasgow University Library Hunterian Collection of medieval and
renaissance manuscripts and early printed books and the Burrell Collection of Glasgow Museums.
Our guest seminar and masterclass series provides students with additional opportunities
to engage with prominent scholars visiting from the UK, Europe, North America and Middle
East.

For further information....
Glasgow Centre for Medieval and Renaissance Studies
University of Glasgow
12 University Gardens
Glasgow G12 8QQ
Scotland, UK
www.glasgow.ac.uk/gcmrs
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Session 23
Michelle Huang
University of St Andrews
Sarah Ng
University of Oxford

China and the West: The Reception of Chinese Art across Cultures from the 16th Century to the 20th Century

Sarah Ng
University of Oxford

Nixi Cura
Christie’s Education London

Michelle Huang
University of St Andrews

Matteo Ricci (1552–1610) and
Wen Zhenheng (1585–1642): The
Perception of Chinese Art in Late
Imperial China

Early 20th-century ‘Imperial’
Porcelain and Ideals of Empire

Enchanting the Occidental: The
Aesthetic Value of the Song
Landscape Painting

Instead of focusing on how Chinese
art was influenced by the West,
this paper examines the different
perceptions in Chinese art as
epitomised by two individuals, an
Italian missionary and a Chinese
literatus, of diverse ethnic and
cultural background, in late Ming
China. Apart from painting and
calligraphy, their views on other art
forms like architecture, furniture,
sculpture and even the making of
seals and ink will also be explored.
In particular, their different
aesthetic tastes and values, their
diverse practices in consumption,
acquisition, circulation and usage,
as well as their impact on the
wider context of class, gender and
institutional usages, will be discussed.

Master narratives of Qing imperial
porcelain rarely incorporate
the last ‘imperial’ production —
commissioned under the rule of
the last emperor, Puyi (1908–1912),
and then Yuan Shikai, self-declared
‘Emperor of the Chinese Empire’
for little more than two months in
1916. How do we situate disinterest
among early 20th-century British
collectors, who viewed later wares
as inferior to Yongzheng and
Qianlong porcelain? An imperial
‘tradition’ driven by an 18th-century
teleology could not accommodate
a narrative of contemporaneity for
Republican-period ceramics. In
China, paradoxically, articulations
of 18th-century visuality in
Jingdezhen porcelain aimed for the
reconstitution and continuation,
albeit fugitive, of imperial ideals.

public’s understanding of the subject.

Lenore Metrick-Chen
Drake University

Clare Taylor
Open University

This session investigates the cultural interaction between China

The Politics of Chinoiserie in 19thcentury America

The Taste for 18th-century Chinese
Papers in 1920s Britain

Art historical narrative reflects a
culture’s official memory. My paper
investigates how the exclusion of
Chinese people from the United
States in the 19th century was
paralleled in the American art
world. American anxiety about
Chinese immigration influenced
the art museums comprehension of
their collections of Chinese things.
Chinese objects have a long history
in America. But they didn’t fit into
prevailing Ruskinian art discourse,
based upon ideas of narrative, nature,
and morality. Yet, because of this
incompatibility, their display in
art museums contributed to the
formation and dissemination of a
paradigm — Aestheticism — and
with it a new world view.

The paper will explore the European
viewpoints that have been applied
to the study of Chinese papers:
the material’s supposedly unique
manufacturing techniques, its
categorisation by genre employing
European models and associations
with irrationality and femininity.
It will focus on three schemes
which re-used eighteenth- century
papers: the Berkeley House interior
purchased by the V&A, the Chinese
Room created by Nancy Lancaster at
Kelmarsh Hall in Northamptonshire,
and the ballroom at Hampden
House in Buckinghamshire. The
paper argues that these schemes
demonstrate the ways in which
Chinese papers’ associations with
luxury, effeminacy and the exotic
were interpreted in 1920s Britain.

China and the West:
The Reception of Chinese Art across
Cultures from the 16th Century to
the 20th Century
Chinese art, since it emerged in the West through trade, war, and
international exposition, has been enthusiastically appreciated by
connoisseurs, art collectors, artists and museums. Bequests from
private collectors, and their collaborations with national museums,
have both played an important role in acquiring specimens of
Chinese art of all kinds. Despite differences in the perception of
Chinese art across time and cultures, the choice of collectibles
and exhibits reflects the national taste, and influences the general

and the West from the 16th to the 20th century. It will explore
the Western perception of Chinese painting, ceramics, wall
paper, and material culture; the roles of collectors, connoisseurs,
and museums in shaping the conception of art; the influence of
Western/ Chinese art on the development of art in China, Europe
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and America. We will also encourage discussion on the collecting
and display of Chinese art, and the impact of collaboration across
cultures.
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This paper explores the British
interest in Chinese art and
philosophy of the Song dynasty.
I will analyse the characteristics
of Song landscape paintings in
selected national collections in
Britain and America. Concerning
the occidental way of seeing Chinese
landscape painting, I will discuss the
interpretation of Song landscape art
in Western literatures in the early
20th century. I will also explore how
the aesthetic and philosophical ideas
of the Song art, such as rhythm,
freedom, harmony of man and
nature, inspire British avant-garde
artists, including Wyndham Lewis
and Paul Nash, with new insights.
Martin Powers
University of Michigan

The Cultural Politics of the
Brushstroke in the Making of
National Myth
This paper concerns the cultural
politics that developed around
the brushstroke in China as early
as the 17th century, but which
came to a head in the writings
of Roger Fry who developed the
idea of the gestural brushstroke
in the early 20th-century AngloAmerican world. Fry’s rhetoric
was adopted by Feng Zikai for his
own, nationalistic purposes, but the
Abstract Expressionists would have
the last word when the semiotics
of free expression was claimed as
quintessentially ‘American’ by New
York critics. This paper surveys the
contingent and polemical nature
of claims about the expressive
brushstroke over time in order
to throw a more critical light on
Huntingtonian claims for stable
cultural values.
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Session 24
Rachel King
University of Manchester
Christopher Plumb
Centre for Museology and CHSTM (Centre for the History of Science,
Technology and Medicine), University of Manchester

Picturing the Sensorium in Art from
Antiquity to 1800
In recent years, scholarship has become increasingly sensitised to
the fact that historical human interaction with the material world,
as it still does today, engaged not only the visual, but also the
spectrum of the sensory and affective. The result has been a raft of
histories of tasting, smelling, touching and hearing. Then, as now,
these oral, aural, visual, olfactory and haptic practices were not
only culturally determined but also often communicated without
written explanation or in transitory form. This panel presents
papers that explore the performance of the senses in art from
Antiquity to 1800 as well as affective responses such as desire,
pleasure or pain. As their titles reflect, these papers also discuss
sensory engagement with art and/or its materials in multiple
contexts, as well as how art reflects the contingent physiological
and social contexts of the senses. Equally, contributions relate to
the heightening, inhibition and loss of the senses and how these
work with, and are reflected by artistic practice and production.
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Picturing the Sensorium in Art from Antiquity to 1800

Caroline Babcock
University College, London

Marlene L . Eberhart
McGill University

Les premiers feux d’amour: The
Initiation of Female Sexual Desire/
Sensation in Late 18th-century
French Erotic Prints and Cabinet
Paintings

Dosso Dossi’s Apollo and Daphne
and the Transforming Touch of
Sound

This paper explores the
representation of women's first
experiences of the sensation of
sexual desire in late 18th-century
French erotic prints and cabinet
paintings, particularly the works of
Jean-Baptiste Greuze (1725–1805)
and Jean-Frederic Schall (1752–
1825). They will be considered
in light of texts by the médecinsphilosophes and educational treatises
such as Laclos’s De l’éducation des
femmes (1783). Both texts and images,
pondering whether sexual feeling
required stimulation by another
person or resulted from ‘natural’
development, invoked broad
Enlightenment concerns about the
natural state of man and the mindbody connection.
Stephen Caffey
Texas A&M University

‘The Howl of the Americans’:
The Aural and the Haptic in a 1764
Painting by Benjamin West
Historians of 18th-century British
visual cultures tend to emphasize
constructions of sense, sensibility
and the ‘man of feeling’, often
ignoring contemporary theoretical/
philosophical conceptions of sensory
experience. Appending ‘scientific’
notions of the Sensorium to the
‘period eye’, this paper explores
the pictorial functions of sound
and touch in Benjamin West’s 1764
General Johnson Saving a Wounded
French Officer from the Tomahawk
of a North American Indian. As I
demonstrate, both the cries and
the silence depicted in this image
combine with the transformative
gesture of physical contact to iterate
discourses of cruelty and effeminacy
in the forging of Anglophone
imperial identity.

Dosso Dossi’s Apollo and Daphne
(c. 1525–1530, Galleria Borghese),
departs from the representational
tradition from Ovid that normally
shows the fleeing Daphne in midtransformation at the moment
pursuing Apollo reaches for her.
In Dosso’s work, it is Apollo the
musician who confronts the viewer,
front and centre, while Daphne’s
transformation takes place in
the background. This reading
of the painting will examine the
distance sense of hearing, the
physical presence of sound, and the
transformative power of music in
the context of 16th-century musical
and aesthetic considerations at the
Ferrarese court.
Morgaine Gaye
Nottingham University

The Formal 18th-century Dining
Table as a Social Commentary and
Spectacle
The concept of ‘aesthetic’ only
arose in the early 1700s. Notions
of beauty were rapidly changing
thanks to Alexander Gottlieb
Baumgarten (1714–1762); and
after Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin
(1755–1826) introduced the notion
of relationship between courses and
dishes by the middle of the 1800s, le
grand couvert was de rigueur. With
its array of visual ephemera and
dining-spectacle semiotics, it was
the most extensive and elaborate way
to demonstrate social standing and
good taste. I intend to demonstrate
the nuances in aspects of 18thcentury dining and bring to life the
concept of ‘feasting with the eyes’.

Chantal Jaquet
University of Paris 1, PanthéonSorbonne

Kôdô: a Japanese Smelling Art
Our purpose is to retrace the
birth and the development of the
smelling art, named Kôdô, which has
existed in Japan since the Nara era
(710). Kôdô has nothing to do with
merely cosmetics or seduction, it is
a genuine art. First we shall describe
the stages of the constitution of Kôdo,
from the original creation of fine
perfumes to olfactory ceremonies
during which aesthetes from the
imperial court smell, and judge
fragrant compositions. Then we
shall try to explain the reasons why
such a smelling art can have begun
in Japan and nowhere else.
Kristel Smentek
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Asian Porcelain and the Rococo
Sensorium
This paper focuses on the 18thcentury French practice of
mounting Asian porcelains in gilt
bronze settings, and argues that it
exemplifies sensorial engagement
with imported ceramics in the
Rococo period. Mounts not only
attracted the eye to the foreign
object, but also activated the
desire to touch, handle, and even
to smell it. The generation of a
specialized terminology to describe
this sensuous encounter and an
ornamental mode to enhance
it suggests porcelains were not
alien forms domesticated by the
addition of French ormolu, but
alluring objects appreciated for their
different, but no less admirable,
aesthetic qualities.
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‘Lost and Found’
17th April - 30th May 2010

Video installation works by: Stephen Partridge,
Kevin Atherton, Stephen Littman, Zoe Redman,
John Adams, Pictorial Heroes, Tony Sinden.
Off-Site: Louise Crawford & Stéphan Guéneau

www.streetlevelphotoworks.org

Art History
The Association of Art Historians, the editors of
Art History, and Wiley-Blackwell
invite conference delegates to a
Reception
to celebrate the redesign
of the journal

at
Kelvingrove Art Gallery
and Museum
Discover the Paintings You Own
e United Kingdom holds in its galleries and civic buildings
arguably the greatest publicly-owned collection of oil paintings in the
world. In total this collection numbers some 200,000 works. However,
four out of five of these paintings are not on public view.
e Public Catalogue Foundation is making an illustrated record of
this collection. is record can be seen in the Foundation’s acclaimed
Oil Paintings in Public Ownership series of catalogues. irty titles
have been published to date. Members of the AAH are invited to
purchase catalogues at a special AAH rate of £20 for hardcopy
catalogues and £15 for socopy catalogues (both including P&P) by
ringing 01235 465577 and quoting PUAAH oﬀer.
In partnership with the BBC the Public Catalogue Foundation plans
to launch the web version of this illustrated record on bbc.co.uk in
mid 2011. Members of the AAH interested in helping the Foundation
and the University of Glasgow in a project to enhance and improve
the quality and format of data held about each painting and thereby
improve the search functionality of the planned website are invited to
contact Andrew Greg at a.greg@arthist.arts.gla.ac.uk

e Public Catalogue Foundation
Telephone: 020 7395 0332 Visit: www.thepcf.org.uk

Friday 16th April
7.00 p.m. to 9.00 p.m.
Please come along to the
reception where copies of the
new look Art History will be on
display

Wine and Canapés will be served

Session 25
Sharon Kivland
Sheffield Hallam University
Forbes Morlock
Syracuse University London

Reading to Attention
A return to reading. A new attention to reading. In a variety of
formats, this session asks what it is to read attentively. It wants
— after attention’s own roots — to see to what reading can
stretch. A reader is on duty, and set free. Reading is at the core
of all the disciplines of the arts and humanities, but its centrality
to research is not measured. Part of this immeasurability lies in
reading’s pleasures — the pleasure of the activity, our pleasure

Reading to Attention

Panel 1
Graham Allen
University College Cork

Reading as Escapism
Children’s literature is full of
fictional scenarios in which reading
creates an escape route from an
unwanted reality to a more desirable
reality. I never read any children’s
literature when I was a child, or at
least none that I remember. What I
read was the Bible and the Songbook
of the Salvation Army. I will take the
latter and consider it as a physical
book, to try and demonstrate the
materiality of its signifiers, at least
for me. I want to talk about how it
oppressed me and how it liberated
me, by reading.

in its objects. These pleasures, though, are inseparable from its
disciplines, its rigours. Hence, the call to attention. Too often,
‘reading’ is interpretation, reaching through the text or image/
object to something inside or behind or beneath it, imagining that
what is latent will be of greater interest or importance that what is
manifest.
This session invites practitioners of all sorts to return to the
light, to the words on the page, to the surface of the image, to
the form of the object (whatever form it takes). Specifically, its
four coordinated panels include presentations that address — in
various forms — what it is to read, to attend to the word or the
image/object. The fourth panel will return us to practice in the
form of a reading group.
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Ahuvia Kahane
Royal Holloway, University of London

Philology and the Image of the
Future
Historically speaking, philology,
‘the art of reading slowly’ is one of
the earliest traditions of learned
reading. It is the origin of Western
scholarship, but also a tradition
that has often come into strong
conflict with modernity and visual
culture. Drawing on contemporary
thought and on work by Jacques
Rancière and others, as well as
on discussions of contemporary
art and traditional philological
sources, this presentation explores
some of the tensions between
philology, modernity, and the image,
considering the potential of such
tensions within the framework of a
possible new attention to reading.
James Hellings
University of Teesside

The Love of Thought or The
Importance of Being Admired
My ‘paper’ (a play to be performed
by panellists), is guided by a
seemingly simple question: Is there
a more attentive way of performing
a critical reading than one which
is affectively and amorously
conditioned– a reading through love
and admiration? What is required is
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new approach to reading; a thinking
through love and a love of thought
(an intellectual love, variously
witnessed in the work of Plato,
Spinoza, Proust), whereby the affect
and the idea are no longer thought
in isolation and through which a new
relation with others, objects, texts,
and thoughts can written and lived.

Panel 2
Esther Leslie
Birkbeck, University of London

Words Rise Up
Paying attention to reading involves
a re-seeing of environments that are
saturated with the barely perceived
written. Walter Benjamin diagnosed
the forces of environmental
writing, finding its ways to new
forms of attention in art. In the
modern city, he notes, words rise up,
standing to attention on billboards
and newspapers. This paper
considers this risen-up writing in
environments and art, questioning
what types of attention it might still
claim. At the core lies an interest
in animation, the animated word
and letter and the ways in which
animation directs attention to the
inscribed.
Robin Lydenberg
Boston College, USA

Reading Lessons from Alison
Bechdel’s Fun Home: A Family
Tragi-Comic
Contrary to the denunciation of
comics as a threat to literacy and
cultural seriousness, graphic narrative
actually enhances reading skills by
requiring its audience to negotiate
verbal and visual narratives and the
interplay between them. In reading
graphic narratives, the pleasures and
rigors of the text are concentrated selfconsciously on the surface of the page,
in the materiality of the book, and
in the rhythms of reading. Bechdel’s
graphic memoir, in particular,
dramatises the tension between
reading as mastery and reading as
an erotic encounter that highlights
the relation between text and image,
between language and the body.

Seph Rodney
The London Consortium

Reading the Reader
We tend to imagine reading art
as viewing and analysing discrete
objects, but a museum experience
is much more than that. I propose
a reading of an entire museum visit
(albeit somewhat abbreviated):
the walk up to the front door, the
ascension via lift or escalator, the
moment of crossing the threshold,
the movement through cities
of meaning, lingering before
compelling pieces, skipping over
those of little interest to the viewer.
This is not to be a travelogue. I
propose a reconsideration of that
particular visit by creating an ad-hoc
writing exercise to draw conclusions
about the experience, sketching
the person whose visit we have
vicariously experienced.

Panel 3
Christopher Bamford
University of Manchester

Wildly Attentive
Is wild reading like Nicolas Cage’s
rendition of ‘Love me tender’ at the
end of David Lynch’s 1990 film Wild
at Heart — singing to Laura Dern
across the cars blocked in a traffic
jam: ‘Oh, sailor!’. Or is that just a
cheesy re-interpretation? Hold the
cheese, but keep the wildness. JeanFrançois Lyotard wished he could
write a good book that would disrupt
‘the time of reading’, but found
that the conventions of type bound
him to fulfil certain expectations.
This paper pursues Lyotard’s call
‘to save the honour of thinking’ by
attempting to reinvigorate the dusty
remains of once-radical performance
art projects through a wild reading
of their documentation.
Juan Cruz
Liverpool John Moores University

Translating with Strangely Genuine
Expression
In works like Translating don Quijote,
1996 and Juan Cruz is Translating
don Quijote [again], 2005, I staged

the process of interpretation from
Spanish to English. Seated at a table
with the Spanish text, I perform
a simultaneous interpretation of
my reading into English, delivered
with a strangely genuine expression,
as if it is emanating from my
imagination — as indeed it is insofar
as the language is concerned. These
works foreground the process of
understanding through reading,
and show how reading may be seen
as a subjective appropriation. I
offer an account of the process of
these works and perform a specially
devised work for the session.
J. P. McMahon
University College Cork

An Acconci Dictionary
How does a dictionary help us to
read? How does it help perform the
very act of signification? A dictionary
(like art history) helps us look, see,
classify and read. It helps us perform
by directing us to other words,
other things. But what happens
when a dictionary does not do its
job, when it creates an abundance
of information that we cannot distil,
when it breaks down? What do we,
as art historians, do then? This paper,
written in the form of a disorganised
dictionary, aims to ask these
questions, presenting their problems.

Panel 4
Forbes Morlock
Syracuse University London
Sharon Kivland
Sheffield Hallam University

Reading to Attention. Attentive
Reading
The entire panel will be a reading
group. The text is yet to be
confirmed but will be available on
the day at the panel, drawing on the
presentations and discussions of
the day. We have a number up our
sleeves, so to speak, collected from
many recommendations in response
to our appeal for suggestions for
reading, and we have been attentive
to all. There will be no homework,
no preparation; we will read
together.
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Session 26
Nick Lambert
Birkbeck, University of London

Digital Continuities:
From the History of Digital Art
to Contemporary Transmedial
Practices
Over the past two decades, a distinct history of digital art
has emerged from the general narrative of postwar Art and
Technology, with its own movements, controversies and currents.
During the same time period, a variety of New Media, intermedia
and transmedial practices have gained recognition across a
broader constituency than historic ‘computer art’ ever had. To
some degree, the growth of New Media is disconnected from
the earlier iterations of Computer Art but motivated by similar
concerns stemming from the artistic discovery of the digital
medium.
Our session will examine this evolution of digital artforms into
a range of diverse manifestations across the cultural sphere. Is
it purely a case of technological expediency, stemming from the
growth of digital imaging and virtual reality? To what extent
should we look for a digital-specific artform, or should we accept
that artists from a variety of practices are now working with
digital as they would with any other tool or medium? And to
what extent does it fall within the rubric of Art History, or does it
instead represent the expansion of the field into looking at nonart imagery?
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Digital Continuities: From the History of Digital Art to Contemporary Transmedial Practices

Charlie Gere
Lancaster University

Jeremy Pilcher
Lancaster University

Perla Innocenti
University of Glasgow

Jeremy Gardiner
Birkbeck, University of London

Ruskin, Arts and Crafts, and New
Media Art

Network Art Unbound

Evolution and Preservation of
Digital Art: Case Studies from ZKM
and AEC

The Digital Atelier: How Additive
Technologies Create New Forms

In this paper I suggest that new
media art, at least as it has developed
in Britain, owes a considerable debt
to the Arts and Crafts Movement
and especially John Ruskin and
William Morris. I suggest that new
media art is part of an alternative
set of developments to that of
the mainstream art market; it is
concerned with craft, beauty and
morality, and our relationship with
the world. This may seem counterintuitive, given Ruskin and Morris’
antipathy to technology. Using
Peter Fuller, Matthew Collings and
George Leonard, I show there is
a direct connection between the
Arts and Crafts movement and new
media art.
Charlotte Frost
Birkbeck, University of London

Internet Art History 2.0
This paper shows how internet
archival thematics are now
‘trending’ in art history and theory.
Combining the theory of Michel
Foucault, Jacques Derrida and
Friedrich A Kittler, it establishes
how the meaning held in bodies
of knowledge relates to the
prevailing modes in which said
knowledge can be archived. Using
art historical discourse as its focus,
it explains how art historical ideas
rely very strongly on the archival
technologies available. With the
internet come a whole new set of
experiential parameters and this
paper addresses the meanings
conferred on art history by internet
archival technicity. It introduces web
tools and their associated thematic
contributions to art historical
discourse.

The technologies employed by
network art on the internet invite
it to be understood as a digitally
specific art form. However, such
work also returns to activist
strategies employed by art that
uses more traditional methods.
The technological substrate
of network art online makes it
susceptible to a rhythm of repetition
by which its meaning returns
from an incalculable future with
unprecedented speed. I argue for an
understanding of such art in excess
of, but also inextricably bound up
with, the technology it employs.
Elaine Speight
Birkbeck, University of London

Producing the Local: Web 2.0 as
a Placemaking Tool for Socially
Engaged Artists
This paper will examine the
emerging role of web 2.0 within,
what I will refer to as, ‘placemaking’
art practices. Through examples, I
will explore how, and to what extent,
artists are employing new social
media to engender multiple readings
of place, connect communities,
and critique the motivations and
methods of official placemaking
agendas, particularly within urban
regeneration schemes. Drawing
parallels with earlier net.art
practices, I will suggest that online
applications offer artists the tools
with which to broaden conceptions
of place and to equip individuals
with the means to represent,
interrogate and influence the future
of their own places.

This paper presents the results
of case study-based research
conducted at the pioneering Center
for Art and Media (ZKM) Museum
and the Ars Electronica Center
(AEC), involving examination of
challenges surrounding the creation,
management and long-term
accessibility of digital art. From
simulations to virtual recastings,
from legal and funding challenges
to staffing issues, the work of
ZKM and AEC in the curation and
documentation of digital art is
analysed. The author investigates
the challenges in curating digital art
and the need for experimentation
in art preservation and curation.
Experimental testbeds can
explore implications of different
preservation approaches and the
impact they have on the works of art
themselves.
Ernest Edmonds
University of Technology, Sydney

Unifying Image and Sound in a
Synaesthetic Whole
From the Colour Organ and Wagner
to the present, many examples
exist of art that fuses images and
sound. There is a significant
history of the evolution of the
relationship between the aural and
the visual realms. Much of that
work has been discussed under the
psychological label of Synaesthesia.
Recently, digital technology for the
manipulation of audiovisual material
has become easily affordable
and a new generation of artists is
starting to combine and control
simultaneously materials (audio and
visual) that only a few years ago was
considered to belong to completely
different art practice. This paper
describes this history and then goes
on to discuss a new artwork created
by the author and his collaborators.
The issues surrounding this
objective are discussed and
illustrated.

For 50 years artists have been
utilising the convergence
and combination of different
technologies to produce visually and
intellectually challenging artworks.
How did these artists create
compelling artefacts that engaged
the pragmatics of technology and
the free invention of art and bring
them to a successful synthesis? A
close examination of work from
the past and present reveals how
advanced digital design methods and
additive fabrication processes have
been used to make physical things
from virtual data.
Ingrid Holzl
McGill University

Hybrid Images
The embrace of digital technologies
in contemporary photography
art appears somewhat awkward:
either photographers dissimulate
their use of digitally generated
or modified image elements
or overemphasise their digital
interventions. Few works actually
comment the controversial debate
on the nature of the digital sign
(computed not recorded). Instead
of adopting the commonplace claim
of the loss of authenticity through
digital simulation (rephrasing
Benjamin's loss of the aura through
technical reproduction) this paper
will rather ask whether and how
the hybridisation of recorded
and computed, of straight and
staged image elements endows
contemporary photography with a
new ontological and aesthetic status.
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Session 27
Hilary Macartney
University of Glasgow and ARTES Co-Founder
Robert Wenley
Glasgow Museums

Insular Preconceptions? The Arts of
Iberia and Latin America and their
Reception in Britain
To mark the tenth anniversary of the founding of ARTES Iberian
and Latin American Visual Culture Group, ARTES is collaborating
with Glasgow Museums in offering a session for the first time at
the annual conference of the Association of Art Historians. Ten
years on, Iberian and Latin American art remains marginalised
in learning and teaching in art history in the UK, yet popular
and scholarly interest in the visual arts of these areas has never
been greater, as response to recent exhibitions has shown. Such
paradoxes are not new: in the 19th century, unprecedented
numbers of Spanish pictures especially were available on the
art market in Britain but only a small percentage remained in
British collections. Why has Iberian and Latin American art never
become ‘mainstream’ here? Can new programmes of research
finally turn around past prejudices? The papers highlight the
wealth of current research in Iberian and Latin American art, and
explore issues ranging from reception to debates on methods and
approaches. Through its collaboration with Glasgow Museums,
the session will also offer access to the city’s famous Stirling
Maxwell and other collections.
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Insular Preconceptions? The Arts of Iberia and Latin America and their Reception in Britain

Tom Nickson
University of York

Richard Tilbury
Birkbeck, University of London

Sarah Symmons
University of Essex

Claudia Heide
University of Edinburgh

Art History and the Historians of
Medieval Spain

The Spanish Canker: Black Legends.
Spain and its Image in Early Modern
Europe

A Scottish Heroine in Portugal
and Spain

The Alhambra in Britain (c. 1750–
1900): Between Foreignisation and
Domestication

This paper examines recent trends in
Anglophone scholarship on medieval
Spanish art history (largely 12th- to
14th-century). Whilst UK historians
have consistently produced a small
but high quality body of scholarship
on medieval Spain, art historians
have failed to follow their lead.
Why is this? Having surveyed
the scholarship since the 1830s
and analysed the rare pockets of
recent studies, I propose several
explanations for this lacuna. The
paper concludes with suggestions
on how Spanish medieval art history
may be re-inserted into traditional
narratives of European medieval art
history.
Lara Eggleton
University of Leeds

Surface Deceits: Misreading
Horror Vacui in the Ornament of
al-Andalus
This paper critically examines
19th-century British readings
of the ornamented surfaces of
the Alhambra in Granada, Spain.
Theories and interpretations
presented by artist-antiquarian
John Ruskin and designer-architect
Owen Jones would have a lasting
influence on Orientalist perceptions
of the Nasrid palaces (c. 1238–
1492 ce), reflecting the changing
attitudes toward industry and
European cultural identity at the
time. Revisiting their misreadings
of space and form in the Alhambra
is crucial to a more comprehensive
engagement with the art produced
in the medieval Mediterranean,
allowing for new understandings of
materiality and meaning to emerge
within their representations of
architectural ornament.

Early modern Spain dominated
Europe, both politically and
artistically, through its patronage.
Yet in The Civilization of the
Renaissance in Italy (1860), Jacob
Burckhardt discounted any
positive Spanish influence over the
European renaissance, describing
the Spanish as barbarous and tainted
by ‘oriental blood’. In the face
of this racial stereotyping Julián
Juderías first proposed that Spain
was the victim of a ‘Black Legend’
based on ‘fantastical tales about our
country’. This paper will look at the
development of the image of the
Spaniard, both at home and abroad,
as a source for the cultural memory
of Spain we have inherited.
Carmen Fracchia
Birkbeck, University of London

The Image of Colonial Mexico in
Hampshire: The Breamore Casta
Paintings
The Mexican Casta Paintings at
Braemore House were the prototype
of this popular Mexican genre until
1810 when the society of castas was
abolished following the Mexican
War of Independence from Spain.
The Braemore cycle of fourteen
family portraits which portray
and catalogue the complex racial
intermixtures of Natives, Spanish
and African populations in Colonial
Mexico were commissioned from
Juan Rodríguez Juárez in Mexico
City c.1725 for Philip V of Spain.
The novelty of the subject and genre
has its roots in the Mexican elite’s
fear of losing their purity of blood
and the fragmentation of political
power.

This paper examines the
sketchbooks and diaries of Mary
Graham, who explored Portugal in
1780–81, then crossed the border
into Spain where she was the
first 18th-century British woman
to record admiration for Goya.
Visiting the Alba collection, the
Royal Academy of San Fernando
and the new Palacio Real, she also
admired works by both Murillo
and Velázquez and was a perceptive
observer of the lives of peasant
women. Although she never
published her records, she left a
lasting reputation as an unusual and
inspiring traveller on the Iberian
Peninsula.
Rachel Bullough
Universidad CEU San Pablo, Madrid

Charles Clifford: A New Way
of Looking at Spain in the 19th
Century
The pioneering British
photographer Charles Clifford
lived and worked in Spain from
1850 to 1863. During this period he
travelled extensively, photographing
landscapes and monuments in
many cases previously unknown
outside the country. His work was
also unusual in offering a new,
more prosperous image of Spain
at a time of political unrest. This
paper examines the vision of Spain
and Spanish society in Clifford’s
urban landscapes and explores some
of the motives behind his work,
in particular his commitment to
using new techniques to portray a
less familiar image of Spain and its
inhabitants to a British audience.

British representations of the
Alhambra (from Chambers’s pavilion
at Kew to Alhambra music halls)
appear a fertile ground to reflect
on cultural interactions between
Occident and Orient. The case
presents an intriguing scenario:
the ‘oriental’ is located within the
European past, and a direct colonial
agenda is absent. This paper uses
concepts of translation theory to
examine the process by which British
artists and architects transformed
Nasrid architecture into idioms that
could be understood and sold at
home. Rather than one continuous
discourse, these translations reveal
a range of motivations that fired the
imaginations of artists, architects,
and public alike.
Zahira Veliz Bomford
Courtauld Institute of Art

George Scharf’s Selection and
Display of Spanish Paintings for the
Manchester Exhibition of 1857
George Scharf’s manuscript
notebooks and diaries record
observations and sketches relating
to the selection, transportation and
display of paintings for the 1857 Art
Treasures Exhibition. With Spanish
painting, Scharf was exploring
relatively uncharted territory, at least
in Britain. His discoveries, rejections
and selections influenced perception
and appreciation of Spanish art
by a wide public. His notebooks
reveal the concerns and obstacles
that conditioned his pioneering
curatorship. Scharf organised
Spanish art into a narrative display
for educational benefit and aesthetic
enjoyment, and his encounter with
this aspect of the exhibition reflected
the increasing integration of Spanish
art into British cultural life.
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Art the Image

Insular Preconceptions? The Arts of Iberia and Latin America and their Reception in Britain

Piers Baker-Bates
Open University

Julian Minton
Open University/University of Essex

‘A Stupendous Picture’: A
Discussion of The Sources for the
Art of Morales and Ribalta and the
British Response

Góngora the Poet, Carducho the
Theorist, and Velázquez’s Late
Paintings: Reflection on the ‘Idea’ in
Velázquez

This quote comes from a letter
written by Richard Ford describing
a picture he purchased in Valencia
by local artist, Francisco Ribalta,
depicting the Vision of Father
Simón. Ribalta and Luis de Morales,
working in different locations,
produced similar devotional
paintings for the same patron,
(Saint) Juan de Ribera, Bishop of
Badajoz and subsequently Patriarch
of Valencia. Both artists derived their
subject matter and style principally
from the significant Italian artists
of the Counter Reformation. It
is argued here that, as with their
Italian counterparts, neither Ribalta
nor Morales has ever found a ready
acceptance among British collectors.

Arguing for greater integration of
study of Spanish art within the new
art history ‘mainstream’, this paper
examines the close relationship
between Spanish Golden Age art
and literature as demonstrated
in Velázquez’s late work. Vicente
Carducho’s Diálogos de la Pintura
makes strong reference to two
contemporary writers, dramatist
Lope de Vega, and poet, Luis
de Góngora, whose powers of
representation he praises far beyond
those of Spanish painters. Góngora’s
theory of the poetic conceit as an
intellectual challenge to the reader
is proposed here as analogous to the
enigmatic and challenging treatment
of subject matter in Velázquez’s late
pictures, particularly through their
wealth of allusion and ambiguity.

Edward Payne
Courtauld Institute of Art

Britain’s Bête Noire? The Reception
of Ribera in the 19th Century
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The art of Jusepe de Ribera
(1591–1652) prompted a range of
contradictory responses in 19thcentury Britain and France. Poets,
travel writers, critics and artists
reacted to his work, especially his
striking depictions of corporal
violence, with both admiration and
displeasure. Through a close study
of these varied responses, this paper
investigates why Ribera was not
as highly regarded in Britain as he
was in France. Moreover, it aims to
demonstrate that although having
aroused surprisingly little scholarly
attention, the reception of Ribera is
in fact central to an understanding of
the history of his artistic production
as a whole.

Hilary Macartney
University of Glasgow

A Highland Woman at Pollok House:
Stirling Maxwell and 19th-century
Taste for Murillo
This paper considers Sir William
Stirling Maxwell’s taste for Murillo
as an indicator of the artist’s critical
reputation in mid-19th century
Britain, focusing on his purchase
of an early Murillo, the Virgin and
Child with Infant St John, called ‘La
Serrana’ (Pollok House, Glasgow).
The value Stirling attached to the
picture for its depiction of popular
local traditions and as a physical
link between the painter and his
daughter in turn offers insight into
Stirling’s contact with the circle of
artists, dealers and writers in Seville
which sought to preserve Murillo’s
memory.

Gerhard Richter

2010 Frank Jewett Mather Award

New from Chicago

Critical Terms for
Media Studies

A Life in Painting
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Contemporary Art?
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Grand Illusion
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Session 28
Catriona McAra
University of Glasgow
Antoinette McKane
University of Liverpool/ Tate Liverpool

‘Untitled’: What’s in a Name?
As art historians, critics, and researchers we are surrounded
by titles, names, and classifications. Names secure and give
substance to our critical operations; but names can also constrain
investigation if one relies on given solutions without reassessing
historical objects and methods.
But what happens when the title is questionable, anachronistic,
or purposely absented? From collaborative works that lack
designated authors to the untitled work, the enquiring viewer
is prematurely left alone to fill in the blanks — a productive
insecurity in the face of that which cannot be named, grasped, or
conveyed that leaks into, and has an impact upon, the doing and
teaching of art and its histories. In this session we will discuss
naming as an activity shared by art historians, critics, curators,
and artists; thereby also addressing questions of authority, validity,
critique, and resistance that become integral to the act of giving
— or retracting — titles. With this session, we hope to open up a
space for critical reflection on the work of art history, wherein the
validity and function of the name/title/identity must be constantly
kept in check, while navigating research through identification
and classification that we see ourselves reconfiguring.

‘Untitled’: What’s in a Name?

Victoria Irvine
University of Glasgow

Jaime Tsai
University of Sydney

Suzanne Spunner
University of Melbourne

‘The Heart Desires’: The Titling and
Appropriation of the Pygmalion
Myth in Victorian Art

The Violence of Interpretation in
the Mariticide of Duchamp’s Fresh
Widow

Vindicating Rover Thomas: What
Can We Call Him?

‘The Ovidian legend of Pygmalion’
— where the sculptor is granted
his wish and his marble muse,
Galatea, is brought to life —
infiltrated Victorian aesthetics
and popular culture. Indeed
representations of the artist’s
model, like that of Galatea,
reached their peak in popularity
in 1878. This paper will focus on
the meaning and appropriation
of the Pygmalion myth, from its
influence in reinforcing traditional
Victorian gender boundaries
to the preoccupation with the
transformative sculptural metaphor,
attributed to artistic circles of the
mid-Victorian era and after.

Far from offering a key to the
true meaning of the work of
art, Duchamp’s titles enforce the
instability of interpretation. This
paper explores the role of the title
in Duchamp’s practice through the
analysis of Fresh Widow, miniaturized
French windows featuring black
leather in lieu of glass panes. Fresh
Widow suggests a clever wife with
dark intentions and the French word
for widow, veuve, is shared with the
widow-maker, the guillotine. The
entanglement of this macabre title
with the black leather that ‘puts
out the light’ suggests not only the
complication of transparent reading,
but also a performative cut in the
history of naming.

Hannah Higham
Birmingham University

Constructing and De-constructing
Artistic Identities: The Case of the
Master (or Masters) of the Unruly
Children
The Master of the Unruly Children
was a ‘name’, coined in 1900 to
describe a Renaissance sculptor
behind five works in Berlin. Despite
evidence suggesting several hands
were involved, this ‘presumed author’
has remained and scholarship
has focused on identifying the
artist. Through the lens of Barthes,
Foucault and others, this paper shall
examine what light the case of the
Master of the Unruly Children
throws on conceptualisations of
authorship. Historiography of
connoisseurship, the scholarly
‘construction’ of artistic identity and
issues of value, status and innovation
will be explored, and ‘authenticity’
versus commodification of artistic
personality will be questioned.

Vanessa Theodoropoulou
Sorbonne University

Reading Constructed Artistic
Identities as Intersections between
the Aesthetic and the Political
This paper will be discussing the
possibility of reading names and
categories chosen from artists
preferring collective or purely
conceptual ‘artistic identities’ to
their ‘real’ names, as an aesthetic
and political statement per
se. Through the analysis of the
ideological discourse accompanying
or motivating the conception of
such names, we shall examine
how constructed artistic identities
address and often challenge
dominant ideologies concerning the
function/value of art and the status
of the artist, identity, community,
action or utopia. Taking as a starting
point the International Situationist
(1957–1972), we shall go through
the discourse of a choice of groups
active in the following decades.

Rover Thomas (1928–1998) is one of
the most successful Aboriginal artists
on the secondary market; however
there is no catalogue raisonné
and he is one of the most forged
of Indigenous artists. Securing his
oeuvre is essential, overdue and
complicated. The artist’s entire
identity; his very name, his country,
his dreaming, his family, the media
he uses, the subjects he represents is
unstable, contingent and arbitrary;
even the way he was perceived in
life and after his death. His life and
work must be read in the context
of frontier displacement and
dispossession in the Kimberley in
Northern Western Australia.
Lucy Bradnock
Getty Research Institute

Who Framed Maurice Syndell?
Or, Why Did the Farmer Cross the
Road?
The name of Walter Hopps’
experimental gallery space Syndell
Studio, and the pseudonym attached
to the fictional artist Maurice
Syndell, memorialize an unknown
Nebraska farmer. They signify, too,
alternative modes of art production,
dissemination and display, toying
with the commercial validation
offered in the guise of a name.
‘Maurice Syndell’ highlights a selfconscious positioning in relation to
the fledgling Los Angeles art world;
conditions of art historical discourse;
and notions of artistic regionalism.
For Hopps and his colleagues in the
1950s, as for Foucault and Barthes in
the 1960s, naming is revealed to be
only so much Hollywood smoke and
mirrors.
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Session 29
Matthew Potter
University of Leicester
Daniel Rycroft
University of East Anglia

Imperial Tensions: Visual Cultures
of Coercion, Silence and Display
Barringer and Flynn’s ‘Colonialism and the object’ (1998) applied
new developments in museology and post-colonial theory to
analyse the impact of ideology on the collection and display of
colonial objects. At the heart of such cultural studies has been a
critique of projects that sought to construct funds of knowledge
whilst simultaneously enacting imperial control. In line with
recent investigations in museum ethnography and indigenous
studies into ‘institutional silences’, a key question emerges: how
representative of the violence of imperialism and colonialism were
past displays?

Imperial Tensions: Visual Cultures of Coercion, Silence and Display

Sarah Thomas
University of Sydney

Slaves and the Spectacle of Torture:
British Artists in the ‘New World’,
1800–1834
Today the historiography of slavery
is prolific, yet slave imagery and its
role in abolitionism has only recently
received serious scrutiny. While the
slave may well have been the subject
of sustained historical amnesia in
the late 19th and 20th centuries,
during the slave period itself the
figure was frequently visualised by
travelling artists. Marcus Wood
has argued in Blind Memory (2000)
that such imagery often treated the
slave body ‘as punishment object
or fetish in directly exploitative
and eroticized ways, which are
blatantly pornographic’. Wood’s
view presents an ethical challenge to
the contemporary curator which this
paper investigates.
Fintan Cullen
University of Nottingham

Addressing this question encourages new multi-disciplinary

Imperial Tensions in Dublin c. 1900

formations and engagements with visuality, materiality, spatiality

In 1890, the Dublin Museum opened
its doors in a South Kensington-like
creation with Charles Bell Birch’s
bronze-painted plaster statue of
Walter Richard Pollock Hamilton as
a prominent feature of the large
Central Court. Hamilton is shown
battling with an Afghani who is
on the ground while the standing
European fires his pistol. While
object-based, the argument of this
paper focuses on the 'imperial
tensions' that surrounded Dublin’s
display of the statue for at least three
decades from 1890 to the 1920s.
That display hinges on the tensions
between a national culture and
imperial display.

and temporality that contest existing epistemologies. Which
objects are most representative of colonial coercion? How do
national and universal museums generate cultures of silence
around such objects? How were objects of imperial violence
displayed to the public during the imperial heyday, and was there
an obligation to sanitise history and obscure evidence of conflict?
How did the metropolitan visualisation of coercion function
within popular cultures of imperialism? This panel seeks not only
to identify how objects were created and collected in colonial
contexts between c. 1800 and c. 1920 but also to explore issues of
reception amongst imperial interest groups and the wider public.

Stephanie Pratt
University of Plymouth

George Catlin’s Indian Gallery
and the Collecting of Indigenous
Cultures in 19th-century North
America

29

George Catlin’s ‘Indian Gallery’
(1837–52) of Native American
portraits, other paintings and

82

material culture items, was created
to record what he thought was a
‘disappearing race of peoples’. My
paper will investigate the ideological
and political background to Catlin’s
project in the context of the US
Government’s policies on Native
Americans in the 19th century,
which sought to colonise indigenous
lands, negate treaty rights and
force assimilation. Catlin’s attempt
to record Indian culture and the
methods he used to exhibit his
‘Gallery’ will be analysed and these
activities contextualised within
Victorian understandings of ‘race’
and regimes of visualisation.
Mark Elliot
Museum of Archaeology and
Anthropology, University of Cambridge

From Artwork to Pariah, and
back again? Competing Versions
of Marguerite Milward’s ‘Ancient
Tribes’ of India
When first exhibited in 1936,
Marguerite Milward’s sculptures
of Indian ‘types’ were acclaimed as
accomplished artworks and valuable
ethnological evidence of vanishing
peoples. Produced and exhibited
when confidence in the colonial
project and in anthropological
categories were at their peak, they
have come to evoke the violence
and coercion which colonial
governance and science brought
to bear on India’s indigenous
populations. This paper traces
shifting receptions of the sculptures
through successive revisions,
concealments and revelations: from
enthusiastic responses of art critics,
anthropologists and government
to the discomfort of postcolonial
anthropologists and museum
curators, to a recent redisplay in
Cambridge.
Philippa Kaina
Courtauld Institute of Art

Invisible Cities: Colonial
Appropriations and Representations of Near Eastern
Antiquities in 19th-century France

in the excavations of Nineveh
and Khorsabad in Northern Iraq
conducted by Paul Emile Botta
under the auspices of the French
government and the subsequent
cultural reception of Near Eastern
antiquities in 19th-century France.
While acknowledging the means of
coercion and exploitation utilized
in securing the newly unearthed
antiquities for the French nation,
this paper also highlights forms of
colonial violence underwriting the
re-presentation of these artefacts
in western colonial contexts
where attempts to discursively
appropriate these objects within
western aesthetic frameworks
are countered with simultaneous
efforts to maintain their irrevocable
‘otherness’.
Heike M. Neumeister
Birmingham City University,
Birmingham Institute of Art & Design

‘Negro Sculpture’, Monuments
and Fetishes — Notes on the
Display and Reception of African
Ethnographic Objects and the
Rise of the German Imperial
‘Kolonialwissenschaften’
c. 1908–1918
The paper reviews a period in the
reception of African sculpture that
coincided with the ideological shift
in German colonialism towards
science-based strategies intended to
boost economic progress. Both Carl
Einstein’s book Negerplastik (1915)
and Georg Marschall’s Hindenburg
memorial (1915) can be associated
with this shift, generating a visuality
involving aspects of coercion in the
colonial discourse. The persistent
silence surrounding Negerplastik
owes as much to this discourse,
as it does to Einstein contesting
Western cultural superiority. While
this liberated the object from
being perceived as ethnographic
‘curio’ or savage ‘fetish’, this trope
became paradoxically identified with
Marschall’s Hindenburg.

Dominic Hardy
Université du Québec à Montréal

Caricature and the Collection of
Ruins in Colonial and Post-colonial
Montréal (1849 and 1905)
This paper frames visual culture
in an Imperial Montréal, hub in a
global exchange of colonial objects
and images via retail and communal
distribution and scientific research.
An 1849 colonial satire on the
Elgin marbles and Anglophone
rebellion is read against a 1905
francophone mediation of the
emergent culture of African mask
collecting. Relating cultures of
print (photography, illustration,
caricature) and museums (collecting
and display), these representations
dis-articulated colonial alterity from
near and distant edges of Empire.
The paper considers how earlier
instabilities were resolved in the
fictions of emergent museum spaces
that enabled a local and benevolent
narration of representation itself as a
vector of Empire.
Matthew Potter
University of Leicester

‘In Memoriam’ or ‘Damnatio
Memoriae’: Sir Joseph Noel Paton
and the ‘Indian Mutiny’
Sir Joseph Noel Paton’s In
Memoriam (1858) provides an iconic
representation of power-relations
and the rhetoric of violence at the
height of British imperialism in
India. Famously this picture was
altered in response to the public
commentary it received on its
initial display: originally depicting
mutinous sepoys bursting in to
murder ‘innocent’ women and
children at Cawnpore, Paton
repainted the work to represent
the relief of Lucknow by General
Sir Henry Havelock. In this
process Paton’s picture acted as an
ideological vehicle for ‘silence and
coercion’ at the Royal Academy,
Royal Scottish Academy and
International Exhibitions between
1858 and 1888.

This paper explores strategies of
colonial appropriation present
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Session 30
Christine Riding
Tate

New Perspectives on the Art of the
Middle East
Since the publication of Edward Said’s Orientalism in 1978, a
substantial literature has grown up taking as its critical object
western perspectives on ‘the East’. This session seeks to widen
this focus and venture beyond ‘western Orientalism’ to a more
representative understanding of the visual culture of the Middle
East. There is a strong scholarly literature on the art of the
Middle East, generated by Near and Middle Eastern scholars
over the last few decades. For example, important work has
been done on the art and architecture of the Ottoman Empire
and contemporary art and visual culture; while the question of
Middle Eastern appropriation of Orientalist discourse, Ottoman
Orientalism or contemporary collecting is a live issue of debate.
This is a deliberately broad session with the intention of
identifying the key areas of current scholarship and opening them
to a broader audience. The session will both assess the state of this
scholarship and identify priorities for new avenues of research in
what is a diverse and vibrant field.
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New Perspectives on the Art of the Middle East

May Farhat
American University of Beirut

Funda Berksoy
Mimar Sinan University of Fine Arts

Onur Ozdemir
Istanbul Technical University

Alyson Wharton
SOAS, University of London

A Mediterraneanist’s Collection:
Henri Pharaon’s ‘Treasure House of
Arab Art’

The Construction of the ‘Modern’
against the ‘Traditional’ during the
Early Republican Era in Turkey: The
Orientalist Imagery in Nazmi Ziya’s
Painting ‘Taksim Square’

The Ottoman Baroque in the Urban
and Rural Quarters in the 18th
Century

Rewriting the History of 19thcentury Ottoman Architecture

Henri Pharaon’s late 19th
century mansion, located on a hill
overlooking Beirut’s historic centre,
houses one of the most significant
collection of art objects in Lebanon.
As the imaginative product of an
exceptionally wealthy and politically
powerful man, the mansion is a
unique artefact among Lebanese
urban elite establishments. This
paper probes the nature of
Pharaon’s collection, and its cultural
significance; was there a guiding
principle animating the collection?
What meanings are assumed by the
recontextualised Islamic art objects
and interiors? And what was Henri
Pharaon, a man of great wealth and
political clout, trying to achieve?
Inessa Kouteinikova
Groningen Museum

Between Europe and Asia: Paintings
for the Kazan Railway Station in
Moscow, 1913–1916
By accepting the commission to
paint the great hall of the new Kazan
railway station in Moscow, the young
Russian painter Evgenii Lanserey
found his inspiration in the image
of the meeting moment between
Russia and Asia. He explored the
fascinating interplay between Russia
and its Oriental neighbour. Central
Asia, so forgotten and dismissed
as a civilization, lost to the West
seemingly forever until it was
conquered by the Russian Empire in
1870s, proved its ultimate resilience.
To examine the Kazan project, to see
if and how the past was re-evaluated,
we need to look no further than the
colonial policies of the tsarist regime
and the subsequent creation of the
Soviet Union.

‘Taksim Square’, the triptych
painting of Nazmi Ziya Güran
prepared for the ‘Exhibition of
the Revolution’ of 1935, is a work
that reflects well the Kemalist
hegemony of the time, which was
constructed by the newly founded
Republican state in Turkey. It vividly
materializes the attitude of the ruling
elite towards the social formation,
the abrupt schism constructed
between the modern and the
traditional and the ‘otherisation’ of
the traditional through Orientalism
from within. The aim of this paper
is to evaluate this painting from a
Saidian perspective by comparing
the Orientalist imagery of the work
to its Western equivalents.

After the Vienna defeat in the
late 17th century, the Ottoman
Empire propelled its art into new
territories. These were neither fully
baroque, nor were they organically
formed. They were, instead, new
architectural building types, painting
styles, ornamentation that were
employed with some influences
from the European baroque
style. In Istanbul, baroque had
certain representations, in library
buildings, fountain-structures, mural
paintings and ornamentation; in
the countryside, it had impact on
mansion and mosque ornamentation,
towers and castles of powerful
estate-ruling men. The major
differentiation among the objects
and degree of baroque touch should
be read with this distinction between
the urban centre and the country.

Martina Becker
Middle East Technical University,
Ankara

Shirine Hamadeh
American Research Institute in Turkey

Considering Conceptualisation: The
Reformation of Art Education in the
Early Turkish Republic

Hybridity and the Struggle for
Public Space in 18th-century
Istanbul

The Academy of Fine Arts in
Istanbul underwent a profound
reformation during the early years
of the Turkish Republic. Until 1932,
it was the sole public institution
for professional artistic training
and would become an important
institution in the formation of the
modernist agenda and nationalist
programme of the young nationstate. This paper addresses the
restructuring of the educational
setting and academic curricula and
analyses the implications of these
processes on the conceptualisation
of modern art and the artistic
profession at that time. From a
broader perspective, this paper
aims to highlight the importance of
considering specific conceptions of
art, especially now that art history is
venturing outside the geographical
and intellectual domain, which
informed and moulded its concepts
and methodologies.

This paper explores an aspect of
Istanbul’s urban culture in the 18th
century that resonates with what
in European historiography has
been characterised as a process
within early modernity, namely:
the growing agency of the middle
segments of society in shaping their
city and arbitrating architectural
taste. By arguing that a process of
décloisonnement in the social fabric
sparked a similar opening up in
urban and architectural cultures and
a new disposition for innovation, I
focus on two areas of inquiry: the
opening of imperial gardens to
public access and the development of
a new architecture of public spaces.

The 19th century has been
viewed within the history of
Ottoman architecture as a time
of the ‘complete annihilation’
of indigenous traditions and
craftsmanship at the hands of Greek,
Armenian and foreign architects.
They merely followed the latest
European fashions without any of
the thought that lay behind that style
in its original context, it is argued.
This paper will introduce evidence
concerning the Balyan family,
responsible for most of the imperial
architectural projects of the time,
that indicates that these individuals
can no longer be referred to as ‘men
of practice’ incapable of imparting
meaning to their architecture.
Tim Kennedy
American University of Sharjah

Walking the Ruined Map of Dubai
Creek
Dubai describes both the dated
western visitors’ view of the exotic
East alongside the modernist
contemporary narrative with
symbols of an outsourced
Orientalism. Embedded in the
original settlements that straddle
Dubai Creek is the palimpsest
of the port that networks the
regions maritime commerce. This
cultural landscape study and its
accompanying series of serial
panoramas are a window into the
dense intercultural activity that
characterizes the state of the current
urban populous of the authentic
Dubai. The artwork exhibited is a
study of Place from 2006–2009 that
presents a sustainable urban form at
risk of erasure by powerful forces of
economic globalization.
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New Perspectives on the Art of the Middle East

Abdallah Kahil
Lebanese American University

Identity in Landscape Painting in
20th-century Lebanese Art
This paper discusses the
development of landscape
representation in Lebanese
painting from the French mandate
in the 1920’s to the present. It
suggests that the emergence of this
genre paralleled the ideological
construction of the newly formed
‘nation’. On another level, the
paper discusses the impact of the
French mandate and the Orientalist
visual formula of the ‘Mountain
of Lebanon’ in defining the
iconography of landscape painting
in this early period. It also traces
its development through the civil
war in 1975, when new trends
of landscape painting emerged
reflecting the factional divisions in
Lebanese society.
Nermin Saybasili
Mimar Sinan University of Fine Arts

No(w)here: Towards a
‘Glocal Vision’
This paper will seek to interrogate
local/global geographies of Turkey
in reference to contemporary art
practices, offering a double concept:
‘nowhere’ and ‘now-here’. I intend
to elaborate the ways ‘nowhere’
should be present whenever one is
concerned with global processes
and ‘now-here’ is needed to be taken
into consideration whenever one is
concerned with the materialisation
of global processes, their effects
in geographical locations and
subjectivities. Drawing partly on
Paul Virilio’s term ‘glocalisation’, I
will discuss that global processes,
from the global financial markets to
the oil politics and the transnational
migration, can be read through
a focus on instantiation and
‘performativity’ as opposed to
description and representation.
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Hamid Keshmirshekan
Advanced Research Institute, The
Iranian Academy of Fine Arts

Globalisation and the Question
of Identity: Discourses on
Contemporary Iranian Art during
the Past Two Decades
This paper seeks to explore the
inevitable issues drawn from the
process of globalization, namely
the question of identity, i.e.
local, historical, imagined and
collective identity, followed by
artistic production and thereafter
other consequences and critical
discussions, located differently by
generations. It aims to examine these
issues within the context of Iranian
culture during the recent history of
Iran. The changing socio-political
dynamics of the country in the
post-revolutionary period presents
a number of unique and interesting
cases of this new situation, specific to
their cultural essentialism, but also
related to other cultural norms and a
much larger, global, movement and
institutions.
Sylvia Shorto
American University of Beirut

Prisoners of War: Ideologies and
the Exhibition of Contemporary
Lebanese Art
It is now almost a truism that
art, through its ordered display,
makes arguments. There remains
the task of critically evaluating
the ideological perspectives that
underlie display choices. Ruptured
by the Civil War, the institutional
display of contemporary art in
Lebanon has seen a vital recovery
in public and commercial venues
in recent years. I use as a case
study the newly-opened Beirut Art
Center, and its 2009 exhibition,
‘The Road to Peace: Paintings in
Times of War, 1975–1991’. This
exhibition challenged the dominant
discourses of post-war Lebanese
artists. The friction between
different generational perspectives
is used to propose a new narrative of
Lebanon’s art history.
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Session 31
Robin Schuldenfrei
Humboldt University, Berlin and University of Illinois at Chicago

Anxious Dwelling/Postwar Spaces
Postwar dwelling was fraught with anxiety. The domestic sphere
engendered certain expectations regarding social behaviour,
modes of living, and forms of dwelling. This panel proposes
a reappraisal of modern life as it was meant to be lived against
concurrent realities and practicalities, welcoming new readings
of modernism’s expectations and controls through its promoters
and detractors alike. Offering a timely reassessment of commodity
culture and the economic and political retooling of civilian life,
this session features papers that examine the material content of
art, objects and spaces in the context of postwar dwelling. Seeking

Anxious Dwelling/Postwar Spaces

Cammie McAtee
Harvard University

Mary Lou Lobsinger
University of Toronto

Christine Atha
School of the Art Institute of Chicago

Comfort in the Age of Anxiety: Eero
Saarinen’s Womb Chair

Domestic Objects, the Neo-AvantGarde, and the Politics of PostMaterialist Consumption

Dirt and Disorder: Taste and
Anxiety in the Working Class Home

Immediately upon its debut on the
home furnishings market in 1948,
Knoll’s chair model no. 70, or Womb
Chair, as it was quickly dubbed,
achieved cult status as a design
object. Designed by Eero Saarinen,
the chair ironically became a ‘classic’
in a period defined by planned
obsolescence and the cult of the new.
Contrasting hardness and softness,
rigidity and flexibility, mass and
line, the elements of the chair were
artfully assembled to bring domestic
drama to the postwar home. Not
only comfortable, the Womb Chair
was comforting, a much-needed
quality to combat the tensions of the
‘The Age of Anxiety’.

not just to excavate and explicate previously underexamined
aspects of postwar spaces, it asks how we might interrogate them
as discursive entities. The acquisition of domestic goods not only
relieved the unease felt between neighbours struggling to keep
up, but between political systems, each within its own ‘domestic’
realm. What role did material objects and architecture play in
quelling or flaming the anxiety of mid-century modernism’s
ordinary denizens, and how does this role figure in their contested
legacy today? This panel invites investigations of dwellings as
a means of soliciting critical insight into the political stakes of
domestic culture and the domestic culture of politics.

Jane Pavitt
University of Brighton and Victoria &
Albert Museum

The Future is Possibly Past: The
Anxious Spaces of Gaetano Pesce
Gaetano Pesce’s installation at
the landmark MOMA exhibition
Italy: The New Domestic Landscape
(1972) imagined a scenario in
which a subterranean 20th-century
plastic dwelling is excavated by an
archaeologist of the future. The
archaeological evidence leads to
speculation on the anxious condition
of 20th-century society. Pesce
continued to explore the fragmented
nature of human experience in a
series of projects, including his 1975
exhibition La Futur est peut-etre
passé. This paper examines his work
in the context of post-war/cold war
concerns, and the critical impasse
reached within modernism by this
point.

While much of the recent writing
dealing with Italian neo-avant-garde
design practices has focused on
cultural critique it has over-looked
the production of domestic objects
for the high-end design market. The
research examined in this paper
addresses the following conjunction:
while the politics of protest, critiques
of conformism and consumer
society inspired the design of some
of the most provocative objects and
environments, these same references
were adopted within new strategies
in advertising. The paper will
discuss the relation between neoavant-garde design, the politics of
consumption and the advent of new
marketing strategies.
Fredie Floré
Ghent University and VU University
Amsterdam

Modernizing the Homes of the
Cultural Elite in Belgium: The
Shaded Political Presence of Knoll
International
In the first decade following
world war II, Knoll International,
a renowned American-based
producer of International Style
furniture, entered the western
European market. It did so by
selling production licenses to local
furniture companies. For example, in
1954 the Flemish family business De
Coene obtained Knoll production
licenses for the Benelux in order to
supply the business community with
suitable modern office furnishings.
Soon Knoll furniture also became an
important component of the interior
arrangements of the homes of the
cultural elite. This paper discusses
the introduction of Knoll in these
interiors and, especially questions
the political side of this process.

This paper interrogates approaches
to the aesthetic education of the
working class through an analysis
of a didactic design literature that
insisted on the ‘sanitization’ of
the working class home. This is
discussed in the context of moral
hygiene, social reform and post
war politics. The perceived, and
real, intransigence of the working
class consumer in pre and post war
Britain necessitated the production
of considerable aesthetic and
political propaganda around design
and its consumption. The discussion
straddles the period 1937–1952 and
examines attempts made by political
agencies to correct and civilize
working class taste and produce a
‘discriminating’ working class public.
Jennifer Hock
Middlebury College

An American Dilemma: The Politics
of Dwelling on New York's Upper
West Side
This paper explores the politics of
dwelling in postwar, urban-renewalera New York City, where liberal
ideals of a racially and economically
diverse neighbourhood were
challenged both by gentrifying
brownstone owners and by poor
and working class Puerto Rican
activists. Exploring cultural concepts
of dwelling and neighbourhood as
well as the local politics of renewal
planning and housing policy, this
paper argues that the home operates
as an ideologically charged site, one
whose meanings in this period have
yet to be fully explored.

Katharina Pfützner
National College of Art and Design,
Dublin

The Cultural Politics of Designing
the Socialist Home in the German
Democratic Republic
Anxious to shape an alternative,
distinctly Socialist idea of the
modern home, cultural politicians
in the GDR rejected Modernism as
a suitable approach to the design
of domestic objects. As designers
continued to work in a Modernist
idiom, conflict ensued with both
sides seeking to mould the material
culture of domestic life, while
simultaneously claiming to represent
the aesthetic preferences of GDR
citizens. This paper focuses on this
conflict, reconstructing the rivalling
positions and examining how they
were mediated and negotiated with
the public, not least to complicate
the current conception of GDR
designers as passive executors of
state policy.
Ana Miljacki
MIT

The Allegory of the Socialist
Lifestyle: The Czechoslovak Pavilion
at the Brussels Expo, its Gold
Medal and the Politburo
Although it was hardly mentioned
in the architectural press coverage
of the Brussels Expo 1958, the
Czechoslovak pavilion won the
gold medal. By 1958, discussions on
socialist lifestyle and on the socialist
realist style were well under way
in Czech architectural discourse,
but it was the endorsement by
the West (in the form of the gold
medal) that finally and paradoxically
galvanized a proper image for
socialist architecture. This paper will
focus on the complex relationship
between the architectural artefacts
produced for the Expo, the political
demands placed on those, and the
value of international recognition in
this particularly charged Cold War
circumstance.
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Anxious Dwelling/Postwar Spaces

Paolo Scrivano
Boston University

Scott Budzynski
Justus-Liebig-Universität

Christine Bianco
Oxford Brookes University

‘Those kitchens we cannot have:’
America and the Transformation of
Italy’s Domestic Space during the
1950s and 1960s

Living Space as Representation:
Cultural Self and Memory in
Constructing the New

Modern Art at Home: Collecting,
Consumerism, and the
Performance of Freedom in Postwar
American Mass Magazines

The transformation of the domestic
space is one of the most persuasive
symbols of Italy’s change after
WWII. Affecting architectural
design and public perception
and use, it signalled a moment of
cultural instability. The introduction
of an American archetype of
domestic space supported a process
where social values were affected,
redefining citizenship with a shift
from public to private life: kitchens
and living rooms took over from
courtyards, streets, or piazze as
spaces for collective gathering. The
‘Americanisation’ of the kitchen
framed the new discussion on
modernisation, centring on the
privatisation of collective behaviour
and the domestication of social
space.
Anne Toxey
University of Texas at San Antonio

Pawns or Prophets? Postwar
Architects and Utopian Designs for
Southern Italy
In 1950 Italy sent star architects,
planners, and social scientists
to Matera, infamous for its cave
habitations. They studied the
peasant population, analysed the
social and political dimensions of
architecture, and implemented
their experiments. In architectural
journals and the political arena,
Matera became a paradigm for
postwar reconstruction designed
for the culture and economy of the
South. Architecturally, however,
these efforts failed. The social
idealism of their utopian designs
never materialised. This paper
studies the disconnect between
political and architectural goals of
the modernization of Matera and
demonstrates the way in which
designers served as pawns in postwar
political reorganisation.

This paper examines the different
spaces of memory within the
construction of the new in Italy
and Germany (West) through two
architectural exhibitions: The 1947
housing project QT8 (Quartiere
Triennale 8a) of the first Milanese
Triennale after World War II and the
IBA ’57 (Interbau 1957) exhibition
in the Hansaviertel of West Berlin.
Housing is understood here in
terms of a symbolic environment
for the reconstruction of a sense
of cultural self. An analysis of the
contrasting images of the functional
dwelling, however, shows how the
past remained very present in the
meanings these spaces were charged
with.
Margaret Petty
Victoria University of Wellington

Scopophobia/Scopophilia: Electric
Light and the Anxiety of the Gaze in
Postwar American Architecture
In the postwar era interest in
‘dematerializing’ the traditional
enclosure of the private dwelling
became a key component of ‘good
living’. However, the increasing
use of glass brought significant
challenges to the occupation of
domestic spaces. Primary among
these concerns was the psychic
dislocation caused by extensive
visual exposure. In response
electric lighting was proposed as
an immaterial solution for the
control of the visual conditions of
the private dwelling. This paper
explores the use of electric lighting
in the postwar era to both address
and mediate the gaze in the visual
and social ‘scripting’ of the domestic
environment.

SCULPTURE JOURNAL
Published in association with the
Public Monuments and Sculpture
Association, Sculpture Journal
provides an international forum for
writers and scholars in the field of
post-classical sculpture and public
commemorative monuments in the
Western tradition. Sculpture Journal
offers a keen critical overview
and a sound historical base, and
is Britain’s foremost scholarly
journal devoted to sculpture in all
its aspects. Periods covered extend
to public and private commissions
for present-day sculptors. While
being academic and traditional, the
journal encourages contributions
of fresh research from new names
in the field.

During the 1950s, mass magazines,
such as Life and Time, increasingly
presented modern art as an object
for display in the home. Articles
and advertisements encouraged
readers to collect original paintings,
create their own art, and buy cheap
reproductions to decorate their
homes. Abstract and modernistic
art often appeared in magazine
pictures of domestic interiors.
Yet modern art was only one of
many stylistic choices featured in
magazines, where Cold War rhetoric
constructed the process of choosing
domestic commodities as a political
act. Readers of mass magazines were
encouraged to perform American
freedom by choosing art to display
in their homes.
Iris Balija
University of Essex

Inside Out: The Domestic Interior in
Contemporary Art
The domestic interior has become
an increasingly prominent motif
in the work of contemporary
artists; not only as mere setting
or context for a given subject, but
as the central subject itself. While
a significant amount of research
has been devoted to the study of
the interior in other disciplines, it
remains relatively neglected within
the field of art history. Drawing
on the writing of Walter Benjamin
and on post-structuralist theories
of intertextuality, this paper seeks
to remedy this situation through
a detailed analysis of the domestic
interior’s deployment in recent
artistic practice.

Editor: Katharine Eustace
Reviews Editor: Robert Wenley
2 issues per year
Institutions £110.00 (EEA/ROW) $195.00 (USA & Canada)
Individuals £40.00 $70.00
To subscribe to Sculpture Journal:
Email: subscriptions@marston.co.uk
Telephone Marston Book Services on +44 [0]1235 465 537
Or visit our website:
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Session 32
Robin Simon
University College, London

Hogarth and the Vernacular Renaissance in 18th-century Britain

Robin Simon
University College, London

Hogarth, Satan and Voltaire

Hogarth and the Vernacular
Renaissance in
18th-century Britain
Hogarth is a key figure within an 18th-century ‘renaissance’
in Britain of the vernacular heritage in the visual arts, theatre,
music and letters. His own attempts at establishing a British
school are best understood in this context, within a London
full of European émigrés, several of whom were his close
colleagues. This ‘renaissance’ was a reaction to the perceived
dominance of continental European culture, especially that of
Italy and France. It was noted by Voltaire, who was in London to
witness developments 1726–8 and whose comments on Milton
in particular are directly related to Hogarth’s innovations in
‘history’ painting based upon vernacular literature. Hogarth
published his aesthetic treatise The Analysis of Beauty in emulation
of the growing French literature on the subject and as part of
his establishment of an indigenous academic training at the St
Martin’s Lane Academy. Crucial disciplines such as anatomy
formed part of the academy’s curriculum from its inception, and
continued with the foundation of the Royal Academy in 1768.
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Anne Dulau Beveridge
Hunterian Art Gallery, University of
Glasgow

The Anatomist and the Artists:
Hunter’s Involvement with Artists

Voltaire was in London 1726–8,
which prompted his Essay upon
the Epick Poetry of the European
Nations from Homer down to Milton
(1727). In it he took exception to
the episode in Paradise Lost of Satan,
Sin and Death, the subject of an
early ‘history painting’ by William
Hogarth. Voltaire’s essay provoked
a response from the Italian poet
Paolo Rolli, and several years
later Richardson Sr. published his
well-known Explanatory Notes upon
Paradise Lost. This literary debate
and Hogarth’s efforts to establish a
British School of painting are related
to the contemporary ‘vernacular
renaissance’ in Britain.

In 1768 William Hunter, founder
of the Hunterian Museum and Art
Gallery, Glasgow, stated confidently,
‘I am pretty much acquainted with
most of our best artists and live
in friendship with them.’ Within
months, he was appointed to the
Chair of Anatomy in the Royal
Academy of Arts. Yet until recently
this passionate collector’s multiple
associations with artists have often
been overlooked. This paper aims
to investigate Hunter’s involvement
with artists prior to his 1768 election
to the Royal Academy and how it
evolved thereafter.

Eric J. Weichel
Queen’s University, Canada

Mark A . Cheetham
University of Toronto

‘Most horribly done, and so
unfortunately like’: Emigré Artists
at the Court of St James 1714–45

Hogarth’s Analysis of Beauty:
Seeing ‘in English’

Three case studies of the émigré
artists Christian Friedrich Zincke
(c. 1684–1767), Philippe Mercier
(1691–1760) and Enoch Seeman
(1689/90–1744) are juxtaposed
with the diaries of John Hervey
(1696–1743), Mary (Clavering)
Cowper (1685–1724) and John
Perceval (1683–1748) to argue that
the cosmopolitan, transnational
character of the artists associated
with the early Georgian court
has been elided in art-historical
literature. The exclusion of these
artists from among the canonical
‘greats’ of the century reflects a
nationalistic bias in British art
historiography that privileges ‘safe’,
native-born achievement over
ethno-cultural hybridity.

The Analysis of Beauty is Hogarth’s
attempt to educate the English
eye to the truths of observation in
matters of taste and to offset the
delusions of Continental authority.
He proceeds ‘in English’, not only in
the linguistic vernacular but as a way
of seeing based on the purported
liberty and common sense of the
English nation. Hogarth wanted
his readers to ‘take the trouble
of examining my book and prints
together’. This innovation signals the
‘Englishness’ of Hogarth’s art theory.
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Session 33
Debra higgs Strickland
University of Glasgow

Intervisuality in Medieval and Early
Modern Art
Of current interest in the critical analysis of medieval and early
modern art, intervisuality or interpictoriality has been understood
as the visual counterpart to intertextuality. Simply defined as
pictorial references to other pictures, or more colourfully as
‘art infested with other art’ (Leo Steinberg), studies by Michael
Camille, Madeline Caviness, Cynthia Hahn, Mitchell Merback
and others have shown that the process or concept itself is
anything but simple, that it can generate multiple and often
complex meanings that serve particular contemporary cultural
agendas. We may speak of intervisuality, among other ways, in
relation to the redeployment of earlier iconographical formulae
in new contexts, to pictorial references across different artistic
media, to correspondences across visual genres (such as from
dramatic performance to static works of art, or vice versa). The
papers in this session will examine the problem of intervisuality
in medieval and early modern art by using case studies to explore
a variety of questions, including: Is intervisuality a concept or a
process? Is it the creation of medieval artists or audiences? How
does intervisuality generate meaning? What types of cultural work
did intervisuality perform during the medieval and early modern
periods?
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Intervisuality in Medieval and Early Modern Art

Marius Hauknes
Princeton University

Gregory Waldrop
Fordham University

A Pagan Paradox in the ‘Aula
Gotica’: Classical Form and
Medieval Meaning in 13th-century
Rome

Painting Priesthood: Iconography
and the Construction of
Sacerdotal Identity in Late
Medieval Italy

An unexpected, 13th-century
pagan cult image of Mithras in
Rome provides in this paper an
opportunity for staging a dialogue
between intervisuality as an
historical meaning-producing
process and intervisuality as
a contemporary critical term.
Central to the discussion is how
the positioning of the image within
purely visual-relational webs affects
the capacity of the figure to embody
materially its own signification.
Two iconological models will be
considered: Panofsky’s ‘principle
of disjunction’ and Warburg’s
Mnemosyne Atlas. These, it will
be argued, invite us to reflect on
the perceived antinomy between
historicity and intervisuality.

During the late middle ages,
representations of priests at
the altar became stock features
of illuminated texts reserved
mainly to clerics. Small images
of conventional and seemingly
static Eucharistic celebrants could
signify the sacrament itself but
more generally, ‘liturgy’, ‘clergy’,
‘offering’ or ‘sacrifice’. By 1400, the
polyvalence of sacerdotal visual
formulae began to serve broader
ends, reflecting contemporary
claims and controversies about
priests’ status and roles as
mediators. Focusing primarily
on Sienese materials — Trecento
manuscript illuminations and two
15th-century altarpieces — this
paper examines the emergence
of self-consciously sacerdotal
identity and the evolution of its
visual image from ritual cipher to
significant cultural persona.

Federica Giacobbe
University of Glasgow

The Frescoes of the Crypt of
Sant’Isacco e Marziale in Spoleto
as an Example of Intervisuality in
Medieval Art
The Romanesque frescoes in the
crypt of Sant'Isacco and Marziale
in Spoleto, Umbria, have been
neglected for years by scholars due
to their lack of technical finesse in
comparison with the most famous
coeval Roman examples. However,
the complex set of intervisual
borrowings contained in the
paintings demonstrates that these
frescoes play an important role as
an expression of an independent
figurative culture originating in
the Sabina area. Borrowing from
different artistic media and local
traditions, these paintings can
be considered one of the most
important witnesses to wider
regional productions that demand
consideration in relation to the
problem of intervisuality.

Colleen M. Thomas
Trinity College Dublin

Migrant Monks: SS Paul and
Antony as Models of Authentic
Monasticism
The legendary foundation of
ascetic monasticism imagined as
a meal miraculously delivered
by a raven and shared between
the Egyptian hermits, Paul and
Antony, became an iconic scene
in Christian art. Jerome drew
intertextually on classic heroic
narratives in his 4th-century Life
of Paul (Vita Pauli) to transform
the desert saints into models for
Christians in the West. It was not
until several centuries later that
the scene was first depicted on
sculpture in Scotland and Ireland
where the desert symbolism was
an important marker of ascetic
identity for monks. Using the
same composition, late medieval
illuminated books of hours also
invoked these anchorites to
underline a monastic connection.

This paper examines how the Paul
and Antony scene established an
intervisual relationship between
Insular monuments and continental
manuscripts with an adaptable
composition that continued to
surface in monastic contexts
throughout Europe.
Eric Hold
EHESS Paris and Humboldt-University
Berlin

‘A Lion Stands for Christ … and
Again, Stands for the Devil’: The
Anthropology of Visual Ambiguity
in Romanesque Sculpture at
Moissac
The sculptures of the well known
portal of the church of St-Pierre
at Moissac reference Biblical
stories that are not so easy to
identify or interpret as it may first
appear. Their perceived meanings
depend on the spatial location of
the spectator, and on the order
in which the images are viewed.
However, this order is prescribed
by a gradual frontal approach
and the interpretation is heavily
dependent on a sensitisation
by sacral topography and on
intervisuality. This paper aims to
demonstrate the ways in which
intervisuality generates meanings
and how sacral space intentionally
involves the body of the spectator.
The significations of Romanesque
sculpture seem fundamentally
unpredictable and ambiguous, and
these features particularly open
it to visual exegesis, one that is
based on the free or guided visual
associations that rest upon an
intertextual background.

Andrea Kann
Coe College

See Me, Hear Me, Touch Me, Mirror
Me: The Livre des merveilles as a
Self-Referential Mirror of Princes
The Livre des merveilles (BNF MS
fr. 2810) contains illustrated
accounts of exotic Eastern travels
by Marco Polo, John Mandeville,
and others. However, some of
its images also reflect ‘mirror of
princes’ manuscripts known to
contemporary courtly audiences. In
this context, the Livre des merveilles
offers an intervisual subtext on
the authority inherent in rightful
rule, promoting the politics of its
patron, John the Fearless. This
paper will also demonstrate
how the manuscript offers an
intravisual subtext by repeating
images of successful, multivalent
performances of reading, seeing
and listening, reinforcing its power
by self-referentially picturing the
very acts audiences performed as
they consumed it.
Toos de Peyer
Independent

Uncanny Devilry: Medieval
Marginalia and the ‘Diabeleries’ of
Jheronimus Bosch
Although wholly original, the devils
in Bosch’s painted images of hell
and hellish temptations exhibit
the same kinds of monstrosity and
hybridity encountered earlier in
medieval manuscript marginalia.
How do Bosch’s devils relate
intervisually to medieval marginalia
and why did the artist hark back
to them? I will argue that, in his
engagement with topical debates
about the nature of hell, vision
and the devil’s power to prevent
one from ‘seeing straight’, Bosch,
inspired by medieval marginalia,
used fantasia and contradiction as
subversive weapons to show the
incompatibility of phenomenal
and supernatural ways of seeing,
a strategy that rendered his
‘diableries’ both popular and
uncanny.
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Matthijs Ilsink
Noordbrabants Museum
’s-Hertogenbosch & Radboud
University Nijmegen

‘Ars gratia artis’ in 16th-century
Antwerp
This paper will focus on Pieter
Bruegel’s Fall of the Rebel Angels
(1562), arguably the most ‘Boschlike’ panel the artist ever painted.
The overt adaptation of Jheronimus
Bosch’s painting style by Bruegel
in this painting will be viewed as a
means of creating and displaying
Art (ars). Bruegel’s painting will
be analysed as both imitation of
Bosch and as anti-imitation of
Frans Floris’s Fall of the Rebel Angels
from 1554, a work that may be
characterised as the masterpiece
of a generation, a touchstone that
brings the Renaissance to the
North. The thesis of this paper is
that in his 1562 painting, Bruegel
set up an interpictorial dialogue
with two famous colleagues in order
to facilitate the discourse on art,
artifice and the naturalness of art.
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Become a voice of the
AAH History Project

Invitation to participate in audio interviews
Where you a member of the AAH in its first decade,
between 1974 and 1984?
Did you attend any of the early conferences including
those at University of Glasgow in 1976, the Institute
of Education in 1977, or Gwent College of Higher
Education in 1978?

Excerpt from the AAH Bulletin 2 February 1976. The whole document, with Bulletins from 1975 to the present day, is available to download from:
http://www.aah.org.uk/publications/bulletin

The AAH is undertaking an oral history
project to revisit and disseminate the history
of the Association. We will be conducting
brief audio interviews during the conference
and would be delighted to capture your
recollections, anecdotes and insights.
Your contribution will become part of
the AAH oral history repository held in the
AAH archive at the V&A Museum. Excerpts
of the interviews may also be used as part
of an AAH podcast series currently under
development.
Please see Liz Bruchet, AAH History Project
Coordinator, at the Registration Desk in the
Wolfson Building to learn more and to listen
to a sample of material collected to date.

Supporters

University of Glasgow

Glasgow School of Art

Hunterian Museum
and Art Gallery

The Mackintosh House will be
free to delegates throughout the
conference on production of
delegate badge.

Glasgow City
Marketing Bureau
www.seeglasgow.com

Glasgow City Council

www.glasgow.gov.uk

The Civic Reception is supported by
the Lord Provost’s Office, Glasgow
City Council.

Bookfair

We are delighted that the
following publishers, galleries and
organisations are in attendance at
the AAH10 Bookfair, held in the
Wolfson Atrium and Hugh Fraser
Room.
AHRC/EPSRC Science and
Heritage Programme
www.heritagescience.ac.uk
The AHRC/EPSRC Science and
Heritage Programme funds research
to deepen understanding and widen
participation in arts and humanities,
and science and technology
research as applied to cultural
heritage. It aims to strengthen and
develop knowledge of cultural
heritage through interdisciplinary
research, increasing the number
of researchers in the field and
communicating new knowledge
to policymakers, practitioners and
research communities.
Ashgate Publishing
www.ashgatepublishing.com
Ashgate’s art-book publishing
consists of two strands: highly
specialized, scholarly research
monographs and essay collections in
Visual Studies, which are published
under the Ashgate imprint, and
illustrated art books for specialists,
professionals and enthusiasts, which
are published under the Lund
Humphries imprint. Ashgate’s
Visual Studies programme features
rigorously peer-reviewed, high
quality original research covering
from the medieval period through to
the mid 20th-century.
Berg Publishers
www.bergpublishers.com
Berg has built an international
reputation through publishing in
visual culture and art history, design,
fashion and textiles, anthropology,
and cultural studies. We publish a
wide range of books and journals
in visual culture, including the
e-journal Art in Translation, the
forthcoming Berg Encyclopedia of
World Dress and Fashion and the Berg
Fashion Library online portal. Visit
our stand for discounted books and
online demos.
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Collins Gallery
www.collinsgallery.strath.ac.uk
Located in Glasgow’s city centre, the
Collins Gallery was established by
the University of Strathclyde in 1973
and holds the University's museum
collections of Fine Art and Historic
Scientific instruments. Since
then we have presented an annual
programme of some 8 temporary
exhibitions and related events. In
contrast to Glasgow’s other galleries,
the Collins has a strong focus on
Craft and Applied Art, representing
makers from both the UK and
abroad.
The Edwin Mellen Press
www.mellenpress.com
The Edwin Mellen Press is a
scholarly publisher of international
books. Selling books mainly to
research university libraries
worldwide, we publish 350-400 new
titles every year in the humanities,
social sciences and the arts.
Henry Moore Institute
www.henry-moore.ac.uk
The Henry Moore Institute is a
centre for the study of sculpture
known internationally for its wideranging programme. Its exhibitions
and active research programme
vary from historic to contemporary
sculpture. The Institute manages
a specialist library and curates
the British sculpture and archive
collections of Leeds Museums &
Galleries. The study of sculpture can
mean many things, and the Institute
aims to replicate this diversity.
I.B. Tauris
www.ibtauris.com
I.B. Tauris is an independent
publishing house pioneering
a distinctive approach to the
publishing of both general nonfiction and new work in the
humanities and social sciences. Our
aim in the expanding Visual Culture
list is to publish good critical writing
on international film and television,
art and photography, critical theory,
fashion, gender and popular culture.
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Intellect
www.intellectbooks.co.uk
Intellect is an independent academic
publisher in the fields of creative
practice and popular culture,
publishing scholarly books and
journals that exemplify our mission
as publishers of original thinking.
We aim to provide a vital space for
widening critical debate in new and
emerging subjects, and we publish
in four distinct subject areas: visual
arts, film studies, cultural & media
studies, and performing arts.
James McNeill Whistler: The Etchings
http://etchings.arts.gla.ac.uk
This five-year project will explore
the creative processes of the
American-born artist, James
McNeill Whistler (1834–1903),
as an etcher and printer. A major
figure in 19th century printmaking,
he created over 460 etchings. The
evolution of each etching from the
copperplate through different states
to the final print will be investigated,
and fully illustrated.
Manchester University Press
www.manchesteruniversitypress.co.uk
Manchester University Press is the
third largest University Press in the
UK. The press currently publishes
145 new titles a year, 14 journals and
around 60 reprints from its extensive
backlist. Alongside an established
list of respected Art History titles,
MUP is proud to publish Rethinking
Art’s Histories, a new series edited
by Professor Amelia Jones and
Professor Marsha Meskimmon.
MIT Press
http://mitpress.mit.edu
New titles available in Spring 2010
include: a biography of performance
artist Marina Abramovic, When
Marina Abramovic Dies by James
Westcott; Richard Hamilton edited
by Hal Foster; Perpetual Inventory
by Rosalind Krauss; Situation
Aesthetics: The Work of Michael Asher
by Kirsi Peltomäki; Ed Ruscha’s Los
Angeles by Alexandra Schwartz, and
Psychedelic: Optical and Visionary Art
since the 1960s edited by David S
Rubin.
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Oxford University Press
www.oup.com
OUP publishes a wide range of
art content, including books,
journals, and online resources. The
acclaimed Oxford History of Art series
combines beautiful illustrations with
fascinating perspectives on world art.
Our art journals include Journal of
Design History and Oxford Art Journal.
The acclaimed Grove Art Online can
be accessed through Oxford Art
Online at www.oxfordartonline.com.
Visit the OUP stand to enter our prize
draw!
Prestel Publishing
www.prestel.com
With its impressive list of titles
in English and German, Prestel
Publishing is one of the world’s
leading publishers in the fields of art,
architecture, photography, design,
cultural history and ethnography.
The Public Catalogue Foundation
www.thepcf.org.uk
The Public Catalogue Foundation,
a registered charity, was set up
to photograph and record all
oil paintings in publicly owned
collections in the UK. This includes
works in museums, council buildings,
universities, and even police stations.
Through a proposed free-to-access
website sitting on bbc.co.uk and a
series of affordable catalogues, our
aim is to improve public access to
the paintings we own.
Ridinghouse
www.ridinghouse.co.uk
The publishing imprint Ridinghouse
was established in 1995 and
produces 8–10 publications a
year. Several themes run through
Ridinghouse’s books, including
anthologies of writings on and
conversations with artists; books that
examine the relationship between
art and law; PhDs on art historical
themes and first monographs.

Routledge
www.tandf.co.uk/journals
The Routledge tradition
indisputably shows that we have
been the key publisher for those
who, through their scholarship, have
changed the course of academic
disciplines. Our growing arts and
humanities programmes illustrate
that we are at the forefront of
academic publishing in these
fields. We publish over 1,300 titles
worldwide and are the preferred
journal publishing partner for over
400 of the world’s most prestigious
learned societies and associations.
The Scottish Society for Art History
www.ssah.org.uk
The SSAH is the leading independent
charity dedicated to promoting and
supporting art history in Scotland.
Founded in 1984, the society runs
an active programme of events and
publications, notably our annual
journal which is one of Scotland's
leading academic publications for
art historical research. The society
is open to everyone, from the
dedicated scholar to the amateur
enthusiast.

Sponsors

Wiley-Blackwell

www.wileyblackwell.com

The Art History and Theory list at
Wiley-Blackwell, which includes the
best selling Art in Theory anthologies,
is one of our fastest growing
publishing programmes. It embraces
the best of traditional art historical
scholarship and pedagogy, as well as
myriad interdisciplinary inflections
and new developments. We are also
honoured and delighted to be the
long-standing publishers to the
Association of Art Historians, and,
over the past year, to have worked
with the AAH and the editorial team
on the superb new redesign of Art
History.

Laurence King

www.laurenceking.com

University of Chicago Press
www.press.uchicago.edu
Established in 1891, the University
of Chicago Press is the largest
American university press. The Press
publishes approximately 250 books
a year and has published 11,000
books since its founding. The Press
also publishes leading journals
and annuals in fields including the
humanities and physical, life, and
medical sciences.
Yale University Press
www.yalebooks.co.uk
Yale University Press publishes high
quality, beautifully designed, art
books on a wide range of subjects
and across all periods. We also
distribute books by The National
Gallery, London, The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York, and The
Art Institute of Chicago.

Laurence King Publishing is
delighted to sponsor this year's
first plenary lecture by Prof Joseph
Koerner, at Glasgow Cathedral. We
also look forward to this occasion
at which the John Fleming Travel
Award for 2010, supported by
Laurence King, will be presented.
Launched in 1991, Laurence King
publishes books across the creative
arts—on art, architecture, design,
graphic design, fashion, film,
photography and craft.
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New books from
‘Highly impressive, interesting, provocative and insightful’
Professor Frances Spalding
Now available in paperback

Mirror of the World
A New History of Art
Julian Bell

Admirable, thoughtful and surprisingly
readable … the perfect introductory text’
The Times

‘Plenty of books illustrate “masterpieces of
world art”, but writing that tells you more
than you can see for yourself and makes you
want to read on is harder. That is what Bell
provides, with clarity and a wonderfully
sustained faculty of response’
London Review of Books

‘Bell’s ability to move swiftly between
continents, from an elegiac crucifix in
Cologne Cathedral to an Indian couple on
an erotic temple frieze, allows him to make
unexpected, cross-cultural comparisons
at every turn’
The Guardian
372 illustrations, 267 in colour 25.8 x 18.8cm 496pp
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technological research. Art + Science Now, the first illustrated
survey of its kind, provides a dazzling overview of this new
genre of art, showcasing the best international work produced
since 2000. Featuring pieces by some 250 artists, including
Marc Quinn, Eduardo Kac, Wim Delroye and Olafur Eliasson,
it presents a broad range of projects inspired or drive by
technological innovation. Neatly summarizing the latest
scientific research for the lay reader, Stephen Wilson points
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